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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives an introduction to the development of optical communication using Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM). Special attention is given to two vital components in
WDM-networks: the multiwavelength laser and the radio-frequency modulator.

1.1 Introduction

Already since ancient Greece, mankind has been looking for ways to ease and speed up com-
munication. An interesting survey of the history of (optical) communication throughout the
centuries is given by Tricker [1]. Revolutionary developments in optical transmission through
fibers started only two decades ago. A tremendous growth of broadband multimedia inter-
active services is expected for the next ten years, although an economic recession has been
slowing down this process recently. The provision of these services requires high-performance
communication networks for both the access part and the transport part.

The transport or trunk part of the network was the first section of the network to make use of
WDM. The tremendous bandwidth potential of an optical fiber is then exploited by dividing the
transmitted data into non-overlapping wavelength channels. For each communication channel,
a single wavelength is generated and modulated at bit rates of up to 40Gb/s. By multiplexing
all carrier signals into one fiber, only one amplifier is needed to compensate the propagation
losses for all colors.

The access network became another important part in the telecom network since half of the
construction investments are done there. In principle, wired and wireless terrestrial access net-
works can meet the stringent specifications needed to provide broadband interactive services.
Most users are served through a wired access network by means of traditional copper-cables.
In the last ten years, much progress has been made to speed up digital communication on tele-
phone lines, from under 100kb/s for narrow-bandISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network)

1



2 1. Introduction

to over 10Mb/s for VDSL (Very high-speed Digital Subscriber Line). In the future, when
high-bandwidth applications get more common, fiber-to-the-home will increase the capacity
of wired access networks even more.

In the next section, we focus on wireless communication by means of an optical beam-
former, for which we developed the photonic integrated circuits described in this thesis.

1.2 Wireless communication with an optical beamformer

Despite the huge potential offered by wired access networks, wireless access is sometimes pre-
ferred in supporting broadband services due to: mobility of users, fast deployment, very good
bandwidth over cost ratio and high flexibility in upgrading and re-configuring the service area.
Broadband wireless access networks operate at millimeter-wave frequency bands to fulfill the
bandwidth requirements of such broadband multimedia services. Optical beam-formed anten-
nas show very interesting features and much better performance than conventional electronic
beam-steered antennas in millimeter-wave frequency applications. In addition, photonic inte-
gration technology developed for large telecom markets promises to be advantageous in terms
of cost.

Phased-array antennas have found wide application in radars and are becoming increas-
ingly important in satellite and mobile communications. The beam-forming is realized with a
so-called beam-forming network, which is capable of controlling the phase and amplitude of
all individual antenna elements. Currently, it is realized in the electrical domain with a large
matrix of Radio-Frequency (RF) phase and amplitude modulators. A major disadvantage of
this approach is the large weight and volume of the beamforming network. Two approaches
are presently being pursued worldwide for reducing size and volume of this matrix:RF-digital
processing and processing in the optical domain. For low and medium radar frequencies, the
RF-digital approach has a large potential. Also electronic antenna beamforming has been pro-
posed and tested in the frame of mobile communications (e.g.ACTS projectTSUNAMI II ) for
frequencies up to 2GHz and bit rates up to 2Mb/s. In this case, the beamforming was imple-
mented usingRF-digital electronics.

For new generation broadband systems with capacities about 100Mb/s per user, operation
in the millimeter-wave band (40 or 60GHz) is mandatory. For such broadband antennas, True-
Time Delay (TTD) is needed to avoid frequency dependence of the beam reflection (squint).
TTD is usually introduced by electronic digital delay-lines, but it is very difficult and costly to
implement if mm-wave frequencies are employed. For high frequencies and large bandwidths,
optical processing is considered to be more powerful thanRF-digital processing. Optically
beam-formed antennas can adapt their beam-shape in order to increase the gain in one direc-
tion, to increase the sectorization of a cell and to implement dedicated-user beams. These
features lead to a better frequency reuse, a more efficient spectrum sharing (as more users can
be allocated into a single cell) and to an increase of the link availability. In order to reduce size
and cost of the optical beam-formers, a mass-scale manufacturing method must be employed
and telecom-market-applications demonstrated.
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Figure 1.1: Transmit mode (top) and receive mode (bottom) of theOBANET optical beam-
former.

Recently, the European projectOBANET∗ was devoted to a novel scheme using multi-
ple wavelengths (one for each element of the antenna) in combination with a wavelength-
dependent control element, which allows for the use of Dense Wavelength Division Multi-
plexing (DWDM) telecom-market oriented devices, therefore increasing the compactness and
reducing the cost of the beamformer. The general system approach is illustrated in Fig.1.1.
In the transmit mode, the optical beamformer distributes theRF signal with the proper delay
over the phased-array elements. In the receive mode, it combines the received signals with
the proper delay, which is depending on the angle under which a signal is transmitted or re-
ceived. The optical source delivering the carrier signal is a multiwavelength laser based on an
optical phased-array (PHASAR) [2], also known as an Arrayed-Waveguide Grating (AWG) or
Waveguide Grating Router (WGR). The data is modulated onto the four optical carriers by an
integratedRF-modulator. The time delay is introduced by Digital Optical Delay Lines (DODL),
which consist of a number of Mach-Zehnder switches on one InP chip connected to four dis-
persive fibers of different lengths. These dispersive fibers introduce a relative time delay, which
varies linearly with the wavelength. The time delay for all elements can thus be done with one
single digital delay line, which enables an easy scaling to a large number of optical carriers
and, consequently, to a large number of antenna elements. Afterwards, the wavelengths are
separated by a demultiplexer, detected, amplified and fed to the individual Transmit/Receive
(T/R) modules.

∗ IST project 2000-25390OBANET (Optically Beam-formed Antennas for adaptive broadband fixed and mobile
wireless access NETworks). Its main objective was to study, propose, implement and evaluate specific coverage area
management strategies as well as their associated technologies for performance optimization in broadband adaptive
broadband wireless access networks in two scenarios: fixed and mobile broadband radio accesses in the 40 GHz band.
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In the receive mode, four individual modulators are needed to modulate the microwave
signal onto four different colors after it is detected by the antenna elements at a different point
in time. TheDODL synchronizes the optical signals again before they are detected simultane-
ously by a single photodetector. One can use the sameDODL in both the transmit and receive
part of the beamformer by inserting two circulators to get exactly the same time shifts. Some
of the devices discussed in this thesis were designed to be implemented in theOBANET optical
beamformer.

1.3 Modulators

The practical limit for direct modulation of Fabry-Pérot [3–8] DFB [9–18] and DBR [19, 20]
lasers lies already for over a decade at∼ 10GHz while record numbers are in the range of
20− 30GHz. The limits are set by differential gain, photon-carrier interaction, Relative In-
tensity Noise (RIN) and frequency chirp. Especially the latter prevents transmission over large
distances. In [21], direct modulation at 40GHz was shown but only over a fiber length of 1 km.
Therefore, optical data transmission systems at even higher bit rates and longer fiber lengths
cannot do without external modulators. Many research labs put much effort in developing these
devices. The most widely used materials for the realization of external modulators are LiNbO3,
polymers and the III-V semiconductors GaAs and InP. This section describes the progress that
has been achieved in this field. We try to summarize the characteristics and performance of
reported modulators of the different types and discuss some of them in more detail.

1.3.1 Electro-absorption modulators

Electro-Absorption Modulators (EAMs) make use of the fact that under a reverse bias, light
is absorbed in a semiconductor layer with a bandgap wavelength close the wavelength of the
signal. There is a trade-off between extinction ratio (long active lengths) and modulation speed
(short active lengths). The bandwidth limiting factor in a such modulator is the time it takes to
charge and discharge the capacitance of the diode through the series resistance of the Lumped-
Element (LE) electrodes and the semiconductor layers. This bandwidth limit is given by the
reciprocal of the time constantτ = RC. Since the series resistanceR is often already minimized,
the only way to increase the bandwidth of a lumpedEAM is to decrease its capacitance by
shortening the absorption length.

EAMs made in GaAs and InP have both positive and negative aspects. Disadvantages of
EAMs are chirp (caused by a refractive index change accompanying the absorption change) and
high insertion losses due to the bandgap wavelength of the absorption layer, which is close to
the signal wavelength. Advantages are low modulation voltage, high switching speed, small
size and the possibility to integrate them with active devices like lasers, amplifiers or detectors,
in contrast to modulators made in for instance LiNbO3.

To overcome the bandwidth limit imposed by theRCtime constant, one can use a Traveling-
Wave (TW) configuration. Then, the optical signal is modulated by a microwave that is travel-
ing along the optical waveguide. InTW-EAMs, velocity matching is not as important as in
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Table 1.1: Overview of Lumped-Element (LE) and Traveling-Wave (TW) InP-basedEAMs.

Type Loss [dB] V Ext. [dB] f3dBe [GHz] L (µm) Z [Ω] Year

LE 2.9 20 17 3 375 - 1987 [22]

LE 3 2 10 12.5 100 - 1991 [23]

LE 2.7 3 17 20 110 - 1992 [24]

LE 3 1.9 10 35 120 - 1994 [25]

LE 7 2.6 10 20−40 50 - 1995 [26]

LE - 1.8 > 10 42 120 - 1995 [27]

LE 8† < 3 15 50 63 - 1996 [28]

LE gaino 2.4 14.4 6 225 - 2000 [29]

LE gaino 3 32 10Gb/s 300 - 2003 [30]

TW - < 2 15 > 50‡ 200 - 1997 [31]

TW - 1.2 20 25 300 25 1999 [32]

TW 5 0.5−2 10−30 43 450 15 2001 [33]

TW - 3 21 > 50 225 - 2001 [34]

TW gaino 2.5 13 > 40 80−120 - 2002 [35]

TW - 2 40 > 20 330 - 2002 [36]

†Fiber-to-fiber insertion loss;‡3dBo; o due to an integrated semiconductor optical amplifier.

Mach-Zehnder modulators, since the active length is much shorter. Typically,TW-EAMs are
twice as long asLE-modulators to exploit their traveling-wave operation for a larger extinction
ratio. Table1.1 gives a selected overview of InP-based electro-absorption modulators. Up to
now, similar bandwidths have been obtained for both types. However, velocity-matchedTW-
EAMs have the potential to reach even higher bandwidths, while increasing the extinction ratio
at the same time due to a longer absorption length.

1.3.2 MZI modulators

A Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI ) modulator is a device in which a confined light beam
can be switched between different output ports by means of an external voltage or current.
These modulators have been realized in both aLE and TW configuration. Several material
platforms can be used: polymer, LiNbO3, GaAs and InP. Table1.2gives a resume of highlights
in this area.

Polymer modulators can operate in both the 1310nm and 1550nm wavelength range. They
have been reported at 30GHz to 40GHz [37, 63] and even at 110GHz [39] and 185GHz [41].
A Vπ lower than 1V was reported in [40] (at λ = 1318nm). Lithium niobate Mach-Zehnder
modulators are characterized by low insertion losses and high bandwidths. Additional advan-
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Table 1.2: Highlights overview of traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulators.L denotes
the phase-shifter length.

Material Loss [dB] Vπ Ext. [dB] f3dBe [GHz] L [mm] Z [Ω] Year

polymer - 10 > 20 > 40 12 ∼ 50 1992 [37]

polymer - - - 60 - - 1995 [38]

polymer - - - 113 40 - 1997 [39]

polymer 6† 0.8 - - 30 - 2000 [40]

polymer - 11.3 > 20 185 20 - 2002 [41]

LiNbO3 6.0† 5.0 22 75 20 47 1994 [42]

LiNbO3 - 5.1 20 105 20 ∼ 50 1998 [43]

LiNbO3 - 1.5 - 30 40 ∼ 50 1999 [44]

LiNbO3 6† 0.9 27 30 60 ∼ 50 2002 [45]

GaAs - 38 - > 20 4 - 1987 [46]

GaAs - < 6 - 26.5 10 ∼ 50 1989 [47]

GaAs - 9 20 6.25 3 - 1989 [48]

GaAs 1−3 10 - 55 10 ∼ 50 1995 [49]

GaAs - 14 > 20 > 40 10 46±1 1996 [50]

GaAs - 20.5 9.5 24 10 44±2 1998 [51]

InP - 5 - 10Gb/s - - 1994 [52]

InP - 6 > 12 35 3 46 1994 [53]

InP 10† 5 > 17 9 2 22 1998 [54]

InP - - ? > 40 5 ∼ 50 1998 [55]

InP < 25 2×1 > 3 20Gb/s‡ - - 1998 [56, 57]

InP 16.1 2.5 7 40Gb/s‡ - - 1999 [58, 59]

InP - - - 50 5 ∼ 50 1999 [60]

InP 3 9 23 8 1 21 2003, this work

InP - 1 20 10Gb/s 3 - 2004 [61]

InP - 1.2 15 10Gb/s 3.2 ∼ 50 2004 [62]

InP 10 6 23 9 2 46 2004, this work

†Including coupling loss.‡Over 40.000km and 20.000km, respectively.
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tages are a good fiber-chip coupling and low chirp. However, LiNbO3-modulators are rela-
tively large (cm-range) and, like polymer modulators, cannot be integrated with active com-
ponents. The fastest LiNbO3-based modulators are in the range of 70GHz to 105GHz [43].
Typically, their driving voltage is in the order of 5V for single-drive and 3V for dual-drive.
Recently, a device with aVπ < 1V has been reported for 40Gb/s operation [45], which makes
it suitable for hybrid integration with a cheap, Si-based driver.

An early example of a GaAs-based traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulator is reported
in [49], in which a capacitively loaded structure is used to lower the microwave attenuation
and to achieve a velocity match, although at the price of a longer device length. Like [49],
the modulators published in [50, 51] made use of undoped epitaxial layers, which caused low
microwave propagation losses but a rather highVπ of 14V at 1.3µm and 16.8V at 1.5µm.
GaAs-based modulators have the advantage over LiNbO3-based modulators of possible inte-
gration with lasers [34].

Traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulators have also been realized in InP [54, 60–62]. InP-
based Mach-Zehnder modulators can provide similar performance as LiNbO3-based modula-
tors, but due to their pin-structure with a much smaller device size. In addition, like GaAs-
based devices, they have a potential for integration with lasers (Sect.1.5). An early published
device [53] showed a bandwidth of 35GHz using a coplanar waveguide electrode of 3mm in
length, but with a somewhat unclear design as for biasing. The highest bandwidth reported
so far (50GHz), was realized with a modulator with capacitively loaded traveling-wave elec-
trodes [60], which enabled both a velocity and impedance match. However, the periodical
loading of the phase shifter reduced the electro-optical efficiency and increased the device
length to 5mm. In a similar scheme, a 10Gb/s modulator was reported recently with a shorter
length (3mm) and a very low driving voltage (1.2V) [62] .

In this work, we realized two Mach-Zehnder modulator versions, discussed in Sect.3.4
and3.5, respectively. The first version had a bandwidth of 8GHz. The second version had
a bandwidth of 9GHz, used longer electrodes, which reduced theVπ, and had an impedance
close to 50Ω. Extinction ratios of both versions were similar or better than other InP-based
traveling-waveMZI modulators. Both modulators will be discussed in Chapt.3.

1.4 Multiwavelength and tunable lasers

In a WDM network, MultiWavelength Lasers (MWLs), which can generate multiple wave-
lengths simultaneously, can be operated in two ways. First, as Tunable Laser Sources (TLSs)
as back-up sources for a single wavelength, in which case they reduce the number of trans-
mitters stocked as spares. Second, asWDM transmitters of which all channels are working
simultaneously. Two strategies for the realization of integratedMWLs have been reported in
literature: by combining the signals of an array of Distributed FeedBack (DFB) or Distributed
Bragg Reflector (DBR) lasers with a power combiner, or by combining in one cavity a num-
ber of Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) as well as an intra-cavity filter like an etched
diffraction grating or anAWG. The latter kind can also be used as tunable lasers in which
case their digital control is an advantage over accurate analog control needed in tunableDBR
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andDFB lasers, which are based on (slow) phase tuning by current injection and temperature
tuning, respectively. Another tunable laser candidate is the Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting
Laser (VCSEL). Here, we present a short discussion of all three types.

1.4.1 VCSELs

In a VCSEL, light is resonating in a vertical cavity between two Bragg mirrors. These Bragg
reflectors consist of alternate layers of low and high refractive indexes. MostVCSELs are made
in GaAs for the shorter wavelength range (0.85µm). In recent years,VCSELs are emerging in
InP for the longer wavelength range (1.3µm [64] and 1.5µm [65–67]).

VCSELs have a number of nice characteristics. First, their nearly circular spot with low
divergence eases fiber-coupling. Second, their epitaxial growth can be done in one step. Third,
they can be tested prior to cleaving. All this results in low fabrication costs. The tunability of
1.5µm VCSELs has been shown from 10nm up to 50nm [68–71].

VCSELs also have a number of disadvantages. First, they are much more difficult to fab-
ricate than edge-emitting lasers. The reason for this is that high-reflectivity Bragg mirrors are
difficult to realize due to the low refractive index difference between the mirror layers. Hence,
Bragg mirrors with a large number of layers are required. Second, multiwavelength operation
is not possible without an external combiner. Third, for InP, their high leakage currents, large
Auger recombination, high electrical resistance and low thermal conductivity limits the out-
put power to values around 1mW, while typically even lower values are obtained. Therefore,
VCSELs are mainly used in short-distance applications. Direct modulation at 1.5µm has been
shown in the 10−15Gb/s range, at distances of up to one kilometer [72, 73].

1.4.2 DFB, DBR and VCF lasers

DFB lasers contain a diffraction grating that is incorporated in the amplifying waveguide of the
laser. The grating provides feedback of a single wavelength within the active region. By using
a power combiner (for low channel counts) or anAWG (for high channel counts), one can create
a multiwavelength laser out of an array ofDFB lasers [74–76]. To overcome the typicalDFB

laser tuning range of 5nm, multi-sectionDFB lasers are used, in which several active sections
have their own grating that can be temperature tuned individually, reaching tuning ranges of
up to 15nm [77].

DBR lasers operate in a similar way asDFB lasers, except that the Bragg grating and the
amplifying section are spatially separated. Lasing occurs between the grating and the cleaved
facet at the amplifier end. A multiwavelength laser made with an array ofDBR lasers was
demonstrated in for instance [78–80]. TunableDBR lasers contain an additional passive phase-
shifting section, which allows for a tunable phase shift between the Bragg reflector and the
gain region. Tuning ranges of up to 10nm are accomplished by changing the carrier density
and hence the refractive index of both the phase and mirror sections. Wider tuning ranges of up
to 40nm can be accomplished by using a sampled grating, which consists of two gratings with
periodical blank spaces. In such a Sampled-GratingDBR (SG-DBR) laser or Super Structure
GratingDBR (SSG-DBR) laser [81], the resonant cavities of the two gratings can be matched
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for specific wavelengths. Tuning over a continuous frequency range can be accomplished by
adjusting the two cavities simultaneously, although this requires a complex control circuitry.
A Grating assisted Coupler and Sampled Reflector (GCSR) laser has an additional coupler that
is also tuned by current injection. Fast (< 5ns) and wide (> 50nm) tuning has been reported
for such devices [82–85].

A similar device is a laser based on a grating-assisted Vertical-Coupler Filter (VCF). A VCF-
laser incorporates two vertically separated waveguides with different propagation constants
caused by different material compositions [86]. Coupling is obtained by means of a grating
that acts as an intra-cavity wavelength filter. Very large (55−74nm) tuning ranges have been
reported [87–90]. A disadvantage of this type of tunable laser is that the side-mode suppression
ratio is not better than 30dB due to a small selectivity between adjacent modes.

1.4.3 AWG-based lasers

The first publishedAWG-based Lasers (AWGLs) [94, 105] operate as Fabry-Pérot lasers. They
use an array of Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) in combination with anAWG act-
ing as an intra-cavity filter (Fig.4.5). AWGLs can be used as multiwavelength lasers or as
discretely tunable lasers with a broad tuning range. Table1.3 gives an overview of operating
characteristics of publishedAWGLs. In a straightforward design, the number of wavelengths
is equal to the number ofSOAs integrated in the device. Therefore, simultaneous operation of
all wavelengths is possible in these devices since each wavelength is generated by a different
SOA. The main advantage ofAWGLs is their fixed channel spacing, which is defined by the
incorporatedAWG. This enables straightforward (i.e. digital) wavelength tuning compared to
precise calibration and analog current tuning needed in (SG-)DBR andDFB lasers. Fine tuning
can be done by temperature control (dλ

dT
∼= 0.13nm/oC).

In addition,AWGLs can have a good wavelength accuracy (∼ 1GHz), which is favored by a
long cavity length (small longitudinal mode spacing). On the other hand, a small cavity length
provides a higher direct modulation speed due to a smaller photon roundtrip time and a more
stable operation due to its long longitudinal mode spacing. However, current requirements on
bandwidth (> 10Gb/s) can only be achieved by external modulators. Closely related is the
digital switching speed between the different wavelength channels of anAWGL. The fastest
switching speeds reported for anAWGL are less than 3ns [99]. If switching in the order of
seconds is allowed, one can use temperature tuning to reach all continuous wavelengths in
between the separate channels.

Since the typicalAWGL cavity length is so large that its filter passbands contain a large
number of longitudional modes, one should expect a poor single-mode stability. However,
even if many cavity modes are present in the filter bandwidth, wave mixing due to gain com-
pression can ensure that anAWGL will always oscillate in a single longitudinal mode [106].
To accomplish this, the filter bandwidth should be sufficiently narrow to suppress the modes at
the low frequency side of the filter, while the modes at the high frequency side are suppressed
by carrier depletion. In conclusion, there is a trade-off of single-mode stability and direct
modulation speed (short cavity length) versus channel accuracy and linewidth (long cavity
length) [91].
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Table 1.3: Overview of InP-based multiwavelengthAWGLs. (Extension of Table 2 in [91] )
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Table 1.4: Overview of InP-based discretely-tunableAWG-based lasers with increased
channel counts.

Year & Ref. 1999 [107] 2002 [108] 2002 [109] 2002 [110] 2003 [111] 2003 [112]

# SOAs (N) 5+8 4 4+4 4+4 7+8 4+8

# λ (M) 40 7 16 16 56 32

Mdiscrete N ·N 3N−3 N ·N N ·N N ·N N ·N

Msimultaneous N† 1 1 N† N† N†

∆ f [GHz] 100 200 100 100 100 100

λ0 [nm] 1555 1542 1563 1570 ∼ 1550 ∼ 1568

Ith [mA] - (2×)70 2×75 2×50 2×35 25

SMSR [dB] 45 40 > 40 40 > 35 > 50

Pout [dBm] −10 −20 > 0 −20 > 0 +2

I [mA] 3×∼ 70 2×100 2×100 2×100 - 2×100

# arms - 17 13+13 13+13 22+22 -

L [mm] - 3.5 ∼10 ∼ 10 ∼ 12 72

booster yes no no yes† yes yes

size [mm2] 4.5×8 1×1.5 2×4.5 3.2×4.5 5×5 ∼ 5×13

LSOA [µm] - 500 1000 1000 ∼ 1000 950

†In principle, not demonstrated.

In an AWGL designed for multiwavelength operation, the number of wavelengths is equal
to the number ofSOAs integrated in the device. Recently, several more sophisticatedAWGLs
for tunable operation have been reported that generate more wavelengths with fewer amplifiers.
Table1.4summarizes the progress in this field. In [107], a device was reported that can produce
40 wavelengths with only 5+8 amplifiers on either side of a double-chirpedAWG [113]. By
placing port inlets on differentAWG focal lines, a constant channel spacing was acquired for all
40 combinations. The outcoupling port was connected to one of the grating arms where it could
only capture a small fraction of the cavity power and was therefore provided with a booster
amplifier. The device we published in [108] is the smallestAWGL reported so far (1×1.8mm2)
and can generate 7 different (+2 redundant) wavelengths with 4 amplifiers connected to an
AWG in a ring structure. For a description of this device, the reader is referred to Sect.5.2. The
coupling of twoAWGL-cavities was reported in [109]. This device can produce 16 wavelengths
with 8 SOAs and 2AWGs and is discussed in more detail in Sect.4.4. A laser based on serial
coupling of twoAWGs with different channel spacings [110, 114] is explained in Sect.4.3. The
highest number of wavelength channels (56) was reported in [111]. It is a device that couples
two AWGs in series that have the same channel spacings but different Free Spectral Ranges
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(FSRs). Then, theFSR of the complete device is the product of theFSRs of the individual
AWGs. The most recent example of a tunable laser with an increased channel count is described
in [112]. This device works similar as [107], but instead of tapping power in the array arms
(with increased Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) noise level), a power combiner is used
to combine the outputs of one of the amplifier arrays.

1.5 Integrated modulators and lasers

Since the direct modulation speed ofAWGLs andDFB/DBR lasers is limited by the long cavity
length and chirp, respectively, it is favorable to integrate a high-bandwidth modulator for exter-
nal modulation. This has the additional advantages of eliminating two (expensive) fiber-chip
couplings and providing a high extinction ratio without sacrificing low-chirp performance. Ta-
ble 1.5 summarizes the integrated laser-modulator chips that have been published so far. For
single-channel operation with a high output power level, aDFB laser as the optical source is
most suitable. Several combinations with anEAM have been realized to reach bandwidths of
over 50GHz [34] and tuning ranges of over 40nm [130].

In the integration of lasers withEAMs, the band-gap wavelength of the modulator absorp-
tion layer is often chosen to be 80–150nm shorter than the 1.55µm lasing wavelength, to
achieve a high extinction ratio without excessive optical insertion loss. The combination of
EAMs andDFB-lasers therefore poses more constraints on the used active-passive integration
technology than does the integration of passive waveguides,SOAs and Mach-Zehnder modula-
tors that we have been working on: the same layerstack can be used for the passive waveguides
and the modulator sections.

1.6 About this thesis

The goal of the research described in this thesis, was to integrate a 4-channel multiwavelength
AWGL with four MZI -based modulators operating at 40GHz. The main reason for integrat-
ing MZI -based modulators instead ofEAM modulators, is that the latter operate in a smaller
wavelength bandwidth (< 8nm), limited by absorption loss and chirp. The multiwavelength
operation of anAWGL gives it a significant benefit over other types of lasers .

To accomplish such an integrated device, we first focused on the realization of discrete
modulators andAWGLs. The fabrication technology needed for the separate devices as well as
the integrated chips is described in Chapt.2. Then, in four consecutive chapters, the design
and experiments are discussed ofMZI -based modulators (Chapt.3), AWGLs in a linear structure
(Chapt.4), AWGLs in a ring structure (Chapt.5), and integrated linear multiwavelengthAWGLs
with MZI -based modulators of high-speed (Chapt.6).
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Table 1.5: Overview of integrated lasers with modulators.

Type M×∆ f [GHz] Pout [mW] f3dBe [GHz] Ext. [dB] Year

DFB+EAM M = 1 0.25 3.3 3.5 1987 [115]

DFB+EAM M = 1 5 14 8 1992 [116]

DFB+EAM M = 1 10 14 - 1993 [117]

DFB+EAM M = 1 5 15 20 1994 [118]

DFB+EAM M = 1 3 - 13.6 1994 [119]

DFB+EAM 6×200 8 - 5 1995 [120]

DFB+EAM M = 1 4 12 −12dB/V 1996 [121]

DFB+EAM M = 1 4 11.4 26 1996 [122]

DFB+EAM M = 1 5 > 30 13–24 1997 [123]

DFB+EAM M = 1 20 > 50 21 2001 [34]

DFB+EAM M = 1 0.7 41 12 2001 [124]

DFB+EAM M = 1 10 10 30 2003 [125]

DFB+EAM M = 1 0.25 25 7dB/V 2003 [126]

DFB+MZI M = 1 - 10Gb/s - 1996 [127]

DFB+MZI M = 1 3 10Gb/s 16 1998 [128]

DBR+EAM 16×75 0.16 2.5 10 1993 [78]

DBR+EAM M = 1† 0.16 20Gb/s 12 1997 [129]

DBR+EAM M = 1† 1.2 - 22 1999 [130]

DBR+EAM M = 1† 0.5 19.7 9.2dBe 2001 [131]

DBR+EAM M = 1† 10 2.5 11 2004 [132]

DBR+MZI M = 1 - - 22 2002 [133]

AWGL+EAM 8×200 0.01 - −10dB/V 1995 [134]

AWGL+EAM 16×75 1 0.250 50 1998 [135]

†Tunable over 6.0, 41, 7.2 and 40nm, respectively.
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The research presented in this thesis has been carried out in the framework of the Euro-
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Chapter 2

Fabrication technology

In the realization of photonic integrated circuits, the designer faces engineering trade-offs
relating to the choice of layer stack and the applied fabrication technology. This chapter
discusses the technology that has been used to fabricate MZI modulators, AWG-based multi-
wavelength lasers and their integration. After describing the epitaxy and the design (layer
compositions, doping concentrations, dimensions etc.), we will elaborate on the chip process-
ing in three consecutive sections by describing the waveguide etch, lithography and metaliza-
tion steps. Finally, the complete chip process steps are given for the realization of, respectively:
Mach-Zehnder RF modulators, multiwavelength lasers, and multiwavelength lasers with inte-
grated Mach-Zehnder RF-modulators.

2.1 Epitaxy

InP Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) require the integration of at least two waveguide
types for the different active (e.g. laser, amplifier,EA-modulator) and passive elements (e.g.
interconnection waveguides, wavelength (de-)multiplexers, couplers). A discussion of existing
integration techniques (overgrowth, butt-joint coupling, evanescent field coupling, selective
area growth and quantum well intermixing) can be found in [137–140]. Among these, the
butt-joint coupling technique offers maximum flexibility in the design, i.e. compositions, layer
thicknesses, doping concentrations. The coupling is made by first growing one waveguide
layer (e.g. the laser or amplifier active layer), locally removing it by etching and regrowing
the second waveguide layer (e.g. modulator, passive waveguide) in the etched region. For
InP/InGaAsP based devices, this technique is facilitated by the high tolerance of Metal Organic
Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) towards regrowth steps.

15
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the cross-sections of the wafer during the various stages of the
epitaxy process [136].

The epitaxial layers for the devices in this thesis were grown by JDS Uniphase∗. In earlier
years, they reportedbutt-joint couplings showing no excess loss as compared to continuous
waveguides[138, 139]. One of the conditions for the fabrication for these extremely low loss
couplings was that the layer thicknesses (active or passive guide layer plus InP cladding) did
not exceed the value of 0.3µm. This procedure limits the thickness of the guide layers to
about 0.2µm, which in general is not sufficient for polarization-insensitive performance of
thePIC. Recently [141], a procedure was developed for the fabrication of butt-joint couplings
for waveguide thicknesses of 0.5µm and higher as needed for polarization insensitivePICs as
for instance cross-connects [142]. Butt-joints over a 500nm discontinuity (300nm InGaAsP,
200nm InP) were demonstrated with extremely low loss (≤ 0.1dB per butt-joint). This tech-
nique was described in more detail in [136] and is summarized here using Fig.2.1.

All epitaxial layers were grown on 2′′ InP substrates by Low-Pressure (LP) MOVPE at
625oC. For the discrete multiwavelength lasers and those with integratedLF switches, the
film was grown on ann-type (nn = 1− 4 · 1018cm−3) InP substrate (I). As a buffer layer,
an n-type InP buffer layer was grown first with a thicknessdn = 500nm and a doping of
nn = 3.5·1017cm−3. TheSOA active layer consists of a 120-nm-thickλg = 1550nm InGaAsP

∗JDS Uniphase, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Figure 2.2: SEM photograph of aMOVPE-grown, active-passive butt-joint in the (110)
direction (stained).

layer (Q1.55) embedded between twoλg = 1250nm InGaAsP layers (Q1.25). A bulk active
layer, rather than a multiquantum well active layer, was chosen for polarization independent
behavior over a large wavelength span in a wavelength converter fabricated in the same layer
stack [143]. In the top 50nm of the film, a p-doping ofpp = 1 ·1017cm−3 is included in order
to position the p-n junction inside the active layer.The structure was clad by a 200-nm-thick
p-InP layer(pp = 3 ·1017cm−3). After defining a SiO2-mask (II), the active layer stack was
wet-chemically etched (III) and butt-joint (IV) to aλg = 1250nm InGaAsP layer for the passive
sections. In the third epitaxy step (V), a 1300-nm-thick p-InP cladding layer and the 570-nm-
thick p-InGaAs contacting layer (pp = 1 · 1019cm−3) were grown. Such a thick contacting
layer was needed in combination with the sputtered Pt/Ta/Pt/Au p-contact metalization [136].
After careful calibration of the InGaAsP growth rate, the absolute thickness accuracy (i.e. de-
viation from design value) was measured to be< 2%. Due to wafer rotation, the thickness
variation over the 2′′ wafer (central 40mm) was measured to be< 1%.

Figure2.2 shows the high quality of the thus made active-passive butt-joints and Fig.2.3
shows a cross-section of an amplifier made with a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The
different layers have been made visible by means of a stain etch, which consists of a 3 g
K(FeCN)6 and 4.25 g KOH dissolved in 50 ml H2O. To distinguish quaternary material from
InP, a dip of 2 seconds is enough; to distinguish p-InP from n-InP, one should etch for 3
minutes.

The amount of p-doping in the InP cladding is influencing both the series resistance through
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Figure 2.3: Illustration (left) and aSEM picture (right) of a back-side contacted amplifier
(with doping levels in cm−3).
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Figure 2.4: Illustration (left) and aSEM picture (right) of a laterally contacted amplifier
(with doping levels in cm−3).

the amplifier and the optical absorption in the ridge. Initially, to favor the electrical behavior,
the total p-InP cladding was doped atpp = 1 ·1018cm−3. As a consequence, the propagation
losses were rather high (∼ 4dB/cm for a 3-µm-wide shallow ridge). In a later generation
devices [144, 145], the doping concentration of the p-InP cladding was graded (1000nmpp =
1 ·1018cm−3 on top of 300nmpp = 5 ·1017cm−3). This reduced the optical attenuation for a
2-µm-wide shallow ridge to∼ 2dB/cm, while the series resistance did not suffer significantly.

In the realization ofRF-modulators with integrated lasers, a number of adaptations have
to be made to the standard process used for lasers and low-speed (< 500MHz) switches. The
adaptations affect both the choice of the layer stack and the applied fabrication technology.
First of all, sinceRF modulators need a Semi-Insulating (SI) substrate to avoid excessive mi-
crowave absorption in the CoPlanar Waveguide (CPW) feed lines, we can no longer use an n-
doped substrate for theSOAs as we applied in the multiwavelength lasers described in Chapts.4
and5. Thus, instead of a conventional bottom contact, the amplifiers need a lateral contact that
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Figure 2.5: Left: calculated lateral resistance for: two n-doped layers with doping levels
of 5 ·1017 and 1·1018cm−3 both with thicknesses mentioned in the inset.Right: two n-
doped layers with constant thickness (2× 500nm), constant doping level for lower layer
(1·1018cm−3) and varied doping level for the upper layer.

is connected to the ridge by a n-doped buffer layer (Fig.2.4). In a simple model, the lateral
electrical resistanceRlat (contributing to the total series resistance) can be estimated from:

Rlat =
ρdlat

dn−InPL
(2.1)

with dlat the lateral distance between amplifier ridge and metal n-contact,dn−InP the thickness
of the n-doped buffer layer andL the amplifier length. Obviously, the lateral resistance gets
lower with a thicker layer or a higher doping level.

To avoid strong optical absorption, the buffer should not be doped beyondnn = 5·1017cm−3.
Therefore, we decided to use a graded buffer layer, in which the upper half is lower doped
(nn = 5 ·1017cm−3) to minimize optical propagation loss and the lower half is higher doped
(nn = 1 · 1018cm−3) to minimize the lateral resistance. Fig.2.5 shows calculated values for
graded doping profiles for the resistance between a 1000-µm-long amplifier its lateral contact,
for different separations. Technological constraints limit the minimum distance to 4µm, re-
sulting in aRlat of 0.15Ω for a graded n-doped layer consisting of two 500-nm-thick layers
with doping levels ofnn = 5 · 1017cm−3 on top ofnn = 1 · 1018cm−3. This is only a small
contribution to the total resistance of about 7Ω [136]. A significant part (∼ 2Ω) of this total
resistance was contributed by the rather thin metal stack (∼ 0.4µm). Therefore, gold plating
to thicknesses> 1µm is recommended.

Since a thin cladding is favorable to the microwave absorption as is discussed in Chapt.3,
we minimized the p-doped InP cladding to 800nm in combination with a p-doped InGaAs
thickness of 50nm. Such a cladding would give a cladding resistanceRclad of 0.40Ω, which
is lower than the resistance (0.60Ω) of our conventionalSOA-cladding of 2µm in width [136]
described above. The optical absorption as a function of contact layer thickness, calculated for
this cladding thickness, is shown in Fig.2.6. As contact metalization for this laterally contacted
amplifier we used Ti/Pt/Au, which is known as the only metal combination that is suitable for
both the p- and n-contact.
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Figure 2.6: Propagation loss (TE) as a function of the InGaAs contact layer thickness on
top of a 800-nm-thick p-InP cladding.

2.2 Waveguide etch

For high-levelPIC integration, different etch-levels are needed, as illustrated in Fig.2.7: low-
loss, shallowly etched waveguides (A); high-contrast, deeply-etched waveguides (B); wave-
guides with contact layer (C); waveguides without p-cladding for electrical isolation (D); deep
trenches that end on theSI-substrate (E). For this five-level etch, we used a combination of dry
and wet-chemical etching techniques.

In wafers having a thin (50nm InGaAs) contact layer, the first process step is the defi-
nition of the areas where components needing a contact layer are positioned (phase shifters,
amplifiers, absorbers). These regions are protected by a resist mask while the InGaAs layer on
the passive parts is removed selectively by an H2O/H2O2/H2SO4 solution. In wafers having
a thick (570nm InGaAs) contact layer, a different approach is used. Here, in an intermediate
step prior to the final (shallow) waveguide etch where all waveguides are etched to their target
depths (see below), the SiNx mask of the passive waveguides is removed in a HF solution. This
ensures that the contact layer will be removed at the same time.

As an etching mask for the waveguides, we use a 50-nm-thickPECVD-SiNx layer, enough
to etch ridges of 2.0µm high. After the waveguide lithography using positive photoresist, we
apply a short (30sec), low-power (50W) O2-plasma to remove photoresist residues, and a short
(42 sec) postbake at 120oC to smoothen the perimeter [146]. Then, the pattern is transferred
in the SiNx layer by CHF3 reactive ion etching. Over-etching should be avoided to prevent
mask width reduction. During etching, SiF-compounds are redeposited on the mask (Fig.6.8).
To remove the mask completely, the sample is treated with a 15 min O2-plasma at 300W, a
2 min 10% H3PO4 solution, a 5 min O2-plasma at 300W and a dip in a 1% HF solution (which
etches about 5nm SiNx/min).
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Figure 2.9: Triple-etch (left) and zoom-in on a double-etched waveguide (right).

To realize a double waveguide etch (i.e. both shallow and deep waveguide on the same
chip), parts that should become shallow are first covered with a mask. Initially, we tried to
use a photoresist (HPR-504) mask, but it was severely attacked by the O2-plasma. As a result,
waveguide roughness (Fig.6.5) caused an optical propagation loss of 5dB/mm for a 1-µm-
wide, deeply-etched waveguide. Therefore, we decided to use a 100-nm-thick Ti instead,
which was defined using negative photoresist (MaN-440) and lift-off. This step is done prior
to the shallow etch, since then the Ti can be easier removed afterwards. Also, evaporation
of Ti would not mask the shallow ridge sidewalls. The areas with the deep waveguides are
then given a head start by using the same etch process as applied for the shallow waveguides,
described below. The optimization process of the dry waveguide etch using Ti as as mask is
described in more detail in Chapt.6.

The Ti cannot be removed with (B)HF since this would also attack the SiNx mask. There-
fore, we used a solution consisting of 4g oxalic acid (C2H2O4 ·2H2O) + 25ml KOH (4M) +
50ml H2O2 (conc. 30%) at a pH of 8.5. The hydrogen peroxide is added when the oxalic acid
has been dissolved. Three minutes etching atT ≈ 30oC is enough to remove the 100-nm-thick
Ti-mask. Because of the H2O2, also InGaAs is etched, but fortunately at a slow etch-rate:
12.5nm/min. To remove TiO2-remains, the sample is treated with 10% H3PO4 solution for 2
min.

The ridge waveguides were etched using a dry etch technique to obtain anisotropic etching
of InP and InGaAsP: Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) employing CH4/H2 in a 20:80 gas flow ratio.
Less methane would remove relatively more phosphorus out of the InP due to the reactivity of
hydrogen with indium islands as a result; more methane would increase the polymer deposi-
tion [147]. Prior to etching, to increase the reproducibility of the etch process, the chamber
is conditioned by depositing a polymer layer on the reactor sidewalls. The polymer should be
thick enough to have some of it remaining after thePIC has been etched. Then, the plasma is
not affected by changing conditions.

During RIE-etching, hydrocarbon polymers are deposited on the SiNx masking material.
The deposition on the edge is not homogeneous, therefore the roughness of the sidewalls in-
creases during etching introducing vertical striations [148, 149], which strongly increases the
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propagation loss by scattering. To control the amount of polymer, an O2 descumming step
is applied after each CH4/H2 etch step [150]. To obtain ridge waveguides with a low opti-
cal propagation loss, one should aim for a tilted ridge angle (∼ 7o). Then, polymers on the
sidewalls can be attacked and removed properly by the O2-plasma, preventing roughness in
following etching steps. Tilted angles are caused by two mechanisms. A short descum time
would leave some of the polymers on the mask sidewalls, which consequently act as an addi-
tional mask that gets wider as the etch depth is increasing. However, polymers on the ridge
sidewalls are not completely removed either, which increases the waveguide roughness. On
the other hand, a long descum time would not only remove all polymers but also oxidizes the
SiNx mask, which consequently gets narrower with a angled ridge as a result. Low propagation
losses can only be obtained using the latter mechanism, where one should avoid to sacrifice
too much selectivity in order to keep a large maximum etch depth.

To increase the etch homogeneity across the quarter of a 2′′ InP wafer that we typically
use for ourPICs, a full 3′′ InP substrate wafer is placed underneath. After about 20µm of
InP etching, the phosphorus in the upper region of this substrate wafer is depleted and the
conditioning effect of the substrate wafer is lost. In order to get a fresh surface, it is then treated
in a 1% bromine methanol solution, which etches InP at an etchrate of about 10nm/min.

To reach the target etch depth,RIE loading effects should be taken into account. Due to a
higher kinetic energy in open areas, small openings are etched slower. Also close to waveguide
ridges the etch depth is smaller, typically 50nm per 1µm. Since height measurements are done
with a Tencor surface profiler that measures the ridge height with respect to about 5µm distance
away, one should correct for this.

For an electrical isolation between two Mach-Zehnder branches or between an amplifier
and an absorber, the InP top cladding is locally removed using a wet chemical HCl:H3PO4

selective etch. We use a 37% HCl solution, rather than a 32% HCl solution, to minimize the
H2O concentration since InP is attacked by undissociated HCl molecules only.

To finalize the waveguide etch, one could use concentrated H2SO4 to remove damaged InP-
surface [147] or treat the sample thrice with a sequence of a 5 min 300W O2-plasma followed
by a 2 min 1 : 10 diluted H3PO4 (85% conc.) solution. The latter removes remaining polymer
at the same time.

Figure2.8shows a 1-µm-wide deeply etched waveguide with hardly any vertical striations.
The smoothness of the sidewall is confirmed by Fabry-Pérot (FP) loss measurements [151], the
results of which are shown in the same figure. Instead of 5dB/mm, the propagation loss is
only 1.2dB/mm. Figure2.9showsSEM-pictures of a double and triple etch realized with the
procedure described above.

2.3 Metalization and interconnect

Since some chip components require high current injection, low-resistance metal contacts are
important. To avoid optical absorption and high leakage currents, passivation is needed prior
to metalization. This is done by depositing a polymer or SiNx layer. We usually apply a 350-
nm-thick SiNx layer with a refractive index atλ = 1550nm of 1.93. Another option is to spin
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of the contact lithography applied in the fabrication of components
of small (∼1 µm) widths. Non-exposed resist is denoted with a hatch pattern.

PolyImide (PI) or BenzoCycloButene (BCB). These dielectrics have the advantage of providing
planarization at the same time. However, small openings (< 2µm) are difficult to realize by
direct lithography and therefore require an additional dry-etch step.

Opening of the SiNx-isolation layer is usually done with a standard contact opening mask
using positive resist. For instance, in the devices of Chapts.4 and5, we used a 1.7-µm-wide
opening on a 2-µm-wide ridge (illustrated in Fig.2.17H), which is regarded as the limit for this
standard procedure. For even smaller ridges as in Sect.3.5, we apply a self-aligned technique,
illustrated in Fig.2.10. A positive mask is used to define a tolerant (∼ 8-µm-wide) opening
across a 1-µm-wide ridge. Then, the resist is exposed for a short time (∼ 1sec) to make it only
partly dissolvable (A). Another mask is used to expose the same resist in areas next to the ridge
whereRF ground lines or lateral amplifier contacted will be located (B). Finally, the resist is
developed long enough to dissolve the resist just under the top of the ridge (C). In a following
step, the SiNx is removed with BHF and the wafer is cleaned for 4 min with a 2% RBS (50pF,
non-foaming) solution or with 0.2M KOH.

Metalization can be done in two ways: evaporation and sputtering. Evaporation has the
advantage of depositing metals in a friendly way (i.e. no bombardment): the top semiconductor
layer is not damaged. A disadvantage is that planarization is needed since the ridge sidewalls
are not covered by the almost vertical deposition flow. Sputtering has the advantage of step
coverage, but lift-off of thick metal layers might get problematic. A combination of SiNx

(tolerant lithography), evaporation (no damage) and sputtering (side wall coverage) combines
all advantages. Therefore, this is what we implemented in the fabrication of the devices in
Chapt.6.

The top-side metalization pattern is defined in negative photoresist (MaN-440), after which
the p-metalization is evaporated and/or sputtered on the InGaAs contact layer. A lift-off pro-
cess using acetone and - if needed - a short ultrasonic bath, is used to remove the unwanted
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metal. The p-metalization of the devices in Chapts.3 and6 consisted of a Ti/Pt/Au stack, be-
cause their thin (50nm) InGaAs contact layer is not suitable for a Pt contact. For these devices,
annealing of the metal contacts was done in a Rapid Thermal Processor (RTP) at 325oC for
30 seconds.

The p-metalization of the devices in Chapts.4 and5 consisted of a Pt/Ta/Pt/Au stack. The
first Pt layer is the actual electrical p-contact, yielding a low contact resistance to the underlying
p-InGaAs layer. Ta is an excellent barrier material, preventing inter-diffusion of group III and
group V elements and Au from the uppermost layer. Their n-type back-side of the chip was
metalized with AuGeNi(alloy)/Ni with a top layer of Mo/Au. For these metals, annealing was
done at 350oC for 30 seconds.

One of the main bandwidth limiting factors inRF modulators is the attenuation of the
driving microwave signal. To minimize its metallic losses in the coplanar and microstrip lines,
thick metals are needed, which also ease bonding. In addition, in case of Ti/Au metalization,
plating could solve the problem that Ti diffuses to the surface where it oxidizes. Typically, a
metal thickness of three times the skin depth is applied (Chapt.3). For devices operating at
40GHz, this would mean a gold thickness of at least 1µm. Even thicker gold is preferred to
reduce the loss at lower frequencies. Evaporating such a thickness would be very expensive.
Furthermore, it would require planarization and a lift-off resist definition on top of it.

More commonly used and easier approaches are electroplating and electroless plating
[152]. In electroless plating, no external voltage or current source is applied. The electrons
needed for the reduction of the metal ions are provided by a reducing agent in aqueous solution.
Because of the constant metal ion concentration all over the substrate, electroless deposits are
very uniform in thickness, even in holes. Other advantages are the absence of a seed layer, low
stress and less hydrogen absorption. Disadvantages are that only a limited number of metals
can be electroless plated (Pd, Cu, Ni, Ag, Au), that the costs are substantially higher than with
electroplating, that it produces more waste, that the plating rate is low (∼ 1µm/hour) and that
the operating temperature is high (∼ 80oC), which leads to more evaporation. Electroplating
is faster but lacks the uniformity of electroless plating.

We use electroplating of gold. In electroplating, dissolved metal ions are oxidized at the
cathode in an electro-chemical cell. Since a gold-cyanide bath is far less resist- and operator-
friendly, we chose for a gold-sulfite electrolyte. Electroplating requires control of a variety
of parameters such as voltage, temperature, residence time and the purity of bath. First of
all, air bubbles can be captured in the plated gold. This can be prevented by heating the bath
prior to the plating process [153]. However, the loss of sulfite via outgassing of SO2 should be
prevented [154]. Once the sample has been put in solution, a 3 min waiting time is advised to
reach a thermal equilibrium and to get rid of captured air bubbles.

An important issue in plating is mass transport, which is by diffusion, convection and
migration [155]. Stirring increases convection and consequently decreases the thickness of
the diffusion layer. Without stirring, the plating process is diffusion limited, which results in
non-uniformity across the substrate. However, even a high level of convection does not reach
very deep into very small and narrow patterns resulting in problematic supply of metal ions,
removal of reaction products and release of hydrogen bubbles [156].

A solution to this problem is pulse plating. Then, at low duty cycles, the double-layer
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effect can be avoided: diffusion of Au-ions has sufficient time to replenish the solution at the
plating surface. Pulse plating also minimizes grain size and surface roughness. This is because
the diffusion layer of the cathode interface recovers sufficiently during the off-time [153].
The adoption of a reverse voltage selectively dissolves the protrusions of the metal surface to
ensure a more uniform deposit [157]. In addition to this, thick resist layers are preferred over
thin layers to decrease the effect of current crowding, especially at high resist density, and
spherical diffusion [156, 158].

To ensure electrical contact from the edge to the center of the sample and from the top to
the bottom of a gap, a seed layer is sputtered on top of aPI or resist layer. In the same way
as illustrated in Fig.2.10, the resist layer is opened partly near ridges and completely where
the plating should start on the substrate. PI is opened with a SF6/O2-plasma using a Ti/Au
mask. Since Pt can hardly be removed in a wet-chemical manner†, we use only Ti and Au
as a seed layer. Then, another resist layer is spun and developed to define the plating areas.
After plating and removing the upper-resist, we etch the Ti/Au seed layer with selective wet-
chemical etchants. For the removal of the gold, we use Degussa Entgoldungslösung 645; for
the removal of Ti, we use the KOH/H2O2-based solution mentioned above.

Initially, we plated at a constant current. This leaves the voltage free floating with H2-
formation as a result. Figure2.11shows aSEM-picture of the first traveling wave modulator
we fabricated (Sect.3.4) in which we usedPI for planarization. The ears on the edges of
the ground lines in Fig.2.11could be caused by current crowding [156]. Figure2.12shows
a SEM-picture of the second modulator (Sect.3.5) in which we removed the under-resist in
an acetone bath. The gold morphology is affected by holes, which is most likely caused by
hydrogen inclusion. To avoid this, we changed from galvanostatic to potentiostatic plating in
order to keep the potential in a more controlled manner below the standard electrode potential
for hydrogen. After some experimental fine-tuning, we managed to plate 2.1µm-thick coplanar
waveguides with a good filling factor (> 90%) and a good surface homogeneity (0.2µm across
50µm). This is illustrated in Figs.2.13and2.14, respectively.

When amplifiers and modulators are combined on a single chip, the metalization needs to
be split in two parts (because of the Pt in the amplifier contact): the amplifier metalization by
lift-off and the modulator metalization by plating, an example of which is shown in Fig.2.15.

2.4 Complete chip processing

The following subsections describe the chips discussed in the Chapts.3, 4, 5, 6, respectively.
Process details can be found in the previous sections of this chapter.

2.4.1 Fabrication ofRF MZI modulators

The devices presented in Chapt.3 are realized using the process flow shown in Fig.2.16.
Starting from the layer stack discussed in Subsect.3.4.1, we define the contact regions by
wet-chemically etching the parts outside the amplifier and phase-shifter areas (A). Then, the

†A possible etchant is Aqua Regia, which is however non-compatible with photoresists.
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Figure 2.11: Cross-sections of the first-version travelling-wave electro-optical modulator.

Figure 2.12: SEM photos of the second-version travelling-wave electro-optical modulator.

Figure 2.13: SEM photos of a coplanar line with good gold morphology.
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Figure 2.15: Topviews of the various contact lines in a modulator with integrated laser.
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waveguide pattern is defined in a SiNx layer (B), which serves as a mask for the waveguide
etch. Three different types of waveguides are integrated (from left to right): phase shifters,
shallowly etched and deeply etched waveguides. A resist mask serves as a protection for the
first etch, which ensures that the n-doped buffer layer will not be present under the modulator
CPW feed lines (C). Another resist mask during the secondRIE-etch covers the waveguides
that should be shallowly-etched (D). The Ti-mask recipe discussed earlier (Sect.2.2) was not
available at that time. A third dry etch uses only the original SiNx-protection (E). A final,
fourth, wet-chemical etch isolates different Mach-Zehnder branches from each other (F). The
metalization is prepared by opening new deposited SiNx (G). Since these modulators branches
had a waveguide width of 4µm, we could use a resist mask with 2-µm-wide gaps for wet-
chemically opening the SiNx. Then,PI is spun and opened with a SF6/O2-plasma using a Ti/Au
mask. Following lift-off and annealing at 325oC of Ti/Pt/Au for both ground and signal lines,
a seed layer of Ti/Au is sputtered (H). After spinning a resist layer, the modulator transmission
lines are plated to 1.5µm thickness (I). Finally, the resist layers and seed layer are removed
(J).

2.4.2 Fabrication ofAWG -based multiwavelength lasers

The devices presented in Chapts.4 and5 are realized using the process flow shown in Fig.2.17.
On top of an active-passive wafer, a SiNx layer is deposited by aPECVD reactor (A). The
waveguides are patterned in positive photoresist and transferred into the SiNx layer with aRIE

using CHF3 (B). Shallow sections are covered with resist while deep sections are given an
etch head-start (C). Then, all waveguides are etched for such a long time (D), that after SiNx

removal on passive sections only (E), the shallow passive waveguides have lost their contact
layer when the waveguide etch is completed in a third etch-step (F). A detailed description of
this procedure can be found in [136]. A 350-nm-thick passivating SiNx layer is deposited (G)
and opened with a resist mask and BHF (H). A Pt/Ta/Pt/Au is sputtered as p-metalization (I).
This is done with a magnetron sputter process, the temperature of which is low enough not to
damage the lift-off profile of the resist. Finally, metal lift-off is followed by annealing at 350oC
for 30 seconds (J).

2.4.3 Fabrication of integratedRF MZI modulators andAWG -based multi-
wavelength lasers

The devices presented in Chapt.6 are realized using the process flow shown in Fig.2.18.
The chip fabrication starts with the wet-chemical etch of the contact layer in parts outside the
amplifier and phase-shifter areas (A). Then, the waveguide pattern is defined in a SiNx layer
(B), which will be the mask for the waveguide etch. Four different types of waveguides are
integrated (from left to right): amplifiers, shallowly-etched and deeply-etched waveguides, and
phase shifters. A Ti-mask, defined by lift-off, serves as a protection for the first etch, which
ensures that the modulatorCPW feed lines will end up on semi-insulating InP (C). Another
Ti-mask during the secondRIE-etch covers the waveguides that should become shallow (D).
A third dry etch uses only the original SiNx-protection (E). A final, fourth, wet-chemical etch
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of the process steps that are used in the fabrication of the modulator
with polyimide planarization (Sect.3.4).
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of the process steps that are used in the fabrication of lasers on
n-substrate (Chapts.4 and5).
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isolates different Mach-Zehnder branches from each other (F). The metalization is prepared
by opening new deposited SiNx (G). For the amplifier opening, a standard mask is used with
openings of 1.7µm in width. For the top-opening of the phase shifter, we developed a new
process. The amplifiers are metalized with lift-off of evaporated Ti/Pt/Au and another lift-off
of sputtered Ti/Au, both for the p- and n-contact (H). For the plating of the modulators, a Ti/Au
seed layer is sputtered on top of resist (I). After spinning a second resist layer, the modulator
transmission lines are plated to a thickness of 1.5µm (J). Finally, the resist layers and seed
layer are removed (K). The full processing includes a total of twelve masks.
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Figure 2.18: Illustration of the process steps that are used in the fabrication of integrated
lasers and modulators (Chapt.6).
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Chapter 3

M ZI modulators in InP

This chapter is about the simulation, design and characterization of RF Mach-Zehnder mod-
ulators in InP. We realized two versions. The first was based on the wide optical waveguides
used in our classical optical Mach-Zehnder switches in for instance optical add-drops [159]
and cross-connects [160]. With these relatively wide ridge waveguides, the optical modula-
tor bandwidth was severely limited by the microwave attenuation and the velocity mismatch
between the modulating microwaves and the optical carrier. As a next step, we developed
a second modulator design with very narrow ridge waveguides, which enabled both a good
velocity and impedance match as well as a acceptably low level of microwave loss.

3.1 Introduction

The basic Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI ) based switch consists of two 3dB MultiMode
Interference (MMI ) couplers, connected by two interferometer arms of equal length (Fig.3.1).
When light is coupled into one of the inputs of the firstMMI , it exits the cross-output of the
secondMMI . By changing the effective refractive index of one of the arms, the phase difference
they introduce at the beginning of the combiner can be changed, such that the light is switched
from the cross-port to the bar port.

In an electro-optical modulator, the refractive index change is generated by applying a
voltage across a reversely biased pin-junction. This is illustrated in Fig.3.2, which shows a
phase-shifter cross-section. The voltage gives rise to an electrical field in the film and in part
of the cladding. This results in a refractive index change in the InGaAsP and InP material and,
consequently, in an additional phase shift of the optical mode in the modulator arms. At a
voltageVπ, an additional phase shift of 180o will fully switch the light between the two output
ports.

The phase shift is induced by carrier effects, due to free-carrier injection or depletion, and
by field effects. Field-induced effects, i.e. the linear Pockels effect and the quadratic Kerr

35
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Figure 3.1: Schematic top view (top) and photograph (bottom) of a traveling-wave electro-
optical modulator. The total length between the probe pads in the photograph is 2.2mm.
The dashed line in the schematic locates the cross-section of Figs.3.2and3.6.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the phase-shifter cross-section underneath the central electrode
at the dashed line of Fig.3.1, with indicated optical and electrical field strengths.
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effect, offer the possibility for very high switching speeds by carrier depletion. These two
effects offer switching speeds up to 200GHz because the response time of the index change
approaches the electronic lattice relaxation times in the range of 10−13 to 10−14 seconds [54].
A disadvantage is the strong polarization dependence of the Pockels effect. Since we planned
to integrate Mach-Zehnder modulators with lasers that are lasing mainly inTE-polarization, we
chose the orientation for maximumTE modulating efficiency (along the (011) flat). The polar-
ization independent carrier-induced effects (plasma and bandfilling/shrinkage effects) can also
be fast by using carrier depletion instead of carrier injection [49, 161, 162]. Carrier depletion
is accomplished by applying a reverse biased field over an n-doped waveguide layer. Be-
cause of the low currents involved (nA-range), Mach-Zehnder switches have a very low power
consumption. For thorough investigations on InP-basedMZI switches the reader is referred
to [54, 163, 164].

Electrical contacts are needed to transfer the modulating voltage from the source to the
modulator. ConventionalMZI devices have a top-metal p-contact and a back-side metal n-
contact. This requires a doped substrate and limits the modulation speed. In a traveling-wave
modulator, the bandwidth can be much larger by placing both contacts on the top-side of a
SI-substrate. A highly suitable transmission line for biasing the modulator is then the CoPlanar
Waveguide (CPW). A CPW consists of a center strip with two ground planes located parallel
in the plane of the strip. Figure3.3 illustrates the three possible modes that can exist in such
a structure. TheCPW-mode is the desired mode. The slot-line mode can be excited if both
ground lines are not kept at equal potential. This can be avoided by metal air bridges or bond
wires. If the substrate is too thin, the chuck can act as a ground plane exciting the parallel-plate
mode.

In a traveling-wave modulator, a modulatingRF signal is running along the optical wave-
guide in a microwave transmission line, as shown in the photograph of Fig.3.1. Because of
the doped semiconductor layers, the microwave field configuration is transferred from aCPW

mode at the probe pads to a microstrip mode over the pin-junction in the phase shifters. This
means that in the modulator arms, the microwave electric field is mainly over the pin-junction,
as in a conventional Mach-Zehnder having a p-metal top-contact and with an n-metal back-side
contact, and is propagating from the beginning to the end of the phase shifter. In the ideal case,
the microwave and optical signals travel at the same speed meanwhile interacting.

3.2 MZI electro-optical modulator design considerations

Since a reverse bias is used for the electro-optical switching of Mach-Zehnder modulators and
almost no current is flowing, their intrinsic switching speed is at picosecond levels. If lumped
metal contacts are used, i.e. contacts on top of the interferometer arms and on the backside of
the chip, it is mainly this electrical transit time that limits the optical bandwidth (the optical
transit time is much smaller). In a lumped circuit model, the electrical transit time is given by
the RC time constant. The highest reported bandwidth is 15.5GHz [165], due to a very low
capacitance. In a traveling-wave design, the capacitance is distributed along the transmission
line and consequently the time constant is no longer a bandwidth limiting factor. A traveling-
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Figure 3.3: Electric (solid lines) and magnetic (dashed lines) field distributions of the three
possible modes in aCPW: a) the coplanar waveguide mode,b) the slot-line mode andc) the
parallel-plate mode.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the traveling-wave principle at timet when optical and mi-
crowave fields interact without velocity difference or attenuation.

wave structure is defined when two or more distinct fields, in our case optical and microwave
fields, interact over some distance as they propagate down their respective waveguides.

General requirements for traveling-wave electro-optical modulators are well-known and
are listed in for instance [166, 167]. First of all, the interaction between the optical and the
microwave field should be coherent over the region of interest. This happens when both fields
travel at the same speeds. This is illustrated in Fig.3.4, where the accumulated relative phase
shift acquired by the optical field retains the sinusoidal shape of the microwave field as they
travel along the modulator in directionz, with zeros where the reverse bias voltage is zero as
well. Since the modulated optical signal consists of a number of phase-modulated frequency
components that constitute the wave packet, it is the group velocityvo of this optical mod-
ulation envelope that should maintain phase with the microwave voltage producing it. This
velocity should be the same as the group velocityvµ of the electrical waveform so that they
keep interacting in phase along the phase shifter so that the phase modulation accumulates.
Therefore, group velocities should be matched [168, 169].

Microwave group and phase velocities are equal when the transmission line is dispersion
free. This is the case when the electrode is aTEM or quasi-TEM transmission line. A strip line
exhibits aTEM field, i.e. a transverse electromagnetic field, when the electric field is perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field, and both are perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation.
A propagation mode is called quasi-TEM when the longitudinal components of the fields are
small with respect to the transverse components on the transmission line. This is the case in a
ridge-type Mach-Zehnder modulator where the doping profile of a p-i-n double hetero struc-
ture ensures that most of the electric field is traveling in the ridge, rather than in the air where
its propagation constant is higher. The magnetic field is however free to penetrate the non-
magnetic ground n-layer andSI-substrate, as the depth of quasi-static field penetration is small
compared with the skin depth of the substrate (mm-range) [170]. This means that the electric
field is confined in the depletion region, whereas the magnetic field can freely penetrate the
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Figure 3.5: Electric (solid) and magnetic (dashed) field distribution of the slow-wave mode
in the modulator arms. Please note that in reality the gap between the conductors is much
larger than the ridge height. The electric field is mainly concentrated in the depletion region
(D). Its penetration into the substrate is avoided by the doped n-layer, whereas the magnetic
field can freely penetrate into the substrate.

doped layers as well as the substrate. Accordingly, the magnetic field distribution is nearly that
of a normalCPW on a semi-insulating substrate [171]. The slow-wave mode distribution of
both fields is shown in Fig.3.5. This separation of electric and magnetic field results in a slow-
wave mode propagation: propagation at a speed lower than in a pureSI-InP dielectricum [172].
This is because of the capacitance of the depletion region and the inductance of the substrate. If
the electric and magnetic fields would penetrate to the same depth, the velocity of propagation
would equal 1√

εµ = 1√
εr ε0µr µ0

. In a slow-wave mode however, the effective microwave index is
raised by the imaginary part of the refractive index of the doped semiconductor material. Such
slow-wave propagation is supported by Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) structures, like
our Mach-Zehnder modulator [171, 173].

Another parameter that greatly affects the modulator bandwidth is the microwave attenua-
tion, which should be kept as low as possible. Microwave losses originate from two processes:
metallic conductor loss and absorptive semiconductor loss. To minimize the first kind of loss,
one should use broad and thick metal conductors of low resistance. Usually, plated gold is
applied with a thickness greater than three times the skin depthδs, defined by

δs =
1√

π f µrµ0σ
, (3.1)

with µr the relative permeability andσ the conductivity of the metal. For Au, the most com-
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monly used metal, this formula gives a skin depth at 40GHz of 385nm. Microwave absorption
in the semiconductor ridge is caused by damping oscillations due to a non-infinite conduc-
tivity of the resistive, although metal-like, semiconductor. In theRF feed lines towards the
phase shifters, microwave losses are caused by free-carrier interaction with theRF electric
field present in the semiconductor material at theCPW inter-electrode gap [174].

The largest electro-optical interaction will be obtained if the electric field is highest in
the region where the light is confined. From an electro-optical efficiency point of view, it
would therefore be favorable to put the electrodes just above and below this region, so that the
absorptive attenuation is low. However, an InP cladding layer is not only used to get the right
optical confinement, but also to prevent optical absorption in the metal and the highly doped
InGaAs contact layer just below. In addition, the ground contacts must be placed at a certain
minimum distance from the ridge to create a microstrip mode and to prevent too much field in
the air, where it does not contribute to the modulation. To make use of the pin-diode structure
of the ridge for an efficient overlap of microwave and optical field, doping of the InP-ridge is
necessary. Unfortunately, doped semiconductors have a conductivity that is much lower than
that of metals. As a consequence, the amount of doping in the cladding influences theRF

attenuation due to varying resistivity. To achieve a low overlap of the microwave electric field
with regions of doped semiconductor material, one should choose the p-doped cladding of the
optical ridge waveguide as thin and highly doped as possible without reaching unacceptably
high optical propagation losses.

A third major design parameter of a traveling-wave modulator is its characteristic impe-
dance. It should be matched to the (usually 50Ω) impedance of both the driver and the termi-
nation of the modulator. If the driver and modulator are not well matched, part of the power
will be reflected at the beginning of the modulator without contributing to the modulation, pos-
sibly causing distortions in the driver itself. If in addition the load is not impedance matched
either, a standing-wave pattern will be generated between the impedance transitions. The re-
flections can either enhance or reduce the modulation. The modulation bandwidth is reduced
if the termination impedance is lower than modulator line impedance, since the field of re-
flected waves has the opposite sign. On the other hand, a higher load impedance will peak the
transfer function. However, as frequency increases and the total modulator length gets long
with respect to the wavelength, this backwards-traveling wave will get in anti-phase and the
modulation efficiency is reduced again [167]. This happens at aπ phase difference between the
optical and microwave fields. In all cases, impedance mismatches are to be avoided to prevent
pulse distortions.

It is clear that many microwave and optical design issues are to be considered for realizing
a Mach-Zehnder modulator with a low optical insertion loss, a lowVπ and a large bandwidth -
without even thinking of integrating it with for instance a laser.

3.3 Traveling-wave theory

In deriving formulas for calculating the bandwidth of a single-drive traveling-wave Mach-
Zehnder modulator, we follow the authors in [175–179], who assume that the modulator is
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driven in the small-signal, or linear, regime. A sinusoidal modulation signal would then pre-
dominantly produce a sinusoidal electrical signal at a photodetector connected to the mod-
ulator optical output. Linearization of the full modulator output swing by controlling the
optical power, bias, and amplitude and phase of the modulating signal can be found in for
instance [180]. Other assumptions to ease the calculations are that both the source and termi-
nation are matched to the modulator and hence no backwards-traveling microwaves exist and
that the optical propagation losses are low. Furthermore, we assume that the microwaves and
the light are traveling in the same direction.

In literature, two definitions for the modulation bandwidth exist [177]. One definition uses
an optical bandwidth of 3dBo, i.e. the frequency range over which the optical power has fallen
by 50% relative to low frequencies. This corresponds to an electrical bandwidth of 6 dBe. We
will use the other, more commonly used definition, which defines the modulation bandwidth as
the frequency range over which the electrical modulation frequency responseVout, generated
at a perfect photodetector,

M( fµ) [dBe] = 20log
Vout( fµ)
Vout( f0)

(3.2)

is greater than−3dBe relative to the maximum response, wherefµ is the microwave frequency
and f0 the frequency atDC. In case of a velocity match, this situation corresponds to the fre-
quency at which the electrical power attenuation along the modulator length has accumulated
to 6.41dBe. This can be seen as follows.

We start with a sinusoidal modulation signal, seen by the optical carrier, composed of a
bias voltageVbias and a singleRF tone with amplitudeVRF launched atz= 0 traveling in the
z-direction as:

V ( fµ,z) = Vbias+VRFe−(αµ+ib)z. (3.3)

In case of an InP-based Mach-Zehnder modulator with its pin-structure, a reverse bias
voltage|Vbias|> |VRF| is needed to prevent the diode of getting in forward bias. The microwave
power attenuationαµ is depending on the microwave frequency, as is the walk-off parameter
b, accounting for the velocity mismatch between the two co-propagating, interacting fields:

b =
ωµ

c
(nµ−no) =

2π fµ
c

(nµ−no) , (3.4)

with nµ = c/vµ the microwave (phase) index andno = c/vo the optical group index. The
normalized modulator amplitude response|A| can then be obtained by integrating Eq.3.3
overz [176]:
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A = 20log

∣∣∣∣1
L

Z L

0
e−(αµ+ib)zdz

∣∣∣∣ = 20log

∣∣∣∣∣1−e−(αµ+ib)L

L(αµ+ ib)

∣∣∣∣∣
= 20log

√
e−2αµL−2e−αµL cos(bL)+1

L
√

α2
µ+b2

(3.5)

The modulation bandwidth of 3dBe corresponds to a reduction of 1.5dBo in modulated optical
power or a phase-shift reduction of1√

2
. Thus, in a velocity-matched situation (b = 0), the

3dBe bandwidth is reached when the modulating voltage over the total phase-shifter lengthL
has dropped by:

1√
2

=
1−e−αµL

αµL
(3.6)

αµL ≈ 0.738 Np

αµL ≈ 6.41dBe.

To not only take into account the modulation of the voltage, but also, as consequence of
this modulated voltage, the modulation of the depletion region and the overlap between optical
and microwave field, one can calculate the following integral of the total phase change:

∆β =
Z L

0
∆β(z)dz=

Z L

0
∆neff(V, fµ,z)β0dz (3.7)

with β0 = 2π
λ0

. The effective refractive index∆neff(V, fµ,z) given in [181] by an overlap
integral forDC-frequencies, can be extended to:

∆neff(V, fµ,z) =
∑

k=i,g,b

Z x=wk

dk
∑
t

∆nt(V, fµ,z)Ik(z)dzZ ∞

−∞
Ik(z)dz

(3.8)

in which ∆nt(V, fµ,z) is the change in the refractive index at positionz at frequencyfµ for a
certain value ofV( fµ,z) of equation3.3, t is a subscript indicating the different electro-optical
effects [163], Ik(z) represents the optical field intensity as a function of the transverse position
z, and the sum overk indicates the layers which are depleted.

More complex descriptions of a traveling-wave modulator that take into account multiple
reflections due to impedance mismatch, can be found in for instance [182–185]. The normal-
ized electrode transfer functionA( f ) in dBe of a modulator with impedanceZ0 connected to a
driver and load with impedanceZL , can be calculated using [185, 186]:

A( f ) = 20log
|H( f )|
|H(DC)|

, (3.9)
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Table 3.1: Material conductivities used in theMOL and HFSS simulations, calculated for
various doping levels.

material doping [106m−3] µp andµe[10−4m2/Vs] σ [S/m]

p-InGaAs > 1·1019 25 4000

p-InP 2·1018 80 1280

p-InP 1·1018 75 1200

p-InP 5·1017 120 960

p-InP 3·1017 130 624

p-InP 1·1017 140 224

p-InP 7·1016 142 159

p-InP 5·1016 145 116

p-InP 1·1016 158 25

p-InP 5·1015 160 12.8

start 1·1015 300 4.8

i-InP 5·1015 depleted 0

n-InGaAsP 6·1016 3800 3648

n-InP 1·1016 4000 6400

n-InP 3·1017 3000 14.4·103

n-InP 5·1017 2500 20·103

n-InP 1·1018 2000 32·103

SI-InP - tanδ = 0.003 n′′ = 0.0053

with H( f ) the electrode transfer function in Volts:

H( f ) =
Z L

0

(1−Γµ)
[
e−(αµ+ib)z+Γe−(αµ+ib′)(2L−z)

]
1−Γ2e−(αµ+ib)2L

dz, (3.10)

in whichΓµ is the microwave reflection coefficient between the load and the modulator section:

Γµ =
Z0−ZL

Z0 +ZL
(3.11)

andb′ the walk-off parameter of the counter-propagating microwaves:

b′ =
ωµ

c
(nµ+no) =

2π fµ
c

(nµ+no) . (3.12)
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3.4 MZI modulator - first generation

The modulators discussed in this thesis, are based on Mach-Zehnder switches previously made
in our group. There, only static switching (> 100ns) was needed in cross-connects [187] and
add-drop multiplexers [188]. Since modulators should operate atRF frequencies (> 2.5GHz)
and our goal was to integrate them with Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs), we had to
modify the layerstack on a number of points. We realized two versions of aMZI traveling-wave
modulator. In this section, we discuss the design and characterization of the first modulator,
whereas an improved, second modulator is described in Sect.3.5.

3.4.1 Design

In the realization of a traveling-wave modulator, both microwave and optical design issues are
to be considered. Since the optical and microwave signals should interact with each other,
parameter choices for their individual transmission lines are not independent. Unfortunately,
this often introduces design trade-offs, which are discussed in this subsection.

As stated in Sect.3.3, the main bandwidth-limiting factors of a traveling-wave modulator
are the microwave loss, the velocity of the driving signal and its impedance match to the
modulator driver and load. We based our microwave analysis on two different design tools: the
Method Of Lines (MOL) andHFSS(High-Frequency Structure Simulator). TheMOL has been
efficiently applied for the simulation of various planar waveguides for microwave integrated
circuits and integrated optical waveguides [189–191]. It is a semi-analytic approach with an
analytic solution inonecoordinate direction, namely perpendicular to the layers, and a finite-
difference discretization in the other direction. It yields high accuracy with comparatively
low memory and computing time.HFSS (Ansoft) is a 3-dimensional finite elementEM field
solver. The structure is discretized in tetrahedra and theEM field components are calculated
on the vertices and edges of these elements using appropriate boundary conditions. The mesh
is refined adaptively at the locations where a large gradient exists. The output of a simulation
is a.o. the impedance and theS-parameters at the ports. From these parameters, the complex
propagation constant as well as the impedance of the structure is calculated.

The waveguide structure of the modulator is composed of several semiconductor layers
with a step index profile and lossy metallic electrodes. To make use of the pin-diode structure
of the ridge, doping of the InP-ridge is necessary. Since doped semiconductors have a conduc-
tivity that is much lower than that of metals, the amount of doping in the semiconductor layers
influences theRF attenuation due to resistivity. The loss in the modulating electrodes and in
the semiconductor layers can be considered by means of a complex dielectric constant. In this
way, the slow-wave propagation caused by the semiconductor layers is included as well.

The complex dielectric constant and refractive index of a material are related by the fol-
lowing equations:

εr = ε′r + iε′′r = n2

n = n′+ in′′ =
√

ε′r + iε′′r (3.13)
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For the real part of the microwave refractive index we tookn′ = 3.54, based on the references
given in [192], for both InP and InGaAsP. The imaginary part is a measure for the attenuation
(or gain), which can also be expressed by the loss tangent, defined as:

tanδ =
ε′′

ε′

tan
δ
2

=
n′′

n′
. (3.14)

In literature, hardly any data are available on the loss tangents of InP and InGaAsP atRF

frequencies, let alone their dependence on the doping level. However, the imaginary part of
the dielectric constant can easily be calculated using:

ε′′ =− σ
2π f ε0

(3.15)

in which the conductivityσ is given by:

σ = e(µen+µpp). (3.16)

The doping concentrations for n- and p-doped material are denoted bynn andpp, respectively.
Measured values for the mobilitiesµe (n-InP and n-InGaAsP) andµp (p-InP and p-InGaAs)
can be found in [193]. Then, using equation3.16, we can compose table3.1. Metallic loss is
expressed as:

εr =
−iσ
ωε0

. (3.17)

To choose an optimal modulator configuration suitable for the fabrication process discussed
in Subsect.2.4.1, we computed various design curves for the waveguide structure depicted in
Fig. 3.6, which shows a schematic cross-section of an interferometer arm. TheRF signal is
fed into and out of the modulator arm by aCPW, as shown in Fig.3.1. To avoid excessive
absorption loss in the feed transmission line, a Semi-Insulating (SI) substrate is needed. At the
beginning of the phase shifting sections, the ground lines of theCPWare on top of ann+-buffer
layer acting as a ground plane, while the signal line is on top of the optical ridge waveguide,
transferring theCPW into a microstrip. The polyimide next to the ridge is used to support a
broader signal line. Due to the pin-structure of the optical waveguide, most of the electric field,
needed for the electro-optical effects, will be across the depleted region, which consists of the
intrinsic layer and, depending on the amount of reverse bias, part of the film.

Figure3.7 shows the microwave attenuation and index simulated at 40GHz as a function
of gold thicknessdAu, signal line widthwsig, n-buffer thicknessdn, n-buffer dopingnn, p-
cladding thicknessdp, p-cladding dopingpp and ridge widthwridge, respectively. For each
plot, the parameters that are kept constant are as mentioned in Fig.3.6. Various conclusions
can be drawn. The two graphs on top show the effect of the shape of the signal line. Since the
skin depth of gold is about 385nm at 40GHz, especially at small thicknesses the attenuation
increases dramatically. A wider signal line width reduces theRF propagation loss, because a
larger part of the electric field is concentrated in the air instead of the semiconductor material,
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Figure 3.6: Schematic cross-section (not to scale) of the 4-µm-wide, shallowly-etched
phase shifter (with doping levels in cm−3) used in the modulator discussed in this section.

and reduces the microwave index for the same reason. However, since this also reduces the
overlap between the optical and the microwave field, the signal line should not be chosen too
wide. For the optimized design we chose a gold thickness of about 1.5µm and two signal line
widths: 6µm and 12µm.

From the second two graphs, it can be concluded that neither the thickness nor the dop-
ing has much influence on the microwave index. Even for the low-doped or thin buffer layer,
the microstrip configuration is preserved. However, the attenuation is affected by a thin or
low-doped buffer layer, since both situations increase the electrical resistance. The maximum
doping level and thickness are limited by optical losses (free carrier absorption) and maxi-
mum etch-depth, respectively. The latter is important because one does not like to etch deep
SI-trenches for theCPWs that are difficult to fill by resists in following fabrication steps. There-
fore, we chose a graded buffer layer consisting of two 500-nm-thick layers with doping levels
of 5·1017cm−3 on top of 1·1018cm−3, to keep both the optical and microwave loss restricted.

Also the p-cladding thickness and doping have little effect on the microwave index, for the
same reason as the buffer layer. The microwave attenuation is linear with the ridge width and
the cladding thickness, and thus with the amount of p-doped material in between the signal line
and the depletion-zone edge. Furthermore, the higher the doping, the more metal-like the resis-
tive semiconductor gets and the lower the microwave absorption. Since a minimal thickness of
the p-layer is needed and the maximum p-doping level is restricted by the requirement to avoid
excessive optical absorption in the p-InP and p-InGaAs layers [136], we chose a p-cladding of
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Figure 3.7: Attenuation (solid lines) and microwave index (dashed lines) simulated at
40GHz as a function of gold thickness, signal line width, n-buffer thickness, n-buffer dop-
ing, p-cladding thickness, p-cladding doping and ridge width. For each plot, the parameters
that are kept constant are as mentioned in Fig.3.6.
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800nm in thickness with a doping level of 5·1017cm−3. For this cladding, the optical absorp-
tion was calculated to be 2.8 and 8.7dB/cm for TE andTM polarized light, respectively. The
minimal ridge width was set by fabrication limitations (minimal opening widths of the poly-
imide) to 4µm, although a smaller ridge width would have given a microwave index closer to
the optical group index, calculated to be 3.66.

Figure3.8 shows the microwave electrical field distribution and the optical intensity in a
modulator arm. The ground electrodes are located outside the view. The microwave electric
field is concentrated in the depletion region. The wider signal electrode, however, produces
a stray field in air, which allows some control of the microwave effective refractive index.
Clearly, the mode encountered is mainly a microstrip mode, caused by the comparatively high
conductivity of the n-doped buffer layer, acting as a ground plane.

Figure3.9 shows the frequency dependence of the simulated microwave attenuation and
index, for the layerstack given in Fig.3.6. Also included are the measured curves, discussed in
Subsect.3.4.2. The relative optical response, calculated from the measured microwave index
and attenuation, is given in Fig.3.13.

Optical design parameters not only concern the modulator structure itself, but also other
optical components in the photonic integrated circuit. The trade-offs for integrating low-speed
PHase-Modulators (PHMs) with Passive Waveguide Devices (PWDs) and bottom-contacted
SOAs are extensively reported by Broeke [136]. A resume of his qualitative conclusions is
given in Fig.3.10to which we added trade-offs introduced by the integration ofRF modulators
(MODs).

First of all, since modulators need aSI-substrate to avoid parasitic capacitances and exces-
sive microwave absorption in theCPW feed lines, we can no longer use an n-doped substrate
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for theSOAs. Thus, instead of a bottom contact, the amplifiers need a lateral contact that is con-
nected to the ridge by an n-doped buffer layer. Apart from technological challenges, a lateral
contact gives no problems since its electrical resistance is low when a small (4µm) distance is
used (Sect.2.1).

RF-modulators also pose some constraints on the waveguide cladding. For reducing the
microwave attenuation, a narrow and thin waveguide is preferred with a highly doped cladding.
Also the microwave index benefits from a narrow waveguide, resulting in a better velocity
match. The waveguide width can easily be adapted in the mask layout, but was in this first
modulator design limited to 4µm by technological constraints. Differences with conventional
Mach-Zehnder switches in for instance [160] are therefore mainly the cladding doping and
thickness, which was reduced from 1200 to 1000nm (including the 200nm i-InP). To slightly
favor microwave over optical propagation, a small change was introduced in the p-doping,
which used to be graded with a reduced doping level in the lower 300nm to avoid absorption
of the tails of the optical field. Instead of doping levels of 1·1018cm−3 and 5·1017cm−3, we
used a p-doping of 5·1017cm−3 for the complete p-InP cladding.

In the vertical dimension of the ridge, the light is confined in an InGaAsP layer with a
bandgap wavelength of 1.25µm (Q1.25), sandwiched between the InP buffer layer and InP
cladding. The choice for this bandgap wavelength was a trade-off between high electro-
optical effects (high bandgap-wavelength) and high fabrication tolerance (low bandgap wave-
length) [136]. In the lateral dimension the light is confined by etching the ridge 100 nm into
the film. This etch-depth was chosen as a trade-off between low non-radiative recombination
at the edges (caused by etching through the active layer) and low leaking currents (at high
etch-depths). To have a low contact resistance between the microwave signal line and the InP
cladding, a 50-nm-thick InGaAs layer was applied below the metal contact.

As splitter and combiner in the Mach-Zehnder modulators, we used double-etchedMMI s,
consisting of shallowly etched access waveguides and deeply etchedMMI -couplers. This local
deep etch is used to make the couplers insensitive to etch-depth variations and at the same
time to improve the imaging quality of the coupler [194]. To connect the 2-µm-wide coupler
outputs to the 4-µm-wide phase shifters, lateral adiabatic tapers were used [164].
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modulator oriented in the [110] direction measured atλ = 1550nm. The solid and dashed
lines representTE- andTM-polarization, respectively.

3.4.2 Characterization

We performed three kinds of experiments on the fabricated Mach-Zehnder modulator: static,
Small-Signal (SS) and Electro-Optical (EO) measurements.DC switching curves are shown in
Fig.3.11. ForTE- andTM-polarization, theVπ is 9 and 12V·mm, respectively. This difference
is due to the [110] orientation of the phase shifters, which favorsTE-polarized light due to
a positive contribution of the Pockels effect. For both polarizations, the extinction ratio is
> 20dB. Insertion losses are 3dB forTE- and 5dB forTM-polarized light because of higher
free carrier absorption in the p-doped cladding.

The microwave attenuation and index can be easily measured using a network analyzer,
which measures the small-signalS-parameters. In Fig.3.9 we included measured attenuation
data of a modulator structure with a signal line width of 6µm. The phase-shifting section has
been extracted using the Thru-Reflect-Line (TRL) method [195, 196]. This technique uses as
standards two transmission lines, one of which is designated the "thru", as well as an arbitrary
one-port "reflect" termination. The measured attenuation curves agree well with the simula-
tions of theMOL and HFSS. It can be noted that the loss curve does not follow a

√
f -law

but rather anf -law, since the losses are mainly determined by the absorption in the ridge and
substrate, rather than by the skin losses in the electrodes. Figure3.9 also shows the real part
of the microwave index of a structure with a signal line widthwsig of 6µm. The high value
of the index clearly confirms that we are dealing with a slow-wave structure which means
that the velocity of the microwave is lower than theTEM-wave velocity in the materials con-
sidered. This is caused by the doped semiconductor layers. One of the causes for the offset
between simulation and measurement of the effective index could be the lack of reliable data
of the used polyimide atRF frequencies. Another source of error is the difference between the
simulated phase-shifter cross-section and the actual realized cross-section shape (Fig.2.11).
Especially the "ears" in the ground lines at the location where the current density is highest,
could force the microwave field to flow more through the air. A structure with a signal line
width of wsig = 12µm showed slightly lower attenuation and effective index values, caused by
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Figure 3.12: Photograph of a Mach-Zehnder modulator with 1-mm-long phase shifters.
The different impedance sections are indicated.

an increased electric field traveling through the air.
From the measured microwave index and attenuation, one can calculate the optical band-

width using Eq.3.5 for an impedance matched modulator, or using Eq.3.10 in case of an
impedance mismatch. The modulator itself has an impedance ofZ0 = 21Ω at 40GHz (calcu-
lated withHFSSand extracted fromSS-measurements), which dominated by the capacitance
of the diode. Since it was connected toCPWs andRF probes of 50Ω, we used Eq.3.10to plot
the dashed line in Fig.3.13, which predicts a bandwidth of 20GHz.

We measured the optical bandwidth by determining the 3dB electrical response using a
18GHz photodetector, connected to the modulator with a short fiber. We used the experimental
setup illustrated in Figs.3.14and3.16. TE-polarized light with a wavelength of 1550nm from
a Tunable Laser Source (TLS) is coupled into one of the modulator arms by means of a lensed
fiber and piezo-electric positioners. Port 1 of a network analyzer provides the inputRF signal
for the modulator with a maximum power of 10 dBm (equaling a 2V top-top swing in a 50Ω
line). The RF output of the modulator is connected to aZL = 50Ω termination load. The
modulated optical output is coupled out by another lensed fiber, amplified and finally detected
by a high-bandwidth photodiode. Its electrical output is connected to port 2 of the network
analyzer.

The solid line in Fig.3.13shows a typical measuredEO-response for a modulator with a
1-mm-long phase shifter, having a 3dB point of about 5GHz. The best value was measured to
be 8GHz. This is much lower than the bandwidth we calculated from theSS-measurements.
It turned out that this bandwidth reduction was caused by the 500-µm-long transmission line
sections in between the probe pads and the phase shifters. Their impedanceZfeed of 89Ω at
40GHz (calculated withHFSS), indicated in Fig.3.12, caused high reflections at both sides of
the phase-shifter section. The large impedance mismatch between feed line and phase shifter
was due to the presence of the polyimide isolation underneath theCPWs, which was not ac-
counted for in the design. For maximum power transfer, the impedance of the feed line should
have been

√
ZmodZ0 = 32.4Ω. Since aCPW with a signal width of 6µm lying on polyimide

would require a gap much smaller than 1µm to obtain that impedance value, this would have
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Zehnder modulator.

given technological complications. Therefore, we decided not to use polyimide in the second
generation discussed in Sect.3.5.

Reflections generated by the huge impedance mismatch between the 21Ω and 89Ω, will
have the same sign as the microwaves rolling on from the phase shifter (sinceZ0 < Zfeed)
(Fig. 3.15). Near the impedance transition, their phase mismatch is still small and these re-
flections therefore contribute to the modulation. However, when these microwaves are re-
flected once more at the beginning of the phase shifter, they can be out of phase with the
co-propagating microwaves just arriving from the driver. This effect gets stronger as the modu-
lator length or the microwave frequency increases. Unfortunately, this demodulation is already
significant at lower frequencies, where the microwave attenuation is still rather low. When the
89Ω line section is accounted for in the bandwidth calculation (Eq.3.10), the dotted line in
the Fig.3.13is obtained. The good agreement between measurement and calculation section
indicates that it is the huge impedance mismatch that ruins the bandwidth to a large extend.

3.4.3 Discussion and conclusions

We modeled and fabricated a first traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulator in InP. Field dis-
tributions and design curves have been presented and an optimized design has been discussed.
Microwave index and attenuation obtained through small-signal measurements of the fabri-
cated device show very good agreement (better than 0.3dB/mm) with theMOL modeling and
with HFSSsimulation results up to 40GHz. The measured microwave index did not agree well
with the simulated value. We believe that this is caused by the uncertainty in the polyimide
dielectric constant at high frequencies. This was an additional reason not to use polyimide in a
next generation. As a consequence, the standard metalization scheme could no longer be used.

The measured relative optical response was greatly affected by multiple reflections due to
a huge impedance mismatch at both ends of the phase-shifter section. The use of polyimide
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prevented a possible 50Ω impedance-matched design between bondpads and feed lines. In
the second modulator generation, discussed in the next section, we did not use polyimide for
planarization, which would limit the waveguide width to 4µm. As an alternative, we developed
a new fabrication step using photoresist, illustrated in Fig.2.10, to realize phase shifters of
1µm in width. This small width improved both the impedance- and velocity-match.

3.5 MZI modulator - second generation

The Mach-Zehnder modulator we described in Sect.3.4, was bandwidth limited mainly by its
microwave attenuation and impedance mismatch. The microwave attenuation can be greatly
reduced by narrowing the ridge waveguide width. A narrower ridge increases the impedance at
the same time, since the capacitance of the diode is reduced. In addition, also a velocity match
is possible. To realize this, we had to develop a contact lithography for metalizing a 1-µm-
wide ridge, the details of which are described in Sect.2.3. Here, we discuss the microwave
and optical design involved, as well as the performed measurements.

3.5.1 Design

For the microwave design of the new modulator, we used the phase-shifter cross-section de-
picted in Fig.3.17. Differences with the cross-section on which we based the first modulator
(Fig. 3.6), are the absence of polyimide and the deep etch through the film instead of a shallow
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etch. From Fig.3.18, it is clear that the microwave design plots follow the same trends as before
(Fig. 3.7). The cladding and buffer do have some influence (especially the cladding thickness
on the microwave absorption), but changing them even more in favor of the microwave prop-
agation (and at the same time in favor of low electrical amplifier resistance), would introduce
unacceptable high optical propagation losses. Therefore, the doping levels and thicknesses of
all layers were left as they were.

The three main parameters that determine the microwave loss and index are the waveguide
width, gold thickness and signal line width. Especially a smaller waveguide width reduces
the microwave absorption. They also determine the characteristic impedance, as is illustrated
in Fig. 3.19. The impedance goes up with decreasing waveguide width, since the capacitance
decreases as well. A reduced conductor loss causes the impedance to decrease if the signal line
is made wider. A larger gap between signal and ground increases the impedance because of a
lower conductance in the buffer layer and a smaller capacitance between the metal electrodes.

As a compromise between all parameters, we chose a ridge width of 1µm with a signal line
width of 2µm and a signal-ground gap of 8µm. Then, the microwave attenuation is lowest,
the velocity match is almost perfect and the impedance match is good.

With the optimized parameters discussed above, we simulated the dashed line in Fig.3.20.
Since the simulated microwave index matches the optical group index, the modulator will only
be limited by the microwave attenuation. The 3dBe bandwidth will then be reached at the
frequency where the driving signal has decreased by 6.41dB (Sect.3.3). For a 2-mm-long
modulator, this will be at a frequency of∼ 50GHz.

The main parameter that reduces the microwave absorption and index while maintaining
the modulation efficiency, is the waveguide width. From an optical point of view, reducing
the waveguide width has an advantage and a disadvantage. A ridge width of 1µm is too small
to confine the fundamental optical mode in the depletion region. Therefore, a deeply-etched
waveguide must be used. Since reducing the waveguide width increases the optical losses,
especially for deeply-etched waveguides, it is important that the waveguide ridge roughness is
low. Changing from a 4-µm-wide shallowly-etched waveguide to a 1-µm-wide deeply- etched
waveguide does not only reduce the microwave index, but also slightly increases the group
index from 3.66 to 3.84, which is closer to the microwave index.

3.5.2 Characterization

Fig. 3.21shows the measured switching curves forTE- (solid) andTM-polarization (dashed)
for a modulator with 2-mm-long phase shifters. The switching voltages are 6V and 8V. This
is slightly higher than those of the modulators made in the first design (Fig.3.11), which can
be attributed to a slightly different doping profile [163]. Both polarizations suffer from high
insertion losses. Since twoMMI s usually account for 2dB loss, the propagation attenuation
in 1-µm-wide waveguides is about 40dB/cm and 65dB/cm for TE- andTM-polarization, re-
spectively. This could mainly be contributed to high scatter losses caused by very rough side
walls.

Small-signalS-parameters were measured from 45MHz to 50GHz. Figure3.22 shows
typical results of a 950-µm-long phase shifter (bond pads have not been de-embedded). From
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Figure 3.18: Attenuation (solid lines) and microwave index (dashed lines) simulated at
40GHz as a function of gold thickness, signal line width, n-buffer thickness, n-buffer dop-
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that are kept constant are as mentioned in Fig.3.17.
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the lowS11 andS22 values (< 15dB), it can be concluded that the impedance is matched rather
well. Extracted impedance values are∼ 55Ω for higher frequencies.

To obtain the de-embedded microwave attenuation and index, we compared two phase
shifters of different lengths but with equal probe pads [196]. To compare the measurements
with the simulations, we inserted the measured curves for the attenuation and the group index
in Fig.3.20. It is clear that the microwave losses are much higher than expected. Already atDC-
values they have increased by a factor of two. Fig.2.12in Chapt.2 indicates several reasons.
First of all, the plated gold is not a solid block but appears to be porous. This increases the
microwave attenuation because the effective cross-section is reduced. At the same time, the
velocity is not much affected by the spongy morphology since the field is flowing outside the
metal, as is confirmed by Fig.3.20(right).

Furthermore, the plated gold is much thinner (0.85µm) than aimed for (1.5µm). Since the
ground lines are much thicker (3µm), it is clear that the gold homogeneity is poor as well. To
investigate the grown metal quality experimentally, we measured the series resistance of several
signal lines and compared them to a simpleRAu = ρ · Lmod

A curve, withρ the metal resistivity,
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Figure 3.23: Signal line resistance as a function of the gold thickness.

Lmod the modulator length andA the signal line cross-section area. One can consider a spongy
metal line as a thinner, solid line of equal length. Figure3.23shows the series resistance when
the gold thickness is varied at constant lengthLmod = 2mm. Measured values of this series
resistance are 48±13Ω, confirming the poor gold morphology as well as the bad homogeneity.
It means that the effective width is varying from 370 to 643nm, instead of being 1500nm thick.
With a filling factor of about 50%, the match between modeling and experiment is quite good
(Fig. 3.20). However, it is clear that the conductor losses have increased significantly with
respect to the design and will therefore severely limit the modulator bandwidth.

Figure3.24shows the microwave attenuation and index for different values of the reverse
bias. Since a higher reverse bias causes a larger depletion region and thus a smaller volume
of semiconductor material with free carriers in the waveguide ridge, the microwave absorption
will decrease when the reverse bias is increased. At the same time, the microwave index will
reduce as well due to the lower attenuation. This is because of the slow-wave character of
the transmission line. It is favorable for the obtainable bandwidth if the non-modulated arm
of the Mach-Zehnder modulator is biased as well. Then, in the modulator quadrature point,
the modulation arm can be driven at a higher reverse bias and thus with lower microwave
attenuation.

We used the setup illustrated in Fig.3.14to determine the modulator electrical bandwidth
at a photodetector. The measured relative optical response is shown in Fig.3.25. The measured
best modulator 3dBe bandwidth is 9GHz; typical values were closer to 5GHz. This is much
lower than expected. We discovered that during the fabrication, the highly-doped InGaAs
contact layer had been attacked. This introduces a high contact resistance and thus a large
series resistor in series with the p-InP, in the order of 1kΩ · mm. As a consequence, part of the
modulating voltage will be over this resistor, instead of over the depletion region. Especially
at higher frequencies, when the impedance of the diode reduces, the optical response suffers
from this.
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3.5.3 Discussion and conclusions

In the design of an improved traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulator, we focused on a num-
ber of things: reducing the microwave attenuation, reducing the microwave index, increasing
the phase-shifter impedance and reducing the feed-line impedance to 50Ω. The latter could be
easily achieved in aCPW on SI-InP by designing proper signal, gap and ground dimensions.
Fortunately, the first three issues could be accomplished simultaneously by properly choosing
one design parameter: the waveguide width.

The result was a traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulator in InP that was both velocity-
and impedance-matched. TheVπ was measured to be lower than 5V and the static extinction
ratio < 20dB at 1550nm. The simulated 3-dBe relative optical response was over 50GHz
for a device with 2-mm-long phase shifters. Unfortunately, the measured bandwidth response
was reduced by fabrication problems. First, a poor quality plated gold reduced the electrical
bandwidth down to 30GHz (extracted from small-signalS-parameter measurements). Second,
an absent contact layer reduced it even more down to 9GHz (EO-measurements). All these
problems were solved in a second fabrication run, the results of which will be discussed in
Chapt.6.

To design a modulator with optimal characteristics, one should make a trade-off between
Vπ and bandwidth. In our second modulator structure with a phase-shifter length of 2mm,
the maximum bandwidth lies at about 50GHz. If a bandwidth of 40GHz is enough, one can
increase the phase-shifter length to 2.6mm and thus lower theVπ from 6 to 4.6V.



Chapter 4

Linear AWG -based
multiwavelength lasers in InP

This chapter discusses linear Arrayed-Waveguide Grating (AWG) based WDM lasers, which
consist of a number of optical amplifiers and one or more AWGs within a Fabry-Pérot cavity
between cleaved facets. Different lasers can be constructed using various architectures. In a
straightforward layout, where an AWG is integrated between an amplifier array and a common
output port, the number of wavelengths is equal to the number of amplifiers integrated in the
device. Such an AWG-based Laser (AWGL) is suitable for multiwavelength operation, since
each wavelength has its own amplifier. However, a device with a large number of wavelengths
would occupy a large chip area. When an AWGL only needs to produce a limited number of
the total possible output wavelengths, one can increase the number of wavelengths over the
number of amplifiers and thus considerably reduce the device size. Here, we report and discuss
two new linear AWGLs that can produce 16 wavelengths with 8 SOAs at a smaller foot-print
than a conventional AWGL.

4.1 Operating principle of AWG -based lasers

4.1.1 Introduction

For WDM networks, monolithically integrated tunable diode lasers that can be switched be-
tween different preselected wavelengths are a useful alternative for tunable Distributed Feed-
Back (DFB) lasers or Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) lasers. A discussion of the different
kinds of tunable lasers is given in Chapt.1. One way of building a wavelength selectable laser
on a single chip is by integrating a series of Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) with

65
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an Arrayed-Waveguide Grating (AWG) in a Fabry-Pérot cavity on a single chip using an ac-
tive/passive integration technology (Chapt.2). An AWG-based Laser (AWGL) can be regarded
as an array of Extended Cavity Lasers (ECLs) coupled by anAWG. Therefore, the following
three subsections will deal with theECL, theAWG and theAWGL, respectively.

A basicAWGL design has allSOAs one one side of theAWG, and a common waveguide at
the other. Such anAWGL has a number of advantages over other tunable lasers. First, it has
the ability to deliver light at the available wavelengths simultaneously and efficiently into the
same output waveguide. Second, it has a good long term wavelength stability due to the fact
that the wavelength selection is dominated by a passive optical element. Third, it has a much
less complex wavelength control mechanism compared to the advanced tunableDBR-based
devices.

4.1.2 Extended cavity Fabry-Pérot lasers

Many textbooks exist for fundamental laser properties. We follow [136, 140, 197, 198] and
repeat some basic formulas forECLs, which are lasers with an active (i.e. amplifying) section
integrated to one ore more passive (non-amplifying) sections (Fig.4.1). The figure illustrates
the power distribution within an extended laser cavity of total lengthLcav with an amplifier
lengthLa. Light is coupled out at the two cleaved facets with power reflection coefficientsRi or
field reflection coefficientr i =

√
Ri . In both passive sections the power is reduced by a factorf .

Since the intensity of both fields then starts to increase, the total power is lowest in the center of
the amplifiers. As a consequence, the gain is not homogeneous over the amplifier but is reduced
at its ends, which are more heavily saturated. If one defines an average material threshold gain
gth, one obtains the well-known laser condition for an extended cavity laser [198] as:

Γcgth = αs+
1

2La
ln

(
1

R1R2

)
+

1
La

ln

(
1
f

)
= αs+αm +αp. (4.1)

in which Γc is the confinement factor since only a fraction of the optical mode propagates in

the active layer itself,αs the internal amplifier loss,αm = ln
(

1
R1R2

)
/2La the distributed mirror

loss andαp = ln
(

1
f

)
/La the distributed passive cavity loss. The formula is valid for a 100 %

coupling between the active and passive sections.
The lowest current for which the round-trip gain in the laser cavity compensates for the

round-trip loss, is called the threshold current. An illustration of a typicalLI -curve is shown in
Fig. 4.2. For injection currents below threshold,I < Ith, the laser output is dominated by spon-
taneous emission. ForI > Ith, above threshold, the laser condition is satisfied and stimulated
emission dominates the output. The gain clamps due to the feedback from the photons in the
cavity. Consequently, since the material gain is a monotonic function of the carrier densityn,
also the carrier density and the level of spontaneous emission clamp. [136]

The laser output power above threshold can be calculated using:

P = hνηi ·
I − Ith

e
· Γg−αint

Γg
(4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of anAWG (de)multiplexer.

with ηi the internal quantum efficiency (number of generated photons per injected electron),e
the elementary charge andαint the internal loss contributions, defined by:

αint = αs+
f (Lcav−La)

La
. (4.3)

The differential quantum efficiencyηd is denotes the additional number of photons in the
laser output per additionally injected electron into theSOA and is proportional to the slope of
theLI -curve,∆P/∆I :

ηd =
e

Eph

dP
dI

= ηi

[
1+

2αintLa

ln(1/R1R2)

]−1

(4.4)

with Eph the photon energy.

4.1.3 Arrayed-waveguide grating (de)multiplexer

Another essential component of anAWGL is the optical phased-array (PHASAR) or Arrayed-
Waveguide Grating (AWG). First proposed by Smit as a 1×N-channel (de)multiplexer and
demonstrated for the short-wavelength window [2], it was demonstrated by Takahashiet al.
for the long-wavelength window [199] and extended by Dragoneet al. to a N×N-channel
device [200]. ExtensiveAWG design rules can be found in [201, 202]. We limit ourselves here
to a brief explanation of the operating principle, which is needed to understand its use in an
AWGL.

In the schematic example of Fig.4.3, an input waveguide carries a number of wavelengths
spaced by theAWG channel spacing∆λ into the first Free Propagation Region (FPR). In this
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region, the light from the input waveguide is no longer laterally confined and diverges. Light
collected at the input aperture of the array propagates through the arms to the output aperture.
In the secondFPR, the light constructively interferes on one focal point in the image plane. For
the central wavelengthλc, the length difference∆L between the arms equals an integer number
times 2π. Consequently, this wavelength is projected in the middle of the image plane. For
other wavelengths, the phase front in the secondFPR is tilted which results in a different focal
point in the image plane. By placing different output ports at the appropriate positions on this
focal plane, all individual wavelength can be collected separately. AnAWG is periodic, denoted
by the Free Spectral Range (FSR), which is the wavelength spacing between two adjacent
diffraction orders. Different projections of the same wavelength in a different Brillouin zone
are referred to as focal orders. Figure4.4 illustrates these parameters.

4.1.4 AWG-based lasers

AWGLs have been realized in a number of configurations. In the first subsection, we discuss
different AWGL configuration. In the following two subsubsections, we discuss two impor-
tant issues inAWGLs that are additional to those ofECLs: the mode-stability and the way of
outcoupling.

AWGL configurations

A number ofAWGLs with different geometries and properties have been demonstrated in the
InP/InGaAsP material system. The basicAWGL configuration (Fig.4.5) consists of anAWG

(de)multiplexer with an array ofSOAs connected to its demultiplexed ports and a passive com-
mon output waveguide connected to its multiplexed port. It has been demonstrated by a number
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of a basicAWGL: a SOA array and anAWG in between two mirrors.

of authors [103, 203, 204]. This is a linear laser of which the cleaved facets act as mirrorsM.
Lasing starts when the gain of the amplifier has compensated all (propagation and facet) losses.
The cavity loss is minimum for the specific wavelength corresponding to the input port of a
given SOA. Therefore, the device will start lasing only at this wavelength. Depending on the
SOA gain spectrum however, multimode lasing is possible on wavelengths spaced by one or
moreFSRs. Therefore, theFSRmust be chosen large enough, which has the disadvantage that
the AWG size will increase. A solution is to use a chirpedAWG [113]. Then, the peak trans-
missivities in adjacent grating orders are suppressed. This is accomplished by introducing a
quadratic phase distribution of the light arriving at the output aperture. As a result, adjacent or-
ders in the main and now tilted focal line are suppressed to favor lasing in the central diffraction
order.

The main advantage of this straightforward layout, i.e. the possibility of generating multi-
ple wavelengths simultaneously, also constitutes a disadvantage: for each wavelength a sepa-
rate amplifier is needed. Its layout size scales linearly with the number of amplifiers.

Figure4.6a-c show the schematics of more complex linear laser configurations, of which
the number of selectable wavelengths run up to the square of the number ofSOAs in the device.
Figure4.6a uses anAWG with multiple in- and output ports, whereas Figs.4.6b andc use the
combined properties of twoAWGs. For all three concepts, the device size scales with the square
root of the number of amplifiers. A disadvantage with respect to the basic laser design is that
simultaneous operation of all wavelengths is no longer possible.

The laser in Fig.4.6a has anAWG with multiple in- and output ports that are all connected
to a separateSOA [107]. By usingAWG chirp [113], this device could generate 5×8 different
wavelengths with only 5+ 8 AWG passband channels. Its disadvantage is that the full multi-
plexed signals were only present in theAWG array arms. An additional amplifier connected to
one of the outer arms, which only contained a fraction of the total power, boosted the output
power at the expense of a mediocre signal-to-noise ratio. Another way to increase the output
power was demonstrated in [107, 112], where an integrated power combiner behind one of the
SOA arrays multiplexed all 4×8 wavelengths into one output waveguide. This obviously is no
solution for very large channel counts (because of the combiner loss of 1/N with N the number
of combined ports).
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Fig. 4.6b depicts a laser with twoAWGs in series with eachAWG connected to a set of am-
plifiers [111, 114]. The additionalAWG filter was used to select a specific passband channel of
the otherAWG. Power can be tapped from the common waveguide connecting bothAWGs. Al-
though twoAWGs are needed, the device size can be smaller than that of the device in Fig.4.6b
because the number of channels of eachAWG can be much smaller as well. A disadvantage is
that bothAWGs can drift differently as the temperature distribution over the chip is changing
in a non-uniform way. In Sect.4.3, a laser with this schematic is discussed.

The same benefits are present in the schematic in Fig.4.6c: a laser with twoMMI -coupled
linear AWGLs [109]. An additional advantage is that theMMI in principle does not introduce
extra coupling loss. This is explained in Sect.4.4, where we present a laser with this layout.

Mode stability and channel accuracy

Stable single-mode operation is related to the longitudinal mode spacing∆λ. It is commonly
known that for a linear Fabry-Pérot laser the mode spacing is given by:

4λ =
λ2

2noLcav
(4.5)
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with Lcav the laser cavity length andno the optical group index, defined byno = n− λ dn
dλ to

account for the wavelength dependence of the refractive index. Since the refractive index in
the active section is also dependent on the current density, one should take an average optical
group index weighted over both the active and passive sections to find the exact longitudinal
mode spacing [198]. For basic investigations however, Eq.4.5satisfies. Since a typical cavity
length of 1cm gives a mode spacing of∼ 0.03nm, many longitudinal modes exist within an
AWG channel bandwidth∆λFWHM of e.g. 50GHz (∼ 0.4nm).

It was found that stable single-mode operation can be obtained if theAWG channel pass-
band width is small enough [106, 198]. Then, the modes within oneAWG passband experience
an enhanced single-longitudinal mode stability due to a strong non-linear wave-mixing ef-
fect: first, the lower intensity modes receive less gain than the higher intensity modes in the
frequency domain; second, the gain for modes lying on the short-wavelength side of the intra-
cavity filter is enhanced while the gain lying for modes on the long-wavelength side is reduced.
These effects enable that the Side-Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR) of AWGLs can be very good
(> 40dB). According to [205], the mode stability is maximum by minimizing

∆λFWHM ·L3
cav (4.6)

with ∆λFWHM the AWG channel 3dB bandwidth. Most effect can be obtained by reducing
the cavity length, either by minimizing the lengths of the common output waveguide and the
access waveguides from the amplifiers to theAWG, or by minimizing theAWG size. However,
the latter is difficult without increasing the channel bandwidth. As a solution, we used a double-
etch fabrication technology [206] to significantly reduce theAWG size.

Closely related to mode spacing is the channel spacing accuracy to theITU-grid. The
smaller the mode spacing, the higher the accuracy. Typically,AWGLs show a good performance
on this point. Since the spacing between adjacent channels is determined by theAWG, which is
made in passive material and therefore stable over time, all channels can be put on this grid by
simple temperature tuning. However, it is clear that a trade-off exists between mode stability
and channel accuracy since a shorter cavity length will increase the Fabry-Pérot mode spacing.

Outcoupling

Another important issue inAWGLs is the way power is coupled out of the laser cavity. In a
basicAWGL (Fig. 4.5), one can simply use the common waveguide that is ending on a cleaved
facet. The other facet can then be High-Reflection (HR) coated to increase the output power
and lower the threshold current. This is also possible in the device of Fig.4.6c. Different
solutions have to be found in case the only waveguides that contain all lasing wavelengths are
the AWG array arms, like the device in Fig4.6a, or in case the common waveguide is only
linking two cavity components, like in the device in Fig.4.6b.

In case of a jointing waveguide, a solution is to insert a power splitter, for instance a 3-dB
MMI coupler. A disadvantage is that then another 3dB is lost in the other direction through
the MMI . To reduce the insertion loss, one can use unbalancedMMI s [207]. Of course, these
components also have a lower outcoupling ratio.
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splitter (b andc).

A different solution is to use the second Brillouin zone of theAWG. Then, no power is
tapped from the common waveguide and the threshold current is not increased. Since the
second focal order only contains a fraction (−20dB) of the total power, a booster amplifier
is needed to increase the output power to a minimum level needed for system applications
(∼ 1mW). With such low power fractions one also has to deal if power is tapped from one of
theAWG array arms. Most power is guided by the central array arms but these waveguides can
obviously not be tapped. The use of a booster has the disadvantage of increasing theASE.

If light is tapped from the second focal order or from anAWG array arm, one should avoid
reflections from the outcoupling facet. Instead of using anAR-coating to reduce the facet re-
flectivity, we used an output waveguide angled by 7o with respect to the facets normal. Since
at this angle only the reflection from zero-order to zero-order mode is reduced for our layer-
stack, we inserted an 1×1 MMI modefilter [208] to suppress the first-order mode, since the
2-µm-wide amplifier width is not strictly single-mode.

If one likes to use the basic laser of Fig.4.5 as an integrated source for by example a
wavelength converter or a modulator, one can choose to insert a 1×2 MMI power splitter in
the common waveguide, as illustrated in Fig.4.7a. This will couple out 3dB of the power in
the common waveguide coming from the facet. However, another 3dB is lost in theMMI by
the light in the common waveguide coming from theAWG in the laser cavity.

An elegant solution to this problem was demonstrated in [134]. There, two waveguides
were positioned at the 3-dB point of the first focal order. One waveguide served as a common
cavity waveguide, while the other waveguide was led to an electro-absorption modulator.

Another solution to avoid this 3dB of additional loss, is to use a 2×2 MMI 3dB splitter
for outcoupling (Fig.4.7b). Then, the power coming from theAWG is split equally between
the common waveguides. If now in one branch an extra double-pass 90o phase shift is realized
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Figure 4.8: LI - (left) andIV -curves (right) of bottom-contacted extended cavity lasers of
lengths varying from 500 to 1500µm.

with respect to the other arm, the 2× 2 MMI will split the light equally between the output
waveguide and the cavity waveguide that leads to theAWG. In this way, the extra 3dB loss
is avoided. The additional 90o phase shift can be obtained by an electro-optical phase shifter
(which will increase the cavity length by∼ 0.5mm) or an extra path length (λ/8) in one of
the two branches. A 2×2 MMI can also be used for having two output guides leading to two
different components. This is illustrated in Fig.4.7c.

4.2 A 4-channel multiwavelength laser

As a first step towards the realization of sophisticatedAWGLs, we fabricatedECLs on an
n-doped substrate. The amplifiers in these devices have a p-metalization on top and an n-
metalization on the back side, as discussed in Sect.2.1. Figure4.8 showsLI - andIV - curves
measured atT = 18oC of extended cavity lasers with an amplifier width of 2µm and a total
length of 3.65mm. The amplifier length was varied from 500µm to 1500µm. Typical charac-
teristics of extended cavity lasers can be observed [136, 140]. First, the smaller theSOA length,
the smaller the threshold current due to the smaller amplifier loss. Second, the smaller theSOA

length, the sooner theLI -curves flatten off due to the higher heating and gain saturation. Third,
the smaller theSOA length, the larger the voltage at the same current due to the smaller ampli-
fier contact area and thus larger contact resistance. The ’knee" at 0.8V in theIV -curve denotes
the p-n junction.

As a second step, we fabricated the basicAWGL design shown in Fig.4.9. It consists of
four 750-µm-longSOAs and anAWG with a channel spacing of 5nm. Figure4.9also shows the
CW-measuredLI -curves of this device. With values of about 60mA, these are roughly 10mA
higher than the also included threshold current for anECL with an equally longSOA but with
a shorter cavity of 3.65mm. This difference in threshold current is of course due to the higher
cavity loss. The loss of theAWG is also reducing the differential quantum efficiencyηd.

Figure 4.10 shows measured spectra while biasing theSOAs individual (left) and while
biasing threeSOAs simultaneously (right). We could not bias the fourthSOA as well, since
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Figure 4.10: Measured spectra of all 4 wavelengths measured one at a time at 200 mA (left)
and of 3 wavelengths measured simultaneously at 200 mA (right).

we did not have enough current supplies available. Since this laser has a relatively long output
guide, one would expect to see Four-Wave Mixing (FWM) products appear during simultaneous
operation of more than one channel [209]. However, theASE levels from the laser will mask
anyFWM signals, since theAWG is not chirped and theFSRis only 4 times the channel spacing.

4.3 A dual-filter 4×4 digitally tunable laser

An AWGL with a straightforward design can generate a number of wavelengths that is equal
to the number of amplifiers used, like the device described in the previous section. Each
amplifier is connected to an input of theAWG, and the different wavelengths are multiplexed
in the common output. In the Sects.4.3 and4.4, we will presentAWGLs that can produce up
to N×N wavelengths,N being the numbers ofSOAs.

4.3.1 Design

By coupling two 4-channelAWGs in series, with a channel spacing of 100GHz and 400GHz
respectively, we constructed a 16-channel digitally tunable laser. The operating principle of the
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Figure 4.11: Layout and schematic of the 4×4-channel multiwavelength laser. The total
size of the laser is 3.2×4.5mm2.

tunable laser is understood from the schematic and the mask layout shown in Fig.4.11. In this
laser, for each wavelength a separate cavity is formed. The coupledAWGs give the possibility
to select one 100-GHz passband within one of the four 400-GHz passbands. The selection is
done by simultaneously biasing oneSOA in each of the two groups of four amplifiers. Lasing
takes place in that particularAWG order in which the overlap of theAWG transmission peaks
has the highest net gain. In this way, 4×4 wavelengths can be generated.

The laser consists of eight 1000-µm-long, 2-µm-wide ridge waveguide typeSOAs inte-
grated with two 4-channelAWGs. Four amplifiers are connected to one side of anAWG with
a channel spacing of 100 GHz (0.8nm), and another four to anAWG with a channel spacing
of 400 GHz (3.2nm). The other sides of the two multiplexers are directly coupled by a 3-µm-
wide waveguide. Light is coupled out of the cavity from the second focal order of theAWGs at
a fraction of∼−20dB with respect to the power in the waveguide connecting the twoAWGs.

The FSRof eachAWG is 4 times its channel spacing, i.e. 3.2nm and 12.8nm respectively.
For such smallFSRs the difference in transmission between the two outer and inner channels
within oneAWG order is significant (∼ 1dB). For compensation, we positioned the passbands
of the 400-GHzAWG in such a way that they overlap the 100-GHz channels of two adjacent
400-GHzAWG orders (two in each order). In this way, the transmission losses of bothAWGs
are spread over each group of four wavelengths. This can be seen in Fig.4.12, which shows
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Figure 4.12: SimulatedAWG transmission bands. The 400-GHz passbands (solid lines)
were designed to overlap two 100-GHz passbands (dotted lines) of two adjacent orders, to
distribute the transmission loss.

the simulatedAWG transmission bands.

4.3.2 Characterization

Figure 4.13 shows a recording of the generated wavelengths that lie in one 400-GHz band
selected by biasingSOA 8. The four peaks correspond to the channels associated withSOA 1 to
SOA 4. As designed, the combinations withSOA 3 andSOA 4 are lasing at a shorter wavelength
than those withSOA 1 andSOA 2. Figure4.14shows all 16 wavelengths that can be generated
with the 4× 4 combinations. Unfortunately, the total spectrum shows one gap, because the
combinations ofSOA 5 andSOA 6 with SOA 3 are lasing in a different order of the 400-GHz
AWG. The reason for this is thought to be in a shift in the transmission curves of the 400-GHz
AWG, probably because in thisAWG the waveguide etch depth was not on target due toRIE

loading effects (Sect.2.2).
Also, the combinations ofSOA 5 andSOA 6 are lasing in a different order than those of

SOA 7 andSOA 8, because the gain peak is at higher wavelengths than designed. In future
designs, lasing in unwanted orders can be suppressed by increasing theFSR of the AWG with
the larger channel spacing or by chirping thatAWG.

The output power coupled into a single mode fiber is at best only−30dBm, which is due
to the high intracavity loss (≈ 15dB) in combination with the low output coupling efficiency.
The main reason for this is that the outcoupling guides are connected to the second focal order
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Figure 4.13: Spectra of all combinations withSOA 8, measured atT = 21oC.
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of the AWGs, while most of the power is focused onto the first order. In future designs the
output power can be boosted by integrating an extraSOA in the outcoupling guides, although
at the price of a higher background level, or by inserting anMMI -coupler in the connecting
waveguide between the twoAWGs. The moderate output power also limits theSMSRvalues to
30dB.

4.4 A coupled-cavity4×4 digitally tunable laser

Introduction

In this section we present a tunable laser that looks similar to the device presented in Sect.4.3,
but in fact uses a different approach, based on coupling twoAWGLs with different channel
spacings. An advantage of this approach is that the multiplexed signal is present in the coupling
MMI -coupler and can be tapped from its port. Also, less or no (ASE generating) amplification
after the laser is required to achieve a proper output power level (1mW).

4.4.1 Design

The operating principle of the coupled-cavity laser is understood from Fig.4.16. The coupled
AWGs enable to select one smallAWG pass-band within a larger pass-band of the otherAWG.
The selection is done by biasing oneSOA in each of the two groups of four amplifiers simulta-
neously. Lasing will occur at the wavelength at which the passbands of theAWGs overlap and
at which theSOAs have the highest gain. In this way, 4×4 wavelengths can be generated.

The laser consists of eight 1000-µm-long, 2-µm-wide ridge waveguide typeSOAs inte-
grated with two 4-channelAWGs. Four amplifiers are connected to one side of anAWG with a
channel spacing of 100GHz (0.8nm), and the other four to anAWG with a channel spacing of
400GHz (3.2nm). The two multiplexers are coupled by a 1×2 MMI 3-dB splitter. TheFSRof
eachAWG is 4 times its channel spacing, i.e. 3.2nm and 12.8nm, respectively. Especially for
the 100-GHzAWG, such a smallFSR increases the difference in transmission between the two
outer and inner channels within oneAWG order. Therefore, we designed the passbands of the
400-GHzAWG in such a way that they overlap the 100-GHz channels of two adjacent 400-GHz
AWG orders (two in each order), as was illustrated in Fig.4.12. In this way, the transmission
losses of bothAWGs are spread over each group of four wavelengths.

4.4.2 Characterization

The device also works if only oneSOA is pumped at a time. Then lasing will occur at the
wavelength determined by the passband of theAWG for that particular channel and by the
position of the gain peak. Figure4.17a showsCW-measuredLI -curves atT = 21oC of each of
the eight channels when the laser is operated in such a way. All threshold currents are around
80mA. Output powers reach 0.4dBm at 100mA. A lensed fiber accounted for 4.5dB coupling
loss. In addition, the presence of theMMI introduces 3dB loss in both directions. Theoretically,
if one of the amplifiers connected to the other multiplexer is pumped at the same time, this 6dB
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Figure 4.15: Photographs of the 4×4-channel lasers in the serial (top) and parallel (bottom)
configuration.
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Figure 4.16: Waveguide and metal layout of the 4×4 channelAWGL. The two cavities are
coupled by anMMI . The total size of the laser is 2×4.5mm2.

extra intra-cavity loss is cancelled. This will happen if the light coming from theAWGs into
the MMI have equal intensity and phase. It is likely for the laser to phase-lock at this point,
although we did not investigate this experimentally.

Figure4.17bshows the laser spectrum when pumping onlySOA 2 at 100mA. Also included
are theAWG passbands. These were measured by biasing theSOA under threshold. The power
levels (in dBm) measured at the common output and theSOA-output have been subtracted,
while accounting for the difference in waveguide length. Since thisSOA is connected to the
AWG with a channel spacing of 100GHz and aFSRonly 4 times as large, the laser can lase in
multiple passbands. Figure4.17c shows a similar graph, but now when onlySOA 7 is biased at
100mA. In this case, theFSR is large enough to prevent multi-passband lasing. The 400-GHz
AWG transmission curve shows high side lobes, likely because in thisAWG the waveguide etch
depth was not on target due toRIE loading effects (Sect.2.2).

Figure 4.17d shows three measured curves. The solid curve gives the laser peak when
SOA 2 andSOA 7 are biased at the same time at 100mA each. Lasing takes place in that
particular AWG order in which the overlap of theAWG transmission peaks has the highest
net gain. The individualAWG transmission curves are indicated with dotted and dashed lines.
Figure4.17eand f show the four laser peaks of all combinations withSOA 6 and 1, respectively.
Figure4.17f shows all 16 wavelengths that can be generated with the 4×4 combinations. As
designed, all combinations withSOA 3 andSOA 4 are lasing at a shorter wavelength than those
with SOA 1 andSOA 2. The combinations ofSOA 5 andSOA 6 are lasing in a different order
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Figure 4.17: Fig. a: CW-measuredLI -curves (oneSOA pumped at a time). Fig.b: AWG

passband and laser peak of channel 2, biased at 100mA. Fig.c: AWG passband and laser
peak of channel 7, biased at 100 mA. Fig.d: AWG passbands and laser peak of channel 2+7.
Fig. e: All four laser peaks that can be generated by combinations with channel 6. Fig.f :
All four laser peaks that can be generated by combinations with channel 3. Fig.g: Measured
spectra of all 16 wavelengths, measured one at a time. The numbers correspond to theSOAs
in Fig. 4.16. Except for four combinations (b, h, i and p), the currents of allSOAs were
100mA.
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Figure 4.18: Transmission functions in the two-AWG Y-laser. All filters shift with temper-
ature.

than those withSOA 7 andSOA 8, because the gain peak is at higher wavelengths than theAWG

central frequencies were designed for.
Initially, four combinations were lasing in a different order of the 400-GHzAWG. To have

no gaps between the 16 wavelengths, those wavelengths were forced in the rightAWG order by
adjusting the currents of the twoSOAs in use. In future designs, lasing in unwanted orders can
be suppressed by increasing theFSRof theAWG with the larger channel spacing or by chirping
thatAWG such that side orders are suppressed by 5 to 10dB.

4.4.3 Cavity modes

The architecture of this coupled cavity laser invokes a complicated wavelength selection, as can
be seen from Fig.4.18. We are dealing with filtering from, respectively: theSOA gain curve;
the longitudinal modes (the spacing of which is determined by the cavity lengths; a Mach-
Zehnder filter since the laser is coupled with two Y-branches; and the twoAWG passbands of
different widths. The maxima in the Mach-Zehnder Y-filter correspond to the constructive in-
terference of the two different Fabry-Pérot mode spacings of the resonators. Since this Y-mode
spacing fits well into the passband widths of theAWGs, it can be expected that it influences the
mode selection of the device. In order to realize a proper interferometry of the two resonators
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in the Y-laser, the intensities of the light in the branches should be similar [210].
To investigate the mode-stability of this device, we compared measured spectra with simu-

lated results obtained from the model depicted in Fig.4.19. We consider only one polarization
(TE). The gain in the amplifier of theTM polarization modes is so much lower that it is not
relevant for the laser operation. In Fig.4.19 the locations in the model cavity are indicated
for which the electric field strength is calculated. The facet is denoted by aR= 0.32 power
reflecting mirrorM. Through this mirror a probe fieldE0 is injected into the cavity. The sub-
threshold field in the cavity is calculated by setting up equations for the different electric field
strengths in the cavity and then solving this system of equations forE4.

The set of basic equations that is to be solved is:

↑ E1 =
√

1−R·E0 +
√

R· ↓ E4

↑ E2 =
√

0.5·TMMI with TMMI = e−α12 ·eφ12· ↑ E1

↓ E2 = ↑ E2 ·T1 with T1 = e2ιφ23 ·e2(g1−2α23) ·
√

R

↑ E3 =
√

0.5·TMMI with TMMI = e−α12 ·eφ12· ↑ E1

↑ E3 = ↑ E3 ·T5 with T5 = e2ιφ24 ·e2(g5−2α24) ·
√

R

↓ E4 = (↓ E2+ ↓ E3) ·e−α21e−ιφ21

(4.7)

The equations can be solved for↓ E4 as a function ofE0, the input field:

↓ E4 =−1.363·E0 ·e2ιφ12 · e2(g5−α23) ·e2ιφ24 +e2(g1−α34) ·e2ιφ23

e2(g5−2α23) ·e2ι(φ12+φ24)− 7√
3
·e−2(α12+α23+α24) +e2(g1−α24) ·e2ι(φ23+φ24)

(4.8)
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Table 4.1: Values of the parameters used in the modeling of the laser described in this
section.

parameter symbol value unit

length from 1 to 2 L12 2958.9·10−6 m

length from 2 to 3 L23 8850.7868·10−6 m

length from 2 to 4 L24 6515.8048·10−6 m

Y-arm length difference ∆LAB 2334.982·10−6 m

gainSOA g 1.2

effective index waveguide n 3.64

power reflectivity mirrorM R 0.32

AWG A central wavelength λc 1545.30 nm

AWG A channel spacing ∆λA 0.8 nm

AWG A channel bandwidth ∆λFWHM,A 0.1 nm

AWG B central wavelength λc 1545.30 nm

AWG B channel spacing ∆λB 3.2 nm

AWG B channel bandwidth ∆λFWHM,B 3.0 nm

This equation can be evaluated for a series of wavelengths to obtain the sub-threshold spectrum.
The wavelength dependency of the loss coefficient of theAWG (from port 1L to 2L and 1R to
2R) is taken to be parabolic, which is a good approximation near the wavelength of maximum
transmission.

Using the parameters listed in Table4.1 and Eq.4.8, we calculated the mode spectrum at
the common output port in case onlySOA 1 and 5 are pumped (Fig.4.20). The broad maxima
(spaced by 0.141nm) correspond to the constructive interference of the two differentFP mode
spacings of the resonators. The laser operates at the wavelength of the commonFP mode
(supermode) that is closest to the highest net gain. This is confirmed by the measured output
spectrum shown on the left side of the same figure. In the inset, the laser peak is followed when
the currents to bothSOAs are increased from 75 to 85mA in steps of 1mA. The mode-hop fits
with the simulated value. Since the separate longitudinal modes of the two branches are much
closer ( 0.03nm), this jump can only be attributed to a Mach-Zehnder mode-hop.

The same behavior was confirmed for the laser channel generated by biasingSOA 1 and 8
(Fig. 4.21). Here, a larger mode-hop of 0.158nm (caused by a smaller arm-length difference)
is predicted and confirmed. The temperature stability of the device was investigated for the
wavelength generated by the combination ofSOA 1 and 7. Figure4.22shows the lasing wave-
length for a temperature change from 19 to 26oC. Between 19 and 20oC, a wavelength jump of
0.12nm is observed which is one longitudinal mode (4λ = λ2/(2L12+L23+L24)= 0.031nm)
smaller than one common Fabry-Pérot mode spacing for thisSOA-combination (0.15nm). Ap-
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Figure 4.20: Left: Mode-spectrum for the laser peak generated by the combination of
SOA 1 andSOA 5 while increasing both currents from 75 to 85mA. The mode-hop that
appears from 80 to 81mA is a Mach-Zehnder mode-hop.Right: calculation of sub-threshold
spectrum of thisSOA combination.
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Figure 4.21: Left: Mode-spectrum for the laser peak generated by the combination ofSOA 1
andSOA 8 while increasing both currents from 105 to 110mA. The mode-hop that appears
from 109 to 110mA is a Mach-Zehnder mode-hop.Right: calculation of sub-threshold
spectrum of thisSOA combination.
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parently, the laser has jumped to a different longitudinal mode at the same time.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have looked at the design and performance of a number ofAWG-based lasers.
Various architectures can be constructed using their three main components: passive wave-
guides,SOAs and one or moreAWGs. The basic configuration uses anSOA-array connected
to one side of a singleAWG in a Fabry-Pérot cavity. Each wavelength is then generated by its
own amplifier. If a chirpedAWG is used, simultaneous lasing of multiple wavelengths can be
achieved in a singleAWG order only. Such a concept is used in the integrated laser-modulator
devices discussed in Chapt.6.

If no multiwavelength operation is required,AWG-based lasers can also be applied as tun-
able lasers. Then, the properties of theAWG can be exploited to increase the number of gener-
ated wavelengths over the number of integrated amplifiers. Using 2AWGs and 8 amplifiers, we
realized two 16-wavelength digitally tunable lasers with a channel spacing of 100GHz. The
first device had a cavity containing two differentAWGs, the second device was formed by par-
allel coupling of two laser cavities containingAWGs with different channel spacings. The first
device used the second Brillouin zone for outcoupling and had therefore a low output power
(−30dBm). The presence of the full multiplexed signal in the output port of the second device
leads to substantially higher output powers without additional optical amplification than ear-
lier publishedAWG based multiwavelength lasers having a reduced number of amplifiers. This
laser was measured to have anSMSRof over 40dB and an output power of∼ 1mW at 100mA
bias current. A general advantage of both architectures is the straightforward, digital tuning
characteristic. In the present designs, no chirpedAWGs are needed. Furthermore, because all
sections are etched to the same depth, the devices are easy to fabricate. Reducing the channel
spacing to 50GHz and increasing the number of amplifiers to 8×8 should be feasible.
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Chapter 5

AWG-based multiwavelength ring
lasers in InP

This chapter discusses integrated Arrayed-Waveguide Grating (AWG) based ring lasers. The
devices we realized were the first of their kind. We developed ring AWG-based Lasers (AWGLs)
with either one or two AWGs. The first ring AWGL with one AWG is the smallest AWGL to
date: 1×1.8 mm2. It can discretely produce 7 wavelengths with 4 amplifiers. This device was
thoroughly investigated on its operating principle and wavelength stability and forms the heart
of this chapter. We both theoretically and experimentally verified that the AWG cross-talk plays
a dominant role in the wavelength selection mechanism. A second generation could produce
two extra wavelengths with the same number of amplifiers. Another two ring AWGLs with two
AWGs could generate 4 wavelength simultaneously.

5.1 Introduction

In Chapt.4, we discussed the basic concepts and advanced versions ofAWGLs that were formed
in a linear Fabry-Pérot cavity. Such lasers have an array ofSOAs and anAWG placed between
two facet mirrors. Here, we discuss the first integrated multiwavelength ring lasers [108,
211]. Integrated ring lasers have been reported for single wavelength operation [212–214].
Multiwavelength ring lasers reported are assembled from discrete components connected with
fibers [215–222].

Ring lasers have two main advantages over linear Fabry-Pérot lasers. Longitudinal spatial
hole burning can be avoided when such lasers are operated in a unidirectional mode [145] and
the cavity length can be set accurately in the lithography and is not dependant on cleaving
(important for setting the repetition rate in mode-locked lasers). In addition, no mirrors are re-
quired for laser operation which enables very short cavities, if compactAWGs are applied. The

89
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Figure 5.1: Two AWGL ring configurations.

fabrication technology to realize the ring lasers in this chapter was discussed in Subsect.2.4.2.

Figures5.1a andb show the schematics of ring lasers with one and twoAWGs, respectively.
In the left schematic, a ring layout is formed using only oneAWG. From a topological point of
view, this ring laser is the most straightforward. An array ofSOAs is linked to either side of an
N×N-channelAWG. If the gain of one of theSOAs is sufficient to overcome the total loss of
the ring (waveguides andAWG), the device will start lasing at the wavelength determined by
the passband of theAWG for that particular channel. The main advantage of this concept is that
the number of generated wavelengths can be larger than the number of amplifiers, as will be
explained in the next section. Another advantage is that no accurate channel overlap is needed
between twoAWGs. A disadvantage is that outcoupling of all available channels can only be
done through theAWG array arms at a reduced power level. Of this configuration, we realized
two versions, discussed in Sects.5.2and5.3, respectively.

In the right schematic, the individual demultiplexed ports of twoAWGs are linked to each
other by a separateSOA. To complete the ring, the multiplexed ports are connected by a wave-
guide that contains all wavelengths. FourSOAs are placed in different wavelength channels
in between the twoAWGs. Again, if the gain of one of theSOAs is sufficiently high to over-
come the total loss of the ring (waveguides and twoAWGs), the device will start lasing at the
wavelength determined by the passbands of theAWGs. The output coupling is realized with
the second focal order of theAWGs. A fifth SOA could be placed in the common part of the
ring. ThisSOA would then amplify all signals and would need to be biased at all times.

The main advantage of this configuration is that it can work in multiwavelength mode, i.e.
generating multiple wavelengths simultaneously. Also, power can be tapped from the common
waveguide at a higher level than available at the array arms in the other concept. On the other
hand, if both integratedAWGs are not exactly equal, extra loss is generated by misaligned
passbands. Also this configuration has been demonstrated in two versions. Both are discussed
in Sect.5.4.
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Figure 5.2: Photograph of the 7-channelWDM ring laser. Size: 1×1.8mm2.

5.2 A 7-channel digitally tunable ring laser

5.2.1 Introduction

In this section, we present a compact multiwavelength ring laser and describe its wavelength
competition mechanism. The device contains fourSOAs, a compactAWG and passive wave-
guides integrated on a single InP wafer. The device can produce seven different wavelengths
through biasing of one or two out of the four amplifiers. Comparison of calculated and mea-
sured sub-threshold laser spectra demonstrates theAWG cross-talk is crucial in favoring one
lasing mode over others and allows the cross-talk to be quantified. A rate-equation model of
the laser and measurements are presented that describe the switching between wavelengths
of the laser as a function of bias currents. A comparison between the measured data and the
model is made. The rate equation model alone, as it turned out, did not provide an explanation
for the wavelength selection in the ring laser. For that reason, the mode structure of the cavity
needed to be investigated through the analysis of the sub-threshold spectrum of the laser. Then
the rate equation model is used to describe the switching behavior between the laser output
wavelengths as a function of the bias current values for twoSOAs in the laser system.

5.2.2 Design

The operating principle of thisAWG-based multiwavelength ring laser is understood from
Fig. 5.3, which shows the actual mask layout of the ring laser we fabricated. The device
consists of four 500-µm-long, 3-µm-wide,SOAs integrated with a wavelength filter (theAWG).
If the gain of one of theSOAs is sufficient to overcome the total loss of the ring (output cou-
pling, waveguides andAWG), the device will start lasing at the wavelength determined by the
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Figure 5.3: Mask layout andAWG connection diagram of theWDM ring laser. The outcou-
pling guides are placed at the outer array arms. Angled output waveguides and modefilters
are used to reduce reflections from the facets. The total size of the ring laser is 1×1.8mm2.

passband of theAWG for that particular channel. A small fraction, estimated at about 3·10−4,
of the laser light is coupled out of the resonator by leading the outer arms of the waveguide
array to the edge of the chip, since they contain all wavelengths. The number of arms in the
AWG was reduced at the expense of some increased insertion loss in order to couple some light
into the outcoupling guides.

The AWG has a channel spacing∆λ of 1.6nm (200GHz) and aFSR of 15nm. When for
example onlySOA 4 is pumped, the light emitted by this amplifier passes through theAWG.
Lasing will occur at that passband wavelength of theAWG which has the highest gain in the
SOA. These passband wavelengths are determined by the position of the input and output
waveguides on theAWG such as indicated in the diagram of Fig.5.3. The wavelengths from the
emission ofSOA 4 that couple to the waveguides leading to the other threeSOAs are absorbed,
since these amplifiers are not biased. Therefore, if the four amplifiers are operated one at a
time, their individual channels are spaced by 3.2nm because neighboring laser channels step
two channel spacings∆λ: one at both sides of theAWG.

To reduce facet reflectivity, the output waveguides are angled by 7o with respect to the
facets normal [140]. Since at this angle only the reflection from zero-order to zero-order mode
is reduced, anMMI modefilter [208] is inserted to suppress the first-order mode, which can be
guided by theSOA.
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Figure 5.4: LI -curves for each of the four amplifiers.

However, when two amplifiers are operated simultaneously, also light generated by one
SOA and coupled through theAWG into the otherSOA will experience gain. Since this double
pass wavelength only steps one channel spacing∆λ at the output side of theAWG, it makes
a double loop through bothSOAs and theAWG. Therefore, its wavelength will lie in between
the two wavelengths of the individually operated amplifiers. This can be understood as orig-
inating from a double round-trip mode, as illustrated in the diagram of Fig.5.3. Here, light
is coupled from port 2 on the left-hand side of the AWG to port 1 on the right-hand side and
vice versa. The resulting wavelength is thus halfway between the wavelengths generated us-
ing eitherSOA 1 or SOA 2. In this way, with the four amplifiers, seven different wavelengths
could be produced. The wavelength produced by biasingSOA 2 andSOA 3 is the same as that
produced when biasingSOA 1 andSOA 4.

5.2.3 Characterization

CW-measuredLI -curves of each of the four channels of the ring laser are shown in Fig.5.4.
Threshold currents are around 70mA. Extended cavity lasers on the same chip with amplifiers
and cavities of the same length showed threshold currents of 62mA. Since the ring laser does
not use cleaved facets but has a much lower fractional output coupling from the ring cavity,
one might expect lower threshold currents for the ring laser than for the extended cavity lasers.
However, the double-etchedAWG with a reduced number of arms introduces a significant extra
loss that appears to be similar to the loss of one cleaved facet (about 4.5dB). TheLI -curves
show no kinks, except for channel 3.

Shown in Fig.5.5 is the uncalibrated output spectrum if onlySOA 1 is pumped. The
Side-Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR) is 40dB when the laser is operated at 100mA. The
side modes lie 15nm left and right of the main peak, exactly oneFSR of the AWG. Also
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Figure 5.5: Output spectrum whenSOA 1 is driven at 100mA (a) and whenSOA 1 is driven
at 100mA simultaneously withSOA 2 at 105mA (b).
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that occur from operating twoSOAs simultaneously. The combination ofSOA 2 andSOA 4
is also lasing in the next order (right-most peak).
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inserted in this figure is the output spectrum ifSOA 1 andSOA 2 are operated simultaneously.
SOA 1 is pumped at 100mA andSOA 2 at 105mA. Clearly, their double-pass wavelength is
lasing, while the individual wavelengths of the separate amplifiers are suppressed by 40dB.
The double-pass wavelength apparently experiences a slightly higher roundtrip gain than the
"internal" wavelengths and thus becomes the dominant mode in the laser.

Figure 5.6 shows the uncalibrated spectra of all seven laser channels, biased one after
another. The four single-pass wavelengths lie 3.2nm apart, as expected. The wavelengths
that are generated by operating two amplifiers at the same time, emerge in between them. The
figure shows three redundant channels: the combinations ofSOA 1 andSOA 3, SOA 2 andSOA 4
andSOA 2 andSOA 3 have the same wavelength asSOA 2, SOA 3 and the combination ofSOA 1
andSOA 4, respectively. Except for the single-pass channel ofSOA 4 and the combination of
SOA 2 andSOA 4, all lasers have aSMSR of 40dB at 100mA. We did not try to operate 3
or 4 amplifiers at the same time. We do not expect more than the 7 channels to emerge. The
device showed unidirectional lasing under all circumstances. Since the layout does not contain
a device to force unidirectional operation, the actual direction is we believe favored by residual
reflections.

The output power coupled into a single mode fiber is only−20dBm which is due to the
high intracavity loss in combination with the low output coupling efficiency. The main reason
for the latter is that the outcoupling guides are connected to the outerAWG arms, while most
of the power is guided by the central arms. In addition, the fiber-chip coupling caused 4.5dB
loss. In future designs the output power can be boosted by integrating an extraSOA in the
outcoupling guides [107], although at the price of a higher background level.

From Fig.5.7 it is clear that rearranging the amplifiers will generate two more channels.
By shifting a set of two amplifiers by one channel spacing with respect to neighboring sets, a
ring laser with an even number ofN amplifiers will have 3N−3 different wavelengths.

One might think that the double-pass wavelength is favored over the single-pass wave-
lengths because the longitudinal mode spacing of the double-pass mode is approximately half
the single roundtrip laser mode spacing (which is 0.2nm). This would allow the laser, in most
cases, to operate closer to a transmission maximum of theAWG passband. However, this would
make the laser highly unstable with changing temperature, as theAWG passbands are shifting
over the single- and double-wavelength longitudinal modes. A series of output spectra at heat-
sink temperatures of 18oC to 28oC, with the laser operating at the combination wavelength
of SOA 1 andSOA 2, shows that the mode is robust with temperature (Fig.5.8 and5.9). A
detailed comparison of the spectra reveals no significant change in the location of the cavity
modes with respect to the central peak. Only a shift in wavelength of 0.122nm/oC is observed
which is in line with the expected temperature dependence of the channel wavelengths of the
AWG. To gain more theoretical knowledge about the operating principle of this laser, we wrote
a rate equation model, described in the next subsection.
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Figure 5.8: Spectrum of a double-loop wavelength at changing temperature.
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Figure 5.9: Spectra of a double-loop wavelength at changing temperature, scaled to the
same mode.
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5.2.4 Modeling

The rate equation laser model

A rate equation model (see e.g. [197]) comprising of five differential equations describing three
laser modes and the two amplifiers was set up and is given below (Eq.5.1). The five equations
are the time derivatives of the average photon densitiesφA , φB andφAB at the three wavelengths
λA , λB andλAB , and the carrier densities in the two amplifiersN1 andN2.



dφA
dt = φA ·

[
(N1−N01)

(
vo ·σg ·Γc · LSOA

LcavA

)
− αcavA−ln(1−T)

τA

]
+B·Γc ·N2

A ·β
dφB
dt = φB ·

[
(N2−N02)

(
vo ·σg ·Γc · LSOA

LcavB

)
− αcavB−ln(1−T)

τB

]
+B·Γc ·N2

B ·β
dφAB

dt = φAB ·
[
(N1−N01 +N2−N02) ·

(
vo ·σg ·Γc · LSOA

LcavAB

)
− αcavAB−ln(1−T)

τAB

]
B·Γc ·

(
N2

1 +N2
2

)
· β

2
dNA
dt =−vo ·σg · (φA +φAB) · (N1−N01)− N1

τcar
−B·N2

1 −C ·N3
1 +W1(t)

dNB
dt =−vo ·σg · (φB +φAB) · (N2−N02)− N2

τcar
−B·N2

2 −C ·N3
2 +W2(t)

(5.1)

HereN01 andN02 are the transparency carrier densities in the amplifier;vo is the group
velocity; σ is the gain per carrier;Γc is the confinement factor;LSOA is the length of theSOAs
in the system;LcavA, LcavB andLcavAB (≈ LcavA+ LcavB) are the cavity lengths;αcavA, αcavB

andαcavAB are the intracavity losses,T is the fraction coupled out of the cavity for output;
τA , τB andτAB are the cavity roundtrip times;τcar is the carrier lifetime,β is the fraction of
spontaneous emission that couples into the laser mode,B is the bimolecular recombination
rate andC is the Auger recombination rate.W1(t) andW2(t) are the carrier injection rates into
amplifiers 1 and 2 withWi(t) = Ii(t)/(q·LSOA·S·Γc) whereIi(t) is the bias current in amplifier
i, q the electron charge andS the effective laser mode area. Notice that the output coupling
for the double-roundtrip mode is twice as high as that of the other two modes. The equations
were integrated numerically to obtain the time dependent solution using the parameters in the
model that are listed in Table5.1. These parameter values were derived from literature and
fitting to experimental data. This is discussed in detail in the subsubsection on the modelling
of the switching between the double and single roundtrip modes (p.106). At this point it is
important to point out a specific steady state result of these equations. It was already observed
in Fig. 5.5 that with (almost) equal currents in both amplifiers the double roundtrip mode was
close to 40dB more intense than both the single roundtrip modes that were of similar intensity.
To achieve such an outcome in the model there are two conditions to be fulfilled. First, the
LosscavA andLosscavB values have to be similar. That means that the difference between those
two parameters must be significantly smaller (< 20%) than their value. Secondly, the value of
the roundtrip loss of the double roundtrip cavity modeαcavAB has to be less than the sum of
the roundtrip losses of the two single roundtrip cavity mode (αcavA+αcavB) by an amount that
is clearly larger than the difference betweenαcavA andαcavB. There has to be a roundtrip gain
advantage.

If αcavAB equalsαcavA+ αcavB and the single roundtrip losses are equal, then the output
power of the mode atλAB is equal to the output power of the modes atλA andλB together. To
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Table 5.1: Values of the parameters used in the rate equation model to produce the results
in Fig. 5.16.

parameter symbol value unit

transparency carrier densitySOA 1 and 2 N01, N02 1.049·1024 m−3

gain cross-section σg 4.229·10−20 m2

carrier lifetime τcar 0.598·10−9 s

bimolecular recombination coefficient B 2.620·10−16 m3s−1

Auger recombination coefficient C 5.269·10−41 m6s−1

confinement factor Γc 0.285

lengthSOA 1 and 2 LSOA 0.500·10−3 m

length cavity A LcavA 3.85·10−3 m

length cavity B LcavB 4.08·10−3 m

roundtrip loss cavity A αcavA 3.5 dB

roundtrip loss cavity B αcavB 3.65 dB

roundtrip loss cav. AB (αcavA+αcavB−0.5dB) αcavAB 6.65 dB

laser mode surface area S 3.22·10−13 m2

cavity output coupling fraction T 3·10−4

roundtrip time cavity A τA 4.18·10−11 s

roundtrip time cavity B τB 8.94·10−11 s

roundtrip time cavity AB τAB 8.94·10−11 s

fraction spontaneous emission into laser modeβ 3·10−6

have theλAB mode dominate the spectrum by over 40dB this mode needs a lower intra-cavity
roundtrip loss by several tenths of dBs at least. Initially we thought this lower loss could be
related to the smaller mode spacing of the longitudinal modes of a double roundtrip mode.
The longer cavity meant that this mode could be closer to theAWG transmission maximum.
However, this advantage should be highly sensitive to temperature. The intensity of the three
modesλA , λB ("single-loop") andλAB ("double-loop") should then vary considerably with
temperature, which is not the case. To understand why and by how muchαcavAB is smaller
thanαcavA+αcavB and to determine why the combination mode atλAB prevails over the modes
with λA andλB, we have measured several characteristics of the laser and wrote a simple rate
equation model.
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Figure 5.10: Spectrum of the light emitted by the integrated ring laser at threshold (I1 =
57mA,I2 = 59mA). Indicated are the laser wavelength as well as the wavelength ranges of
the single (cavities A and B) and double roundtrip modes (cavity AB).

Cavity modes

We will now demonstrate that the advantage of the double roundtrip mode is due to the cross-
talk in the AWG between the different ports. Referring to Fig.5.3, when the laser operates
on a single roundtrip mode (e.g. onλ1), and considering one direction only, a fraction of the
light starting at port 1L on the left hand side does not end in port 1R on the right. Instead this
ends up in the otherAWG ports on the right as well such as the 2R port. The light in those
ports is lost for the laser since it is absorbed in the unbiasedSOAs. Now consider the double
roundtrip mode. Here the light that ends up in the ports 1Rand2R on the right hand side stays
inside the double roundtrip cavity. This holds for light fromAWG input ports 1L and 2L. The
net effect of the cross-talk depends also on the relative phase of the light; the waves from the
different ports can interfere constructively or destructively. The total roundtrip loss can thus be
lower or higher than the roundtrip losses of cavities A and B depending on the relative phases
at theAWG output ports, and will thus vary with the longitudinal modes which have different
wavelengths. It is also relevant here to point out the fact that theAWG in this laser is a design
with a reduced number of outer arms in the array. This was done to increase the power in the
outer arms that are used as output waveguides, however it has also increased the cross-talk of
the AWG [202]. Another effect of reducing the number of arms is a reduction in size of the
device.

To determine the amount of cross-talk and to prove that the mechanism discussed above is
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correct we have recorded and simulated spectra from the laser below and at threshold for the
case ofSOA 1 andSOA 2. Such spectra show the longitudinal modes of both the single and
double roundtrip cavities as can be seen in the spectrum presented in Fig.5.10, in which the
relative intensity of the light is shown on a log scale as a function of wavelength. These spectra
were recorded using an ANDO AQ6315A spectrometer with a resolution at this wavelength of
approximately 0.02nm around 1550nm. The light from the wafer was collected with a lensed
fiber tip with a coupling loss of approximately 5dB. The currentI1 in SOA 1 was 57mA;I2
was 59mA. Three regions are indicated in the spectrum in Fig.5.10, the regions with the two
single roundtrip modes and the region of the double roundtrip modes. The group of lines on
the left is produced by cavity B and it shows a free spectral range of 180pm. The group of
lines on the right hand side originating from cavity A shows a 160pm spacing which reflects
the fact that cavity A is shorter. Here we focus on the middle region where the double roundtrip
cavity modes lie. In this region interference effects between the different cavities are clearly
visible. No regular mode pattern with an expectedFSRof 85pm (10.6GHz) is obvious in this
wavelength range, but the stronger lines show a 170pm periodicity, double the expected value.

This indicates two things. First, we have to conclude that there is a single roundtrip reso-
nance condition on the combined mode. This can be caused by cross-talk between the channels
in the AWG. The extra modes that we expected to see in between single-pass modes will lead
to a 180 degrees phase difference between the light fields in the two waveguides entering the
AWG. This apparently leads to lower transmission efficiency. The cross-talk will make that
the total transmission through theAWG of the light atλAB from two adjoining waveguides at
one side, to the two adjoining waveguides at other side of theAWG will be highest when the
phases in the waveguides are close to each other. Secondly, when the fields are in phase, part
of what is otherwise lost inAWG transmission as cross-talk into another channel is now used.
Light that gets to the other waveguide stays in the cavity. TheAWG in this laser has a poor
cross-talk specification since one would expect this not to be of importance for wavelength
selection inside a laser cavity.

The spectra of Fig.5.10were modelled using a scheme depicted in Fig.5.11. Light in only
one direction is considered here, the device is in theory symmetrical and we observe light from
only one direction in the experiment. Also only one polarization (TE) is considered here. The
propagation loss of theTM polarization modes in the waveguides is so much higher and the
gain in the amplifier so much lower that it is not relevant for the laser operation. In Fig.5.11
the locations in the model cavity are indicated for which the electric field strength is calculated.
In the model a 99% power reflecting mirrorM is introduced in the cavity, which of course does
not exist in the real device. Through this mirror a probe fieldE0 is injected into the cavity. The
field in the cavity is calculated by setting up equations for the different electric field strengths
in the cavity and then solving this system of equations forE5. The fieldE5 at location 5 is
taken to be proportional to the signal we observed as the sub-threshold power of the ring laser
and is calculated for the wavelengths in the spectrum.
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Figure 5.11: Diagram showing the optical path in the model for the description of the dou-
ble roundtrip cavity modes. The locations of the different electric field values are indicated.
Probe light enters the cavity at the lower right. The field strength E5 is taken as a model of
the observed sub-threshold light.

The set of basic equations that is to be solved is:

E1 =
√

1−R·E0 +
√

R·E5

E2 = E1 ·T2 with T2 = eιφ12 ·eg2−lo12

E3 =
√

1−X ·E2 +
√

X ·E4

E4 = E3 ·T1 with T1 = eιφ34 ·eg1−lo34

E5 =
√

1−X ·E4 +
√

X ·E2

(5.2)

In these equationsR is the fraction of power reflected by mirrorM; X is the fraction of power
in the cross-talk. In this model there is no physical optical path length between points 2 and 3,
as well as between points 4, 5 and 1. Therefore,φ12 is the phase shift over the physical path
from point 1 to point 2, which is equal toLcavB, andφ34 is the phase shift over the physical path
point 1 to point 2, which is equal toLcavA. The parametersg1 andg2 are the electric field gain
coefficients of theSOA 1 andSOA 2. They will be taken to be equal for the remainder of this
paper asg. The parameterslo12 andlo34 are the loss coefficients for the electric field (half the
power loss) for the propagation in the waveguides and theAWG. The wavelength dependent
losses in theAWG are taken equal for both paths but the propagation loss coefficient for the
waveguides is taken proportional to the length. In this model we have set the optical lengths at
one wavelength equal for all paths between the in- and output ports of theAWG. This is valid
when considering the same order of transmission and for a perfectAWG of the type used here.
The expression for the phase shifts then becomeφ12 = 2πnLcavB/λ andφ34 = 2πnLcavA/λ. The
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Figure 5.12: The experimental (lower) and fitted (upper) sub-threshold power spectrum.
The experimental spectrum was recorded atI1 = 53mA andI2 = 55mA SOA bias currents.
The parameters for the calculated spectrum are in Table5.1.

equations can be solved forE5 as a function ofE0, the input field:

E5 = T2 ·
√

1−R·E0 ·
−
√

X +T1 (2X−1)
1−T2

√
X
√

R−T1
√

X +T1T2
√

R(2X−1)
(5.3)

This equation can be evaluated for a series of wavelengths to obtain the spectrum. The
value forE0 can be taken to be 1 since theASE from theSOAs does not show much change in
intensity over the wavelength range that is considered here. The wavelength dependency of the
loss coefficient of theAWG (from port 1L to 2L and 1R to 2R) is taken to be parabolic, which
is a good approximation near the wavelength of maximum transmission. It is characterized by
a 3dB attenuation width that was fitted, and a loss value at the transmission peak of 5dB. The
power loss in the waveguides was set at 3dB/cm. The refractive index for the modes in the
laser was determined from accurate (30MHz) mode frequency measurements performed on a
series of integrated extended cavity Fabry-Pérot lasers. These lasers had a fixed total cavity
length and a varying amplifier length. They were fabricated on the same wafer segment as the
wavelength selectable laser.

Experimental and simulated sub-threshold spectra

First, the model was used for a fit to a particular sub-threshold spectrum that is shown in
Fig. 5.12. The figure also shows the fitted spectrum from the model. The spectrum was
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Table 5.2: Values of the parameters used in the simulation of the sub-threshold spectrum of
the laser given in Fig.5.14.

parameter symbol value unit

length cavity mode A LcavA 3.58014·10−3 m

length cavity mode B LcavB 4.08001·10−3 m

cavity length difference ∆LAB 0.500437·10−3 m

gainSOA g 1.2

effective index waveguide n 3.64

power reflectivity mirrorM R 0.99

cross-talk parameter X 0.05

AWG central wavelength λc 1545.30 nm

AWG channel bandwidth ∆λFWHM 0.9 nm

recorded atI1 = 53mA andI2 = 55mA SOA bias current. As can be seen, a good fit was
obtained using the parameters given in Table5.2.

This result was obtained in the following way. First the cross-talk parameter is set to zero,
the gain is set such that the power loss in the whole roundtrip is no more than a few tenths
of a dB and theAWG 3 dB width is set to an estimated value of e.g. 1.5 nm. The total length
L can then be fitted by comparing the periodicity in the calculated spectrum, which consists
of a regular comb of peaks shaped by theAWG transmission (Fig.5.13 (left)) to that of the
features in the recorded spectrum. Introducing cross-talk has a clear and pronounced effect on
the calculated spectrum; even values ofX as low as 0.005 already have a clear impact as can be
seen in Fig.5.13(right). The effect of the cross-talk is an intensity modulation over the comb
of modes. By comparing the depth of this modulation, which is more clearly visible when the
spectrum is plotted on a logarithmic intensity scale, in the experimental and calculated spectra,
the value ofX was estimated to be between 0.04 and 0.07 and was set at 0.05 (−13dB). A good
starting value for the difference in length ofLcavA andLcavB was determined from the mask
layout. LengthsLcavA andLcavB could be determined from the part of the spectra that show
the single roundtrip modes, although these values could be changed within a limited range. In
the fitting, the difference∆LAB betweenLcavA andLcavB was changed while the sum ofLcavA

andLcavB was kept constant. Small changes (< λ/50) in ∆LAB have a large influence on the
shape of the spectrum. The changes of the spectrum when varying∆LAB over λ/2 are close
to periodical. In the fitting, we calculated sequences of the spectrum as∆LAB was varied to
find the correct value of∆LAB and to optimize the central wavelength and bandwidth of the
AWG. The last step in the fitting process is to increase the gain such that near the peak the net
roundtrip loss becomes close to zero, which is the near-threshold situation. Since the calculated
spectral features then become much narrower than the resolution in the experimental spectrum,
the calculated spectrum was broadened using a filter with a Gaussian kernel of a full width half
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Figure 5.13: Two model spectra of the double roundtrip cavity modes. One spectrum (left)
without cross-talk from theAWG, and the other spectrum (right) with a small amount of
cross-talk (X = 0.005). The influence from this small amount on the spectrum is clearly
visible.

maximum of 0.02nm. This value is the observed minimum linewidth of the spectrometer in
this wavelength range.

When the current in theSOAs is increased toI1 = 57mA andI2 = 59mA, which is just at
or above the lasing threshold, we can identify which mode in the spectrum starts lasing. The
recorded and simulated spectra are given in Fig.5.14. The simulated spectrum, which is in
good agreement with the experiment, was obtained by keeping the total cavity length constant
and increasing the cavity lengthLcavA and decreasingLcavB through increasing∆LAB by λ/6.04
with respect to the fit of the spectrum in Fig.5.12. This change may be attributed by the effect
on the thermal load in the amplifiers by the onset of lasing. All other parameter values are
as in Table5.2. The lasing mode is less intense in the simulated spectrum that is necessarily
sub-threshold. These simulation results clearly prove that the cross-talk in theAWG is essential
in the operation of the ring laser device and allows us to quantify the amount of cross-talk.
The reduction in the number of arms in theAWG to obtain more power in the outer arms for
the output coupling increases the amount of cross-talk from the level expected from a standard
AWG filter design.

Fine tuning of the laser

The output wavelength of the laser can be tuned accurately by changing the heat sink temper-
ature of the device. For the single roundtrip mode this is to be expected but for the double
roundtrip mode this is less obvious. The result of a series of measurements of the laser wave-
length while operating in the double roundtrip mode with a bias current of 75 mA in both
SOA 1 and 2 is shown in Fig.5.15. The wavelength of the double roundtrip mode output was
measured using the optical spectrum analyzer. It shows the measured values (markers) and a
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Figure 5.14: The experimental (lower) and fitted (upper) sub-threshold power spectrum.
The experimental spectrum was recorded atI1 = 57mA andI2 = 59mA SOA bias currents.
The parameters are those listed in Table5.1except for the length difference of the two single
roundtrip cavities∆LAB, which was increased byλ/6.04.

linear fit (line). The wavelength varies linearly with 0.122nm/oC. This is a typical value for
the temperature dependency of anAWG channel. The deviation of the measured points from
the straight line is at most 0.006nm. Over the temperature range shown, the laser stays single
mode but the output power and SMSR do decrease with temperature. The lowestSMSR ob-
served was 30dB at 28oC. The laser can thus be accurately tuned. The temperature change
we could achieve in our set-up was limited to a 1.22nm continuous tuning range, however we
expect a range of one channel spacing (of 1.6nm) can be achieved.

Switching between modes

Using the laser model presented earlier and with the understanding of the operation of the de-
vice, we can now come back to the rate equation model to describe the laser in more detail.
In particular, we have studied the switching between the intermediate wavelengthλAB and one
of the single roundtrip mode wavelengths (λA or λB) as a function of the currents to theSOAs.
Three series of measurements of the output power and spectra were performed. The experi-
mental results for these measurements are given in Fig.5.16in which markers connected by
lines indicate the experimental measurement values. In the first series presented in Fig.5.16a
the current in bothSOA 1 andSOA 2 was varied equally from 50mA to 100mA. The dou-
ble roundtrip mode is dominant at all current values above threshold and the system behaves
as a single mode system. Figure5.16b gives the result from a series where the currentI2 in
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Figure 5.15: The recorded wavelength of the double roundtrip mode of the ring laser is
given as a function of temperature. The markers indicate the measurements and the line
represents a linear fit. The bias current is 75mA for bothSOA 1 andSOA 2.

SOA 2 was kept constant at 75mA while the bias currentI1 in SOA 1 was varied from 50mA
to 100mA. At 50mA, the laser operates atλB. WhenI1 is increased to around 65mA, the
laser switches toλAB . Here, the roundtrip loss advantage of the double roundtrip mode ap-
proximately equals the gain difference between the two amplifiers. When theI1 is increased to
over 75 mA the power atλA starts to increase but stays well below that ofλAB . In Fig. 5.16c
similarly I1 was held at 75mA whileI2 was varied between 50 and 100mA. In this case at
50mA, the laser operates atλA . WhenI2 is increased,λAB takes over already around 55mA.
IncreasingI2 over 75mA, we observe from around 80mA that the power atλB starts to in-
crease and becomes similar to that atλAB around 90mA. It is relevant to note here that around
120mA of current through the amplifiers the laser starts to collapse due to temperature effects.
It appears thatSOA 1 is more affected by the temperature increase and thatλA is not coming up
strongly, is due to this. The important observation is that the combination wavelength appears
over a wide range of bias currents.

We have attempted to simulate these observations using the rate equation model. In these
simulations we took the approach of taking a fixed value of 0.5dB loss advantage of the double
roundtrip loop that is derived directly from the cross-talk number determined from the sub-
threshold spectra. The end results of the simulation are also presented in Fig.5.16and they are
in agreement with the experiment. The parameter values for these fits are given in Table5.1.
The parameters for the bulk materialσg, B, C, τcar, N0 and confinement factorΓ were obtained
using the Apollo PhotonicsALDS software [223]. The length of the cavity and the related
parameters of roundtrip time follow from the parameters obtained in the analysis of the mode
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Figure 5.16: The experimental and modelled output power levels of the ring laser as a
function of varying currents inSOA 1 and 2 for the three laser modes. In the graphs the
simulated output powers are indicated forλA as a solid line, forλB as a line with dashes,
and forλAB as a line with dots. The measurement values are indicated in the graphs by
markers; forλA by ×, λB by �, λAB by ∆, all connected by thin lines. Plotted are: the
results for equal currents inSOA 1 andSOA 2 (left); for constant current inSOA 2 at 75mA
while the current inSOA 1 is scanned (middle); for constant current inSOA 1 at 75 mA
while the current inSOA 2 is scanned (right).

structure. The single roundtrip loss of theAWG and waveguides was estimated at 3.5dB for
cavity A and 0.15dB higher for the slightly longer cavity B. These values were the lowest
ones credible for the losses. Using the data recorded withI1 andI2 being equal, the effective
laser mode surface areaS was fitted to obtain the correct value for the threshold of the laser.
Using the output-coupling fractionT, the output power atλAB (triangles) could be fitted. Note
that this value ofT is quite low. Its precise value has only a very small influence on the laser
dynamics and this parameter will include some of the losses in the waveguide leading to the
edge of the chip. Then, the factorβ describing the amount of light coupled into the laser mode
was fitted to obtain the measured intensities of the other two modes (crosses and squares).
In Fig. 5.16b whereI1 is scanned from 50 to 100 mA, we observe that the switching of the
laser fromλB to λAB is reasonably well described. At the higher currents, we do not observe
however the predicted switching to a mode where the output is predominantly atλAB andλA

with similar output power at both wavelengths. This can be explained by the fact that the gain
model does not take into account any gain saturation and in particular the temperature effects
which do become important at the higher current levels as pointed out above. In Fig.5.16c,
whereI2 is scanned, there is reasonable agreement on the switching fromλAB to an output
with andλB andλAB . The switching fromλA to λAB is not predicted at the correct current
values. In both Figs.5.16b and c the predicted range of currents at whichλAB dominates
is considerably narrower than observed. This observed wide range can be achieved in the
model by increasing the loss advantage of the double roundtrip mode by over 1dB. This
would however not be in line with our observations. Or, a wide range could be achieved by
decreasing the roundtrip losses to around 1dB, which is not a realistic value for even the AWG
alone. The difference must therefore be explained by the fact that a simple gain model is used,
as well as the assumption of identical properties for the two amplifiers.
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Figure 5.17: The calculated output power levels at the three wavelengthsλA (solid line),
λB (dotted line) andλAB (dashed line) ata) constantI1 = 75mA andI2 switching from
50mA to 75mA att = 0, andb) I1 at 75mA andI2 switching from 75mA to 50mA att = 0.
Please note the different time scales fora) andb).

Switching speed

Using the parameter values obtained, the model can be used to predict switching speeds of
the laser between the different wavelengths. This is relevant if one would like to apply such a
device as aCW-source in e.g. a wavelength converter. Two situations for switching of wave-
lengths have been calculated. The first is switching fromλA to λAB keepingI1 at 75mA and
switchingI2 instantaneously (< 100ps) from 50 to 75mA. The result is depicted in Fig.5.17a.
After approximately one nanosecond, a gain-switched peak atλB is produced (dotted line).
Then the output power atλA (solid line) andλB are approximately equal and start reducing
asλAB (dashed line) takes over relatively slowly after 3nsec and reaches a steady state after
16nsec. The second situation, given in Fig.5.17b, is switching back fromλAB to λA by reduc-
ing I2 quickly from 75 to 50mA. In this case, the switch goes faster. The power atλAB (dashed
line) drops in the first nanosecond exponentially and then even faster until it reaches its steady
state value after 1.5 to 2nsec. A single gain switched peak atλA (solid line) is produced that
stabilizes to its steady state power level in 2.5nsec. Switching to the double roundtrip loop
always takes more time than switching it off since in switching on, this mode must always
compete with the other two single round trip modes.

5.2.5 Conclusion

A very compact integrated digitally tunable ring laser has been realized for the first time. It
operates inCW-mode at seven, 200GHz spaced wavelengths with threshold currents of 70 mA
and a SMSR of 40dB when pumped at 100mA. The mechanism responsible for the wavelength
selection in this discretely tunable ring laser turns out to be related to a property of theAWG
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when multiple inputs are used at the same time with coherent light. Using a simple three-mode
rate-equation model the switching behavior between the operating modes could be described.

In this section we have presented the operation of the wavelength selection mechanism in
an integrated discretely tunable ring laser that uses anAWG and fourSOAs to switch between
seven wavelengths. It was demonstrated that when twoSOAs are biased simultaneously, a sta-
ble output is produced at intermediate wavelengths for a wide range of amplifier current values.
The selectable output wavelengths can be fine tuned to fixed channel wavelengths using tem-
perature. It was shown that when twoSOAs are biased simultaneously the laser behaves like a
two-cavity laser where the cavities are coupled through the cross-talk in theAWG wavelength
channels. This was shown by comparison of experimental and calculated sub-threshold emis-
sion spectra from the device as well as by comparing measured and simulated output powers
at the different wavelengths. A simple three-mode rate equation model of the device was set
up to model the wavelength switching and results from it were compared with measurements,
again confirming the wavelength selection mechanism. Predictions on the behavior of the laser
under fast current switching could be made. This work shows that studyingASE spectra and
modelling can provide useful information that is difficult to obtain otherwise from an inte-
grated system like this, and more specific it is shown that for this multiwavelength ring laser
the double roundtrip mode of operation is practical.

5.3 A 9-channel digitally tunable ring laser

5.3.1 Design

In this section we report about a second version of the ring laser that we discussed in the
previous section. We tried to improve the first design on two points. First of all, Fig.5.6
showed that the initial device had three redundant channels: the combinations ofSOA 1 and
SOA 3, SOA 2 andSOA 4, andSOA 2 andSOA 3 have the same wavelength asSOA 2, SOA 3 and
the combination ofSOA 1 andSOA 4, respectively. As illustrated in Fig.5.18, rearranging the
amplifiers will generate additional channels. By shifting a set of two amplifiers by one channel
spacing with respect to neighboring sets, such a ring laser with an even number ofN amplifiers
will have 3N−3 instead of 2N−1 different wavelengths. In our case, with four amplifiers,
one can then generate 9 instead of 7 equally spaced wavelengths.

Another aspect that we tried to improve was the output power. Since the laser output
waveguides are connected to the outerAWG arms, while most of the power is guided by the
central arms, only a small power fraction can be tapped. Following [107], we therefore inserted
a boosterSOA in the outcoupling guides, although at the price of a higherASE-level and thus a
lower SMSR.

The appliedAWG is essentially the same as the one used in the first ring laser version:
a doubled-etchedAWG with a channel spacing∆λ of 1.6nm (200GHz) and aFSR of 15nm.
To increase the output power even slightly more, we again reduced the number of arms in the
AWG, but only at the outer side. The arms at the inner side were unattached not to unnecessarily
increase the insertion loss.
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Figure 5.18: Representative picture of a ring laser with 3N−3 channels. In between a set
of two amplifiers, one port inlet is left free. In this way, a discretely tunable laser is created
with no gaps and only one redundant channel: the combination ofSOA 2 andSOA 3 and
that of SOA 1 andSOA 4 will generate the sameλ. The equally-spaced crossings on the
"reference axis" illustrate that the ring laser spectrum has no gaps.
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The integrated amplifiers were 500-µm-long and 2-µm-wide. Two 50-µm-long monitors
(i.e. reverse-biased amplifiers) were integrated to be able to calculate the booster gain by com-
paring the output power with the monitor power. To minimize reflections,MMI -modefilters
were included and the outcoupling guides were angled by 7o with respect to a non-coated
facet. A photograph of the realized device and its waveguides and metal layout are shown in
Fig. 5.19.

5.3.2 Characterization

Figure 5.20 shows a measured spectrum of all generated wavelengths. In all plots of this
subsection, the current through the booster amplifierISOA5 was fixed at 100mA. Since the
cavity with SOA 2 was malfunctioning, only 6 of the total possible 9 wavelengths are present:
three "single-pass" wavelengths and three wavelengths occurring by biasing a combination of
two SOAs. As designed, the wavelength span betweenλ3 andλ4 is 2∆λ, while that between
λ1 andλ3 is 3∆λ. The "double-pass" wavelengthλ1+3 andλ1+4 lie exactly in between their
respective "single-pass" channels. The combination wavelengthλ3+4 is lasing in the nextFSR.

To investigate the longitudinal mode-stability, we first looked at the "single-pass" wave-
lengths. While sweeping theSOA current we recorded the spectra with anANDO AQ6315A
spectrometer. Figure5.21 (left) shows the wavelength of the laser peak wavelengths for the
cavity with SOA 3. The channel stays single-mode up toISOA3 = 145mA. Then, two addi-
tional laser peaks appear spaced by one longitudinal mode spacing: 0.120nm. Similar be-
havior is observed forSOA 4 in Fig. 5.21 (right). Because of the slightly longer cavity, the
longitudinal mode spacing is somewhat smaller: 0.107nm. The severe mode-hopping for this
channel is also influencing theLI -curve as can be seen in Fig.5.22(left). At the same current
(ISOA4 = 97nm) as the additional lasing longitudinal modes occur, theLI -curve starts to kink.
The spectral plot in Fig.5.22(right) confirms the present multimode behavior atISOA4 = 98mA.

Comparing Figs.5.20and5.22with Figs.5.4 and5.6, one can conclude that the booster
increased the output power, but decreased theSMSR.

The spectral behavior of the "double-loop" wavelengthλ13 was investigated by fixingISOA1

at 72 mA and increasingISOA3. Initially, only λ1 is lasing, as can be seen in Fig.5.23(left).
Then, atISOA3 = 80mA, λ3 starts lasing simultaneously. AtISOA3 = 115mA, λ13 starts to
emerge and atISOA3 = 125mA, this "double-pass" wavelength becomes dominant and the two
"single-pass" laser wavelengths disappear.

The combination wavelengthλ13 stays single-mode throughout the current increase up
to 150mA. To test its temperature stability, we swept the temperature from 8oC to 15oC.
Figure5.23(right) shows the measured laser peak values (markers) and a linear fit (line). The
wavelength varies linearly with 0.127nm/oC.
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Figure 5.19: Photograph and waveguides and metal layout of the 4-SOA, 9-channel ring
laser. The total size of the laser is 1.3×2.6mm2.
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Figure 5.20: Three internal wavelengths (λ1, λ3, λ4) and the three wavelengths (λ1+3,
λ1+4, λ3+4) that occur from operating twoSOAs simultaneously (left).
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Figure 5.21: Laser peak wavelengths forλ3 (left) andλ4 (right), measured atT = 10oC.
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Figure 5.22: LI -curve forλ4 and zoom-in on its spectrum atISOA4 = 98mA, measured at
T = 10oC.
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Figure 5.24: Mask layout of the dual-AWG WDM ring laser. The outcoupling guides are
placed in the secondAWG focal order. The total size of the ring laser is 1.5× 3mm2.
Angled facets and modefilters minimize the reflections from the facets.

5.4 Dual-AWG multiwavelength ring lasers

The ring lasers described in this section contain two identicalAWGs with four integratedSOAs
in four waveguides connecting them, one for each wavelength channel (400GHz spacing).
AnotherSOA is placed in the multiplexed part of the ring. In one device, light is coupled out by
waveguides that are positioned in the second focal order of the multiplexers; in another device,
the outcoupling is done by means of anMMI 3-dB splitter placed in the cavity. TheAWGs were
fabricated using a double-etch technique [187], enabling a total size of only 1.5×3mm2 and
1.2×2.7mm2, respectively. Facet reflections are minimized by using modefilters and angled
output waveguides.

5.4.1 Dual-AWG multiwavelength ring laser 1

design

The operating principle of the phased array multiwavelength ring laser is understood from
Fig. 5.24, which shows the actual mask layout of the ring laser we fabricated. The device
consists of 500-µm-long, 2-µm-wideSOAs integrated with two equalAWGs. In between these
wavelength filters, four of theSOAs are placed in separate wavelength channels. The otherSOA

is placed in the common part of the ring. ThisSOA amplifies all signals and needs to be biased
at all times. If the gain of one of the otherSOAs is sufficiently high to overcome the total loss
of the ring, the device will start lasing at the wavelength determined by the passband of the
AWG for that particular channel. The output is coupled out of the ring via the secondAWG

focal order (p.72). This yields a low output power fraction (−20dB). An increased output
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Figure 5.25: Photograph of the double-AWG WDM ring laser that uses the secondAWG

focal order for outcoupling.

power level can be obtained by placing a 3-dB coupler before or after the commonSOA. This
feature is not available with single-AWG ring lasers (Sect.5.2), because in these lasers there is
no waveguide containing all multiplexed wavelengths.

The (de)multiplexers are identical, they have a channel spacing∆λ of 3.2nm (400GHz) and
a FSRof 12.8nm. The waveguide structure of theAWG was realized with the double-etch tech-
nique described in [187]. All waveguide bends in the device are deeply etched, which enables
the small size of the total ring laser (1.5×3mm2), while the amplifiers are shallowly etched,
to minimize propagation loss and to avoid surface recombination due to dangling bonds. The
outcoupling guides are also shallowly etched, to minimize propagation loss.

To reduce facet reflectivity, the output waveguides are angled by 7o with respect to the
facets normal (p.72). Since at this angle only the reflection from zero-order to zero-order
mode is reduced, anMMI modefilter is inserted to suppress the first-order mode.

Characterization

To measure theLI -curves of the four amplifiers in the separate channels of the demultiplexed
waveguides,SOA 1 was driven at 100 mA. Figure5.26 shows theLI -curves of three of the
channels. The lowest threshold currents are 70 mA. SOA 2 did not work for unknown reasons.
Also shown in Fig.5.26are theLI -curves ofSOA 3 whenSOA 1 is driven at three different
currents. IfSOA 1 is biased at a higher current, it produces more gain in the common part
of the ring. Therefore, the part of the total cavity losses to be overcome by theSOAs in the
demultiplexed part of the ring decreases, and, as a consequence, their threshold currents also
decrease. A possible longitudinal mode-hop may be the cause for the kink in theLI -curve at
100mA; theLI -curves at 75 and 125mA are smooth.

Figure5.27 shows the uncalibrated spectra of all three working lasers, biased one after
another. The two longer wavelengths show a spacing of 3.2nm, as designed. Because of a
higher threshold current, the most left wavelength has a shorter spacing to its neighbor due to
heating. TheSMSRfor the three channels is 30dB when driven at 100mA. The output power is
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Figure 5.26: LI -curves of the three lasing channels (left) andLI -curves ofSOA 3 at different
driving currents ofSOA 1 (right).
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Figure 5.27: Combined spectra of the ring laser. SOA 1 needs to be biased at all times. All
other amplifiers are biased one at a time.

rather low with a value of−30dBm. The main reason for this is that the outcoupling guides are
connected to the second focal order of theAWG (−20dB), while most of the power is focused
onto the first order. Furthermore, since the device showed lasing both clockwise and counter
clockwise, only half of the power is coupled out by each of the outcoupling guides. In addition,
the fiber-chip coupling caused 4.5dB loss. In future designs the output power can be boosted
by integrating an extraSOA in the outcoupling guides. As mentioned before, a higher output
power is also possible by placing anMMI in the common arm. This we tried in the device
discussed in the next subsection.
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Figure 5.28: Waveguides and metal layout of the 4-SOA, 9-channel ring laser. The total
size of the laser is 1.2×2.7mm2.

Figure 5.29: Photograph of the 4-SOA, 2-AWG, 4-channel ring laser. The total size of the
laser is 1.2×2.7mm2.

5.4.2 Dual-AWG multiwavelength ring laser 2

As mentioned before, a higher output power is possible by placing anMMI in the common
arm. We realized such a device, of which a photograph is shown in Fig.5.29. Because the
usedSOAs provided lower gain than those in the device shown in Fig.5.25, we were able to
measure only a slight increase in output power.

Figure5.30 shows two measured spectral plots of one operating channel by biasing the
commonSOA and one of the four otherSOAs at 100mA. The left graph is recorded at the
MMI output port that collect light coming from the commonSOA (left) and the right graph is
recorded at the otherMMI output port, which collect lights coming from the rightAWG.
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Figure 5.30: Laser spectra while biasingSOA 1 andSOA 4 at the same time, measured at
output A (left) and output B (right).

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have looked at the design and performance of a number ofAWG-based ring
lasers. Ring lasers have two main advantages over Fabry-Pérot lasers. Longitudinal spatial hole
burning can be avoided when such lasers are operated in a unidirectional mode and the cavity
length can be set accurately in the lithography. We realized four integratedWDM ring lasers,
which were the first of their kind. Two 4-λ, one 7-λ and one 9-λ AWG-based ring lasers were all
fabricated in the same technology. The operating principle of the latter two was successfully
understood by investigating theAWG cross-talk on the wavelength selection mechanism. An
aspect of these ring lasers that needs improvement is the output power. Outcoupling through
either the second focal order or an array waveguides does not provide the mW-range power
levels required in most applications.



Chapter 6

Integration of MZI modulators and
AWG -based multiwavelength lasers

in InP

This chapter discusses the integration of AWG-based multiwavelength lasers and high-speed
Mach-Zehnder interferometer modulators. We developed a technology that enables the in-
tegration of laterally-contacted SOAs with traveling-wave phase shifters on a SI-substrate.
To demonstrate the high potential of this flexible process technology, we fabricated a four-
channel multiwavelength laser integrated with one high-speed modulator of 2.8× 5.2 mm2.
This device can modulate all four wavelengths simultaneously and is therefore suitable as a
transmitter source in an optical beamformer. As a beamformer receiver source, we designed
a four-channel multiwavelength laser integrated with four separate modulators, one for each
wavelength. This device of 4×8 mm2 uses a novel design to multiplex all signals without wave-
guide crossing into one output guide. In this chapter, we describe the design and experimental
results from two fabrication runs.

6.1 Introduction

Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) are of key importance inWDM networks. Especially when
more functionalities are available on one single chip, the reduced volume and packaging costs
are a huge advantage over discrete components. In recent years, many integrated devices have
been demonstrated. A component very suitable for integration is the laser, since its output
can be used as an optical carrier for on-chip processes such as light conversion or modulation.
Examples of advancedPICs are a Distributed Feed-Back (DFB) laser with a Electro-Absorption
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Modulator (EAM) [125], a Distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser with aEAM [132], and an
AWG-based Laser (AWGL) with a wavelength converter [143].

The Mach-Zehnder modulator is another good candidate for integration with a laser. Com-
binations with aDFB laser [128] and aDBR [133] laser have been realized. Our goal was to
demonstrate the first Mach-Zehnder modulator integrated with anAWGL. An AWGL has the
advantage over aDBR or DFB laser that it can not only be utilized as a widely-tunable laser,
but also as a multiwavelength laser that generates multiple wavelengths simultaneously. This
offers the possibility to integrate multiple modulators with only oneAWGL to create an emitter
of more wavelengths that can be modulated independently. This is also possible with a multi-
wavelength array ofDFB or DBR lasers, but then always an inherently lossy power combiner
is needed or, for a large number of wavelengths, anAWG which requires precise wavelength
alignment.

This chapter describes the development and realization of two integrated circuits. The first
PIC is a 4-channelAWGL with one common Mach-Zehnder modulator for all four wavelengths.
The secondPIC is a 4-channelAWGL with four Mach-Zehnder modulators, one for each wave-
length. These devices were designed to be implemented in an optical beamformer.

In the transmit mode of the beamformer, the multiwavelength laser with one common
modulator is used as a transmitter driver, as was illustrated in Fig.1.1. This means that the data
that is to be broadcast by the beamformer, is simultaneously modulated onto the four optical
carriers generated by the multiwavelength laser. After this transmitter driver, a switchable
time-dispersive optical element can easily introduce a relative time delay between the four
colors. At the antenna side of the beamformer, the four colours with their time delays are
divided over the different elements of a phased-array antenna, which enables the steering of
the emitted microwave beam.

In the receive mode of the beamformer, the multiwavelength laser with four separate modu-
lators is used as a receiver driver. In this case, the detected microwave signal is to be modulated
onto an optical carrier. Since the beam might arrive at the phased-array antenna under an angle
and thus with a different phase, each antenna element is to be connected to a separate optical
modulator. Therefore, a multiwavelength laser with a separate modulator for each color is nec-
essary. After bit-alignment by the (same) time-dispersive optical element, all wavelengths are
synchronized and the received data-stream can be converted to an electrical signal by a single
photodetector.

These transmitter and receiver chips have been realized in two successive fabrication runs,
in which a number of technological problems have been identified and solved. A third run that
was started to overcome the final problems, could not be finished in time to be included in
this thesis. To explain the differences between the first two runs in a clear way, this chapter is
organized as follows. First, we describe the architecture designs of the two realizedPICs, which
were identical in the two fabrication runs. Second, we discuss the fabrication technology that
was involved to integrate the laser and modulator structures on a single chip. For the second
run, we adapted the technology on a number of points to improve the characterization results
of the first run. Third, we compare the measurement data obtained from both fabrication runs.
In a final section, we present work ofTNO-FEL and THALES concerning aMMIC modulator
driver and device packages for both the transmitter and receiver driver chips, respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of a 4-λ multiwavelength laser integrated with a common Mach-
Zehnder modulator.

6.2 Design

6.2.1 A 4-channel multiwavelength laser with common, integratedRF

MZI modulator

The circuit scheme of the transmitter driver chip is shown in Fig.6.1. It consists of a 4-channel
AWG-based multiwavelength laser with a common integratedRF Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
(MZI ) modulator. The multiwavelength laser depicted in the left part is the conventional one
of Fig. 4.5. It has four 2-µm-wide, 1000-µm-long SOAs that are multiplexed by anAWG in a
common output. The waveguide is routed to the left facet where theHR-coating is provided.
The AWG has been chirped (Subsect.4.1.4) in order to operate at a fixed wavelength grid.
It was designed with a central wavelength of 1556nm, a channel spacing of 3.2nm and a
FSR of 19.2nm. Half of the output power coming from the facet is tapped by a 3-dB 1× 2
MMI coupler and is routed to the Mach-Zehnder modulator. Implementing a 2× 2 MMI for
outcoupling would reduce the cavity loss by 3 dB (page72). We did not choose to use this new
concept here, because it had not been tested separately before.

The multiwavelength laser operatesCW and delivers four wavelengths, each at an estimated
power level of 1mW, to one of the inputs of a 2×2 Mach-Zehnder modulator. The other input
can be used for testing the modulator with an external optical source. The Mach-Zehnder
modulator is made according to the second modulator design (Sect.3.5). The two MultiMode
Interference (MMI ) couplers are 8-µm-wide, 268-µm-long and are double-etched. This means
that theMMI -couplers are deeply etched to make them insensitive to etch-depth variations
and at the same time to improve the imaging quality of the coupler [194], and that the 2-
µm-wide access waveguides are shallowly etched to minimize the optical propagation loss.
These access waveguides are connected by lateral adiabatic tapers and a low-loss shallow-deep
transition [164] to two 1-µm-wide deeply-etched Mach-Zehnder phase-shifting branches. This
small phase-shifter width allows for a good velocity match and a low microwave attenuation.
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Figure 6.2: Top: Mask-layout of the beamformer transmitter driver chip: a 4-channel
multiwavelength laser integrated with a common Mach-Zehnder modulator.Bottom: Pho-
tograph of the two realized 4-channel multiwavelength lasers integrated with a common
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the 4-λ multiwavelength laser integrated with four Mach-Zehnder
modulators.

All modulators have both anRF and aDC arm. TheRF electrode has 50Ω probe pads
accommodated for microprobes with a pitch of 150µm. From there, a 1.5-µm-thick CoPlanar
Waveguide (CPW) is tapered to a 50Ω line with a signal width of 6.8µm, a gap of 5.6µm and
a ground line width of 50µm. TheDC electrode can be used to put the modulator in its 3dB
point or to operate it in quadrature. These two different electrodes are visible in the mask-
layout shown in Fig.6.2 (top). In the same figure, also the p- and n-contact of the amplifiers
are indicated. TheSOAs are equipped with a lateral n-contact instead of a back-side contact,
because theRF modulators need aSI substrate to avoid excessive microwave absorption.

The four-channel laser with one integrated modulator has been realized in two versions: a
compact (2.8×5.2mm2) and an ultra-compact version (1.8×5.2mm2). In the larger architec-
ture, the amplifiers have a large spacing (500µm) to allow for better cooling. Both devices are
shown in the photograph of Fig.6.2 (bottom). The ultra-compact size was feasible by using a
double-etchedAWG [206].
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6.2.2 A 4-channel multiwavelength laser with 4 integratedRF MZI mod-
ulators

The circuit scheme of the receiver driver chip is shown in Fig.6.3. The device has a novel
circuit architecture consisting of a 4-channel multiwavelength laser with fourRF MZI modula-
tors. A conventional approach would need three (de)multiplexers: one in the multiwavelength
laser and two at both ends of the four modulators, for demultiplexing and multiplexing the four
wavelengths before and after modulation, respectively. This introduces complications: a large
chip space is needed and all multiplexers should be accurately tuned to each other. A much
more compact circuit design would be possible with the modulator integrated in the laser cav-
ity. This is not possible, however, because a modulator inside the cavity would make the laser
to be switched on/off, which process would be too slow for multi-GHz operation because of
the large cavity length. Figure6.3 shows a schematic of a new approach that performs all re-
quired multiplexing and demultiplexing operations with a singleAWG. By using just oneAWG,
the device size is small and possibleAWG misalignment problems are avoided. TheAWG has
two inputs and eight outputs. It was designed with a central wavelength of 1556nm, a chan-
nel spacing of 1.6nm and aFSR of 19.2nm. Also thisAWG has been chirped to force lasing
operation at the desired wavelengths.

To explain the operating principle of this laser, we refer to Fig.6.3 in which all AWG ports
are labelled. At the right side of theAWG, the port with label 9 is the common output for
fiber coupling and the port with label 10 is the common output that leads to aHR coated facet.
This waveguide is part of the laser cavity. At left side of theAWG the demultiplexed ports are
labelled 1 to 8. The even port-numbers (2, 4, 6 and 8) are each part of a different laser cavity
(one for each wavelength) and are connected to 2-µm-wide, 1000-µm-longSOAs. From there,
the cavities are completed by waveguides that lead to theHR coated facet.

In each cavity, a 1×2 MMI is included to couple out half of the light reflected from the
facet. This light is routed to a separate Mach-Zehnder modulator that has the same design
parameters as the modulator used in the transmitter driver laser of Fig.6.1. The modulators
each modulate the microwave signals onto the optical carrier coming from the laser cavities.
The four modulated signals at the uneven port-numbers (1, 3, 5 and 7) are multiplexed by the
AWG into output port 9.

An additional advantage of this device is that it avoids any waveguide crossing. All nec-
essary crossings occur in theAWG, where they do not cause additional crossing loss. In this
way, an extremely compact design for a 4-channel multiwavelength laser with four integrated
modulators external to the cavity is realized. Figure6.4 (top) shows the mask layout of a re-
alized device of 3.5×7.1mm2. In the middle, we labelled the alternatingMZI modulators and
SOAs. As in the transmitter driver chips, all four modulators have both anRF andDC arm. The
eightRF connections (four inputs and four loads) have been distributed over two opposite sides
of the chip. The other chip-sides are used forDC bond pads for both modulators and ampli-
fiers (left), and for the single fiber connection (right), respectively. To reduce the distance that
the bond-wires need to span, extra metalized bonding pads have been included halfway. The
output guide is routed to the right-hand side of the chip where it ends on anAR coated facet.
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Figure 6.5: Left: SEM-photograph of a modulator phase shifter of the first fabrication
run. The roughness at the bottom is positioned right at the film, causing high attenuation.
Right: After optimization of ourRIE-etching process, we were able to etch much smoother
waveguide ridges in the second fabrication run.

6.3 Technology

6.3.1 Introduction

A great variety of devices with different functionalities can be realized using only three main
components: passive waveguides (shallow and deep), optical amplifiers andRF phase shifters.
In Subsect.2.4.3, we discussed the subsequent process steps that are involved to integrate these
three basic component types in one single chip. In this subsection, we look in more detail into
the component requirements that are emerging in the realization of high-quality integrated
AWGLs andRF Mach-Zehnder modulators.

A good optical propagation minimizes the modulator insertion loss and the laser threshold
current. Low optical reflections from the modulator into the laser are favourable for stable laser
operation. Low microwave propagation loss through both theCPW feed line and the modulator
phase-shifter itself is crucial for a large modulator bandwidth. Finally, good ohmic amplifier
contacts are necessary for a low threshold current and a small heat generation in the laser.

We base our discussion on two fabrication runs of a chip that contained both the transmitter
and receiver driver devices. The measurement results of both runs, discussed in Sect.6.4,
revealed some problems in the technology which we were able to indentify and to overcome.

6.3.2 Design considerations for anAWGL with integrated MZI modulator

In this section, we will look at the following issues of integratingAWGLs with MZI mod-
ulators: optical propagation, optical reflections, microwaveCPW feed-line propagation, mi-
crowave phase-shifter propagation andSOA contacts.
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Figure 6.6: Shallow waveguide fabricated in first (left) run, with 100nm SiNx mask, and
second run (right), with 50nm SiNx mask.

Optical propagation

In the first fabrication run of theAWGLs with integrated high-speed modulators, which was
one of the first chips made in the newCOBRA cleanroom, the optical propagation loss in both
shallow and the deep waveguides was high. The cause can be seen in Fig.6.5(left), where large
waveguide roughness is located right at the waveguide layer of a deeply-etched phase shifter.
This roughness was caused by the presence of the photoresist mask during the first, deep-etch
RIE waveguide definition. The fast polymerization and redeposition of the photoresist mask
caused non-optimal etching conditions. This 1-µm-wide waveguide had a propagation loss of
5dB/mm. Also in the shallow waveguides, the optical propagation suffered from waveguide
roughness. A 2-µm-wide waveguide, shown in Fig.6.6(left), exhibited a loss of 4dB/cm.

An improved etching process resulted in passive propagation losses lowered by a factor of
3 to 5, for shallow and deep waveguides, respectively. This process was used in the second
fabrication run. This resulted in a 1-µm-wide deep waveguide with a loss of 1.1dB/mm,
shown in Fig.6.5 (right), and a 2-µm-wide shallow waveguide with a loss of 1.5dB/cm,
shown in Fig.6.6(right). The very smooth side walls are evident. For the deep etch, measured
losses as a function of waveguide width were depicted in Fig.2.8. These good results were
obtained by implementing the following process adaptations.

For the waveguide definition in the first fabrication run, we used a 100-nm-thickPECVD

deposited SiNx layer as an etching mask for the waveguides. The pattern was defined using
contact illumination with positive photoresist and transferred to the SiNx layer by CHF3 reac-
tive ion etching. The waveguides were etched with an Oxford System 100RIE generating a
CH4/H2 plasma. The standard process parameters were 20sccm CH4, 70sccm H2, a pressure
of 45mTorr and anRF power of 150W. After an etch time of 120sec, a descumming step of
10sec using 20sccm O2 was performed at a pressure of 45mTorr and anRF power of 100W.

To obtain smooth ridge waveguides, it is crucial to strive for a tilted ridge angle (< 85o).
Then, polymers on the sidewalls can be attacked and removed properly by the O2-plasma,
preventing roughness in following etching steps (Sect.2.2). Using the above mentioned recipe,
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Figure 6.7: Left: Effect of resist oxidation caused by descumming at a highRF power.
Right: Smooth deep waveguide (prior to shallow etch) using a Ti mask with the optimized
RIE process (right).

the ridge side-wall angle is very small, as can be seen in Fig.6.6 (left). This is because the
100-nm-think SiNx waveguide mask is too thick. This prevents a decrease of the mask width
during descumming. As a result, the polymers on the side walls cannot be removed and the
waveguide roughness increases.

To improve the side-wall morphology, we therefore decreased the SiNx mask thickness to
50nm. This introduces the desired angle in the ridge sidewalls, as can be seen at the right-hand
sides of Figs.6.5 and6.6. After a few experiments, we found a recipe with good and stable
results. The process parameters are 20sccm CH4, 80sccm H2, a pressure of 60mTorr, anRF

power of 220W and an etch time of 120sec. Descumming is done with 20sccm O2 at anRF

power of 200W for 12sec.
In the first fabrication run, we used a resist mask for defining deeply etched areas. Unfor-

tunately, the increasedRF power during descumming caused a severe oxidation of the resist
mask. This can be concluded from Fig.6.7 (left). The 1-µm-thick resist mask, although
post-baked for 20min at 125oC, has completely disappeared. As a consequence, the shallow-
defined regions are also etched and in a very rough manner. To solve this problem, we decided
to change from a resist mask to a 100-nm-thick Ti mask, because of its much larger etch se-
lectivity with respect to InP. The Ti mask was defined using negative photoresist (MaN-440)
and lift-off. Figure.6.7 (right) shows a sample right after etching of the deep regions. As a
waveguide mask, again the 50nm SiNx mask is used. The areas that should remain shallow are
covered with the 100nm Ti. The smoothness at the waveguide side-wall, as well as the etched
floor, ensure low propagation loss.

During these experiments, we discovered material residues at the edges of the SiNx mask
underneath the Ti. This can be seen in Fig.6.8(right). It turned out that SiOx reaction products
are formed during the CHF3 etching of the SiNx mask. These are visible on the side of the resist
pattern (Fig.6.8 (left)). These SiOx remains can be removed with a dip in a 1:100 diluted HF
(40% conc.) solution. In the same figure, the careful reader will notice tiny roughness in the
SiNx side wall which can cause striations over the InP side wall. We therefore believe that the
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waveguide smoothness can be improved even further by optimizing the CHF3 etch of SiNx.

Optical reflections

In a PIC, integrated components influence each other. In case of aPIC containing an inte-
grated laser, reflections from other components back into the laser cavity are a well-known
problem. In [136], an AWGL, which was similar to our transmitter driver device, with an inte-
gratedSOA-based Mach-Zehnder wavelength converter was reported. It was found that even
a back-reflection of−60dB compared to the power in the laser cavity was sufficient to cause
longitudinal mode-hopping.

To get a back-reflection level lower than−60dB, the following measures have to be taken.
First, the modulator outputs should be provided with a high-quality (R < 10−4) AR coating.
Second, the modulator should have an angled output waveguide. We decided to design two
modulator output waveguides: one straight waveguide for easy fiber coupling and one angled
waveguide for low facet reflections. If theAWGL starts to mode-hop and the latter waveguide is
to be used for outcoupling, reflections from the former output waveguide can be eliminated by
destroying it with a probe needle. This was tested using a lensed fiber and a fiber 3-dB splitter
to which both a tunable laser and a photodetector were connected. An angled waveguide of 8o

reduces facet reflections for the fundamental mode below−30dB [136]. Higher-order modes
can be filtered out with anMMI modefilter. A combination of an angled waveguide and a good
AR coating, should therefore be sufficient to prevent theAWGL from mode hopping.

The requirement of a back-reflection lower than−60dB is relaxed by the modulator in-
sertion loss, which is estimated to be 6− 10dB round-trip. Therefore, we expect that the
combination of a goodAR coating and an angled outcoupling waveguide is sufficient for stable
AWGL operation.
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Figure 6.9: Schematic of a shortcut between the grounds of aCPW to avoid slot-line modes.

Microwave CPW propagation

In designing theCPWs towards and from the modulator section, three issues should get atten-
tion. First, special care is needed for the crossings between theRF electrodes and the optical
waveguides of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In the phase-shifting regions the waveguides
have been deeply etched to achieve a velocity match and reduce the microwave propagation
loss. Everywhere else, the optical waveguides have been shallowly etched to reduce the optical
propagation loss. The shallowly etched waveguides are located on a 10-µm-wide mesa, next
to which all material has been etched away down to theSI substrate. This avoids microwave
coupling to doped semiconductor material as much as possible in areas where theCPW feed
lines cross shallow waveguides.

Second, in theCPW bends, precautions are to be taken to avoid excitation of higher order
RF modes: so-called slot-line modes (Sect.3.1). These can occur due to the difference in
propagation length between the right and the left ground electrode. Usually, these slot-line
modes are neutralized by bond wires or plated air bridges. Both options require an additional
fabrication step. We used a solution that can be implemented without extra fabrication effort.

In most parts of the chip theCPWs are positioned on top theSI-substrate with a 350-nm-
thick SiNx film in between. In a 10-µm-long region around the bends we left the doped layer
structure intact and positioned the bend on top of this doped mesa. This is illustrated in Fig.6.9.
On the mesa, we locally removed the silicon nitride layer underneath the ground lines of the
CPW only. No additional process steps are required because the nitride layer had to be opened
already at other positions. In this way, we avoid the excitation of slot-line modes by introducing
an electrical connection via the n-doped layer between the left and the right ground electrodes.

Third, it is important to keep the leads from theRF probe pads to the modulator as short
as possible because at higher frequenciesRF losses are significant. Any attenuation in the feed
lines over the frequency band directly affects the modulator bandwidth, as higher frequencies
will start off with a lower drive voltage at the beginning of the phase shifter.
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Figure 6.10: Amplifier cross-sections. First run (left): no contact layer. Second run (right):
SiNx passivation remainder.

Microwave phase-shifter propagation

One of the main bandwidth limiting factors inRF modulators is the attenuation of the driving
microwave signal. To minimize its metallic losses, thick metals are needed. Typically, a metal
thickness of three times the skin depth is applied. For devices operating at 40GHz, this would
mean a gold thickness of at least 1µm. Even thicker gold is preferred to reduce the loss at
lower frequencies. Based on Fig.3.18, we aimed for a gold thickness of 1.5µm. The proper
way to achieve this is by plating. We chose for electro-plating, as was explained in Sect.2.3.

In the first fabrication run, the gold plating process suffered form H2-inclusion which re-
sulted in a gold layer with holes (Fig.2.12and6.5). In addition, the plating growth speed was
different for the ground and signal lines, which resulted in a much thinner signal line than the
desired 1.5µm. After changing from galvanostatic to potentiostatic electro-plating and from
constant-current to pulsed plating, as was discussed in Sect.2.3, we succeeded in avoiding
the inclusion of hydrogen and at the same time obtained plating process that was homoge-
neous across the wafer (Fig.2.13). As a result, the microwave attenuation of the phase shifters
fabricated in the second fabrication run was much lower.

SOA contacts

Another important aspect of the integration of amplifiers andRF modulators concerns the am-
plifier contacts. Because the modulators need aSI-substrate, the amplifiers require a lateral
n-contact instead of a back-side n-contact. A schematic of such a laterally contacted amplifier
was given in Fig.2.4. We succeeded in the metalization of both the p- and the n-contacts in
one fabrication step by defining a Ti/Pt/Au layerstack with lift-off of negative resist, as can be
seen in the same figure. Unfortunately, imperfections in the fabrication of both devices caused
malfunctioningSOAs, as described below.

Both times, theSOAs suffered from a high contact resistance, but for different reasons.
In this first run, Fig.6.10 (left), the InGaAs contact layer appeared to have been attacked
and was removed. This caused a large contact resistance between the p-InP cladding and
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Figure 6.11: Zoom-in SEM photograph of the p-contact region in the second run. A thin
(20–50nm) stripe of SiNx isolates the metal stack from the semiconductor material.

the metalization stack. As a consequence, the heat generation was too high for proper laser
operation. There are two possible causes for the complete removal of the InGaAs contact
layer. At several fabrication stages, we applied a cleaning step consisting of a 5 minutes 300W
O2-plasma followed by a 2 minutes 1 : 10 diluted H3PO4 (85% conc.) solution. A number of
times, this sequence was applied on the unprotected contact layer. It was found that each time
∼ 5nm of InGaAs was removed. Another∼ 10nm was removed during the sputtering of the
metals. This effectively removed the complete contact layer.

To prevent these problems in the second fabrication, we minimized the number of cleaning
steps on the contact layer in the second fabrication run by not removing the SiNx waveguide
mask before depositing the SiNx passivation layer. To prevent the more aggressive sputtering
of metals on the naked contact layer, we first evaporated Ti/Pt/Au and then sputtered Ti/Au
for side-wall coverage. Using these steps, we were successful in protecting the thin InGaAs
contact layer.

However, in the second run shown in Fig.6.10(right), a remainder of less than 50nm of
the 350nm SiNx passivation layer was still present between the p-InGaAs contact layer and
the metal stack. This isolation was also found in the lateral n-contact. Figure6.11 shows
a zoom-in on the p-contact region. The thin, dark stripe between the InGaAs and Ti/Pt is
the SiNx residue, which might not have been present along the complete amplifier length. This
residue of course isolates the p-contact and increased the resistance. MeasuredIV -curves of the
second-runSOAs confirmed this. Figure6.12shows a comparison ofIV -curves for lateral and
back-side contacted extended cavity lasers with aSOA length of 1500µm. Since theIV -curve
of the laterally contacted amplifier has its "knee" at a higher voltage than that of a ridge-laser
at sample with a n-doped substrate, the contact resistance of p- and n-contact are not ohmic.
We did not haveTLM (transmission line method) structures available on the chip to measure
the contact resistance directly.
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Figure 6.12: IV -curves of a 1500-µm-long SOA with a good ohmic contact (back-side
n-contact) and a contact with a SiNx remainder (lateral n-contact).
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Figure 6.13: ChirpedAWG passbands, simulated (left) and measured (right) .

6.4 Characterization

6.4.1 Introduction

This section presents the characterization results of the two fabricated realizations of the
AWGLs with integrated modulators. In the following three subsection, we discuss the optical
propagation through the chirpedAWG of the receiver driver chip, the microwave propagation
through theCPW modulator feed lines and the microwave propagation through the modulator
phase shifters.
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Figure 6.14: Measured small-signalS-parameters ofCPW feed lines with lengths of 1.4mm
(left) 2.7mm (right) realized in the second fabrication run.

6.4.2 Optical propagation through a chirpedAWG

In order to investigate the optical propagation through passive waveguides, we cleaved off and
separately measured theAWG of the receiver driver chip. ThisAWG was chirped to ensure las-
ing in the correctAWG order which was necessary because of the fixed wavelength grid of the
optical beamformer. Figure6.13shows the simulated and measuredAWG transmission curves.
Chirping was obtained by modifying the differential arm lengths from a linearly increasing
length to a parabolic increasing length [136, 224]. Then, the focal line is tilted and wave-
lengths outside the central diffraction order are suppressed. In the realized device, additional
tapers are connected to theFPR to account for the focal length of the focal spot. However,
these tapers were not included in the calculation of the simulated plot. Therefore, the simu-
lated transmission of the outer wavelength channels in the central diffraction order is slightly
reduced. Taking this into account, the measured performance agrees well with the simulated
one, with respect to insertion loss as well as the effect of the chirping.

6.4.3 MicrowaveCPW propagation

Any microwave attenuation in theCPW feed lines, will decrease the measured bandwidth of
the modulator which is connected at the end of theCPW feed line. This is because the higher
frequencies will be more attenuated by theCPW feed line than the lower frequencies. Any
attenuation in theCPWs from the phase shifters to the loads does not affect the modulation
bandwidth as the microwave signal has already been modulated onto the optical carrier.

To investigate the microwave attenuation in theCPW feed lines, we performed small-signal
S-parameter measurements from 45MHz to 50GHz on two lines of different lengths. Fig.6.14
(left) shows measuredS-parameters of a 1.4-mm-long longCPWwith a signal width of 6.8µm,
a gap of 5.6µm and a ground line width of 50µm. Fig.6.14(right) shows the attenuation and
reflection parameters of a 2.7-mm-longCPW feed line with the same geometry. From the low
reflection values (S11, S22 < −18dB), it can be concluded that the impedance of the lines is
close the 50Ω impedance of the network analyzer. The extracted impedance value at 40GHz is
53±2Ω. For the 2.7-mm-longCPW, the transmission values (S12, S21) have dropped by about
2dB at 50GHz compared to the low frequency value.
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Figure 6.15: Measured small-signalS-parameters of a modulator with an phase shifter
length of 2mm for the first (left) and second run (right).

In the transmitter driver chips (Fig.6.2), the feed lines are very short (150µm) and therefore
hardly have an effect on the optical bandwidth. In the receiver driver chip (Fig.6.4), however,
the feed lines of the two inner modulators are fairly long (4.4mm and 3.7mm) and therefore
they will influence the bandwidth significantly. The voltage drop in a 4.4-mm-long line will
be about 3.2dB at 50GHz with respect toDC frequencies. In case of a velocity match, the
optical 3dB bandwidth lies at the frequency where the driving voltage has dropped by 6.41dB
(Sect.3.3). Thus, it is clear that the feed lines should be as short as possible.

6.4.4 Microwave phase-shifter propagation

The microwave propagation in a phase shifter is characterized by two parameters: velocity
and attenuation. The quality of the gold electrode on top of the Mach-Zehnder arm is of
great influence on the microwave attenuation. Therefore, the difference between the poor gold
quality of the first fabrication run and the good quality of the second fabrication run must
be reflected in the small-signalS-parameter measurements on the modulator. In Fig.6.15, a
comparison is made between the first and second fabrication run for the lower modulator in
Fig. 6.2, measured at a reverse bias of 5V. This device has 2-mm-long phase shifters.

Several observations can be made. First, for the second run, theS12 andS21 parameters
start off a lowerDC attenuation (∼ 1dB) than for the first run (∼ 4.5dB). This confirms that
the gold quality has improved. Also a lowerDC resistance confirmed an improvement of the
gold quality. Phase shifters of 2mm in length now had a resistance of 17.98±4.15Ω. This is
more than a factor two lower than for the first fabrication run (Subsect.3.5.2) and corresponds
to a solid gold thickness of∼ 1.3µm (Fig. 3.23). Second, the increase of the attenuation as
a function of the frequency is less rapid: in the first run, theS12 and S21 parameters have
dropped by 11dB at 50GHz, whereas this drop was only 7dB at 50GHz in the second run.
From these measurements, the microwave index and the microwave attenuation (in dB/mm)
can be extracted by comparing two phase shifters of different lengths but with equal probe
pads [196].

Figure6.16 (left) shows the extracted microwave indexnµ for both the first and second
run. Also the calculated design curve using theMOL has been included. In the first run, the
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Figure 6.16: Measurements,MOL-simulation of the microwave indexnµ (left) and mi-
crowave attenuationαµ (right) for both the first and second fabrication run.

velocity match was nearly perfect. Whereas the optical group index is 3.84, the microwave
index at 40GHz was extracted to be 3.74. For the second run, there is a significant velocity
mismatch: the microwave optical group index at 40GHz is 3.29. This mismatch can be partly
explained using Fig.6.5 (right), which shows aSEM cross-section of a phase shifter from
which the signal metalization was torn off during cleaving. Whereas the waveguide foot is
1µm wide (as designed), the waveguide top is 750nm wide. This means that the waveguide
width is somewhat smaller than the design value of 1µm and that therefore less doped material
is present underneath the optical ridge. As a consequence, more electric field is traveling
though the air and the microwave index is lowered. This, however, does not explain the total
microwave index decrease (Fig.3.18). A wider or thicker metal signal line might also have
increased the microwave speed. Since the plating height was checked during measurement,
only the signal line width could have become wider due to an overexposure of the resist for
plating. We could not take a (destructive)SEM photograph of the phase shifter cross-section to
check this hypothesis.

The difference between the microwave and optical index means that the microwaves are
traveling slightly faster than the optical carrier. As a consequence, the modulator 3dB band-
width is no longer at the frequency where the driving voltage has dropped by 6.41dBe. To
calculate the bandwidth, we also extracted the microwave attenuationαµ (in dB/mm), shown
in Fig 6.16 (right). The improvement with respect to the attenuation curve of the first run
modulator is clear and confirms that the gold quality is better than with respect to the first
fabrication run. However, especially at higher frequencies, the difference with the simulated
loss curve is significant and cannot be explained by the effective gold thickness of 1.3µm only
(Fig. 3.18). Since we have just concluded from Fig.6.16(left) that the signal line width might
have become wider, our observations from Fig6.16(right) must then conclude that the gold
morphology still contains holes. ASEM photograph may give the definite answers.

From theS-parameter measurements, we also extracted the modulator impedance. Fig-
ure6.17(left) shows the designed value was∼ 43Ω for a 2×1.5µm2 solid gold block on top
of a 1-µm-wide ridge waveguide. The impedance curve of the first fabrication run is∼ 10Ω
higher due to the increased gold resistance (Subsect.3.5.2). The impedance curve of the sec-
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Figure 6.17: Phase-shifter impedance (left) and modulator bandwidth (right), both ex-
tracted fromS-parameters measurements.

ond fabrication run is almost as designed. The remaining increase is caused by the increased
capacitance due the slightly smaller waveguide width and by the increased resistance due to
remaining holes in the plated gold.

Using Eq.3.5 and the extracted microwave index and attenuation curves (Fig.6.16), we
calculated the modulator bandwidth (Fig.6.17 (right)). The expected bandwidth of the de-
signed modulator is more than 55GHz. The extracted bandwidth of the modulator of the first
fabrication run was 34GHz. The difference was only caused by the higher microwave attenu-
ation in the gold, since the velocity match of this device was almost perfect. The modulator of
the second fabrication run had a lower microwave attenuation than that of the first run. There-
fore, one would expect a higher bandwidth. However, its small velocity mismatch reduces the
bandwidth to a similar value (34GHz). The small velocity mismatch of the second run can be
seen at the highest frequencies, where the bandwidth curve drops faster than that of the first
fabrication run.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the integration ofAWG-based multiwavelength lasers with
RF Mach-Zehnder modulators. We developed and realized two advanced photonic integrated
circuits: a 4-λ multiwavelength laser with one and four modulators. These monolithically
integrated devices have been realized in two fabrication runs. The problems encountered in
the first run were all solved in the second. Unfortunately, in that run a small SiNx residue
severely hampered the performance of theSOAs. The integrated modulators in both runs had
a good velocity- and impedance match. Small-signalS-parameter measurement predicted that
the modulator 3dBe bandwidth with a photodetector is 34GHz.
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Figure 6.18: Photographs of anMMIC modulator driver (1.9×3.1mm2) (left) packaged on
its sub-mount (right).

6.6 Packaging

6.6.1 MMIC modulator driver

TNO-FEL∗ designed aMMIC (Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit) modulator driver op-
erating at 39–42.5GHz for both the transmitter and the receiver driver chips. A photograph is
shown in Fig.6.18. It can generate an output power of 1W into a 50Ω load. For a modulator
with a 50Ω impedance, this corresponds to a voltage swing of 20V peak-peak. The drivers
were packaged byTHALES† using a Cu-Mo sub-mount (Fig.6.18).

6.6.2 Package for 4-λ multiwavelength laser with one modulator

For the compact transmitter driver of 2.8× 5.2cm2, THALES developed a package module,
shown in Fig.6.19. The chip (1) is positioned in the middle of the package. Alumina substrates
for DC SOA biasing are located on the left side of the package (9), whereas alumina substrates
for theRF signals are positioned on the top side (2). A 50Ω load (4) is integrated in the module.
By means of an alignment sleeve (5), an optical fiber can be positioned to the fiber with the
correct angle.

The chip temperature is controlled a thermistor (7) and a Peltier element (8). The total
power dissipation in the device can be calculated as follows. Assuming a voltage of 2V at
a SOA current of 150mA (Fig.4.8), the 4-channel multiwavelength laser produces∼ 1.2W
of heat when all four channels are operated simultaneously. Assuming aVRF (peak-peak) of

5V and a modulator impedance of 50Ω, the driver launches
(

1
2 ·5/

√
2
)2

/50∼= 0.06W of

electrical power into the modulator. This will be absorbed by theCPW feed line, the modulator

∗TNO-FEL, The Hague, The Netherlands
†THALES Research and Technology, Orsay, France
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Figure 6.19: Module layout for the multiwavelength laser integrated with one common
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Figure 6.20: Module layout for the multiwavelength laser integrated with four modulators.

itself and its load. The total dissipated power is therefore dominated by the heat generated by
the amplifiers, and is well below the maximum power that a normal Peltier can handle.

6.6.3 Package for 4-λ multiwavelength laser with four modulators

THALES also designed and fabricated a package module for the receiver driver chip. Besides
similar constraints for the transmitter driver chip concerningDC biasing, optical coupling and
thermo-electric cooling, the module has to address additionalRF issues. Now, four different
RF signals need to be fed into the chip instead of only oneRF signal in case of the transmitter
driver chip. This is a strong constraint in terms ofRF signal management. A schematic of the
module is shown in Fig.6.20.
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The chip (1) is positioned at the center and is glued on a carrier chuck with a Peltier cooler
(8) underneath regulating the temperature measured by a thermistor (7). On the left part of
the module,DC lines on an alumina substrate (9) distribute the signals for the thermo-electric
cooler, the thermistor, theSOAs and the modulators. Not allDC connections are drawn in the
figure. The inputRF alumina substrates (2) withCPWs are located on the top and bottom part
of the module. Again, two alumina substrates feed theRF signals to the chip. Outputs are
connected on both sides to two more alumina substrates connecting theCPWs to the 50Ω loads
(4). These integrated loads prevent reflections of theRF signals back into the chip, which would
deteriorate the modulation performance. On the right side, a fiber (6) is Yag-welded to the chip.
The fiber is tilted for minimizing reflections. The size of theRF connectors determines their
separation and, as a consequence, the length of theCPW lines inside the module. The minimum
distance between two adjacentCPWs is determined byRF cross-talk.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and outlook

This chapter gives a summary of the main conclusions of this thesis. In addition, it discusses
future device improvements and developments.

7.1 Main conclusions

The main conclusions of this thesis are:

• We developed a fabrication technology for the integration ofSOAs andRF Mach-Zehnder
modulators. An optimized layer stack was designed by making engineering trade-offs
relating to microwave, electrical, optical properties and fabrication tolerances. Vari-
ous architectures can be constructed using three main components: passive waveguides,
SOAs andRF phase shifters.

• To have the most efficient interaction in a traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulator, the
modulating microwaves should travel along the phase shifter with a low attenuation and
at the same speed as the optical carrier. We designed a modulator that is both velocity-
and impedance-matched. The microwave attenuation is sufficiently low to reach band-
widths above 50GHz. The modulator employs a 1-µm-wide waveguide which slows
down the optical field and speeds up the microwave field to obtain a nearly perfect ve-
locity match. Furthermore, with such a narrow waveguide width it is possible to make a
phase shifter with an impedance close to the 50Ω driver impedance.

• We realized a number of novelAWG-based lasers. AWG-based lasers can be applied as
tunable lasers, if no multiwavelength operation is required. Then, the properties of the
AWG can be exploited to increase the number of generated wavelengths for a certain
number of amplifiers. We demonstrated two devices with a Fabry-Pérot cavity that can
generate 16 wavelengths using 2AWGs and 8 amplifiers.

143
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Figure 7.1: Photograph of the complete wafer part with lasers and modulators (1.3×
1.3 cm2).

• We realized four integratedWDM ring lasers, which were the first of their kind. The
smallest is only 1×1.8mm2 in size, which is at least one order of magnitude smaller than
earlierAWG-based lasers. We investigated the performance of this device and understand
its complex operating principle. It proved to have a good longitudinal mode stability as
a function of temperature.

• The modulators and multiwavelength lasers we developed are suitable for monolithic
integration on one single chip. The realization of such integrated devices has been shown
(Fig. 7.1) and we came close to a working, novel, four-channel multiwavelength laser
with four integratedRF modulators.
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7.2 History and outlook

7.2.1 History

The research described in this thesis builds on previous work at theCOBRA research institute.
Already since 1987,COBRA researchers have been exploring the field of monolithic opto-
electronic integration (Fig.7.2). This has resulted in a number of key milestones ranging from
the first arrayed-waveguide grating (1987), multimode interference couplers (1990), 500-µm
bends (1989),MMI -couplers (1990), multiwavelength photodetectors (PDs) (1992), ultra-small
bends (1994), 10GHz 8-λ PDs (1995), optical add-drops multiplexers (ADMs) (1996), optical
cross-connects (OXCs) (1997),AWGLs (1999), a miniatureOXC (2000), andAWG-based ring
lasers (2001), anAWGL with integrated wavelength converter (WLC) (2002) to 25GHz 8-λ
PDs (2004). Since 2001, the economic interest of thesePICs is being exploited by the spin-off
company ThreeFive Photonics.

7.2.2 Outlook

In this thesis, we investigatedAWG-based lasers andRF modulators. AWGLs can compete
with other multiwavelength laser types regardingSMSR and wavelength accuracy. They have
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the advantage of multiwavelength emission and ease of driving. There is, however, room for
improvements. First,AWGLs do not yet provide the mW-range power levels required in most
applications. This is especially true for ring-basedAWGLs. The output power can be increased
by using a (strained) quantum-well active layerstack. An extended cavity laser test structure
with eight of such layers produced 3dB more output power than a comparable device with a
bulk active layer. However, the main reason for the low output power ofAWGLs is their large
cavity loss. Cavity loss can be reduced by minimizing the cavity length, f.i by implementing
very smallAWGs. Recently, a 4-channelAWG has been published with a record-small size
of 230× 330µm2 [225]. With such a component, also the second issue ofAWGLs can be
improved: their large foot-prints. The size of the smallestAWGL reported here can easily be
reduced by a factor of 2. The totalAWGL size is then mainly determined by theSOA array.

Traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulators on InP are excellent candidates for integration
with lasers. This gives them an important advantage over their LiNbO3 counterparts, which
cannot be monolithically integrated and are much larger at the same time. On the other hand,
LiNbO3 modulators have a lower insertion loss and driving voltage, which make them perfect
for stand-alone operation. The traveling-wave modulator we developed has a switching voltage
of 10V·mm, which cannot be further reduced without changing the layerstack. As its velocity
match is already nearly perfect, the bandwidth can only be increased by a further reduction of
the microwave attenuation. The choice for the phase-shifter length remains a delicate trade-off
between insertion loss, driving voltage and bandwidth.

The versatile active-passive integrating technology that was developed by JDS Uniphase
Eindhoven and theCOBRA research institute, offers great opportunities to realize very ad-
vanced photonic integrated circuits. With a combination of passive waveguides, optical ampli-
fiers and high-speed phase shifters, a designer can control the phase and amplitude of optical
signals and perform (re)generation, detection, routing and switching tasks. Examples are the
lasers with integrated modulators described in this thesis.

Another example is shown in Fig.7.3. It represents a novel schematicAWG-based ring
laser. With only twoSOAs, it can generate nine different wavelengths. This is made possible
by the use of four low-speed 2×2 Mach-Zehnder switches integrated in the cavity. The cavity
path through theAWG is selected by biasing the different switches in either their cross- or
bar-state. If nowMZI 1 andMZI 2 (andMZI 3 andMZI 4) are coupled by a third (and fourth)
amplifier, all nine wavelengths have a back-up amplifier. Such a discretely tunable laser can be
further improved by replacing eachAWG arm by an electro-optical phase shifter. This allows
for fast continuous tuning of the whole wavelength comb over the completeAWG free spectral
range.
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Summary

Integration of Multiwavelength Lasers with Fast Optical
Modulators

Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) are of key importance in Wavelength-Division Multi-
plexing (WDM) networks because of their reduced volume and packaging costs compared to
discrete components. The research described in this thesis was focussed on the integration
of WDM-lasers and Radio-Frequency (RF) modulators. TheWDM-lasers are based on an ar-
ray of Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) and an Arrayed-Waveguide Grating (AWG).
These lasers can be operated as multiwavelength lasers for simultaneous generation of multiple
wavelengths, or as tunable laser in which case their digital control is an advantage over precise
analog control needed in for instance sampled-grating distributed Bragg reflector lasers. The
RF modulators are based on a traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder structure. The integration of both
components on one single chip involves engineering trade-offs relating to the optimization of
microwave, electrical, optical and fabrication characteristics.

An important aspect of the fabrication ofPICs is the selection of a suitable integration
technology to realize different waveguide types for active (e.g. amplifier) and passive (e.g.
AWG) elements. InP epitaxial wafers containing high-quality integrated active and passive
regions were developed by JDS Uniphase and theCOBRA Research Institute using a three-step
metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy re-growth process. OurPICs use a ridge waveguide design,
for which a reactive ion etch process was developed theCOBRA cleanroom.

As a first step towards the integration of lasers and modulators, we focused on the fabrica-
tion of stand-alone devices in compatible structures. The Mach-Zehnder modulator structure
was realized in two versions. The first version employed 4-µm-wide phase shifters. This
waveguide width enabled a tolerant fabrication process but severely limited the modulator
bandwidth due to a high microwave attenuation and a velocity mismatch. A velocity match is
important to have an efficient interaction between the modulating microwaves and the optical
carrier. Also the modulator impedance of∼ 21Ω was not matched well to a 50Ω driver. An
additional impedance mismatch caused a standing wave pattern limiting the modulator 3dBe
bandwidth to 5GHz.

In a next design, we addressed an increase of the modulator impedance and a reduction of
both the microwave attenuation and index to achieve a velocity match. All three issues could be
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accomplished simultaneously, mainly by tuning one design parameter: the waveguide width.
The optimum width of 1µm forced us to develop new fabrication steps in order to realize 2-
µm-wide metal lines on top of such narrow phase shifters. The result was a traveling-wave
Mach-Zehnder modulator that was both velocity- and impedance-matched. The switching
voltage was measured to be lower than 5V and the static extinction ratio better than 20dB at
1550nm. The simulated 3-dBe relative optical response was over 50GHz for a device with
2-mm-long phase shifters. The bandwidth deduced from electrical measurements was reduced
by a poor quality plated gold to 34GHz. The optical bandwidth measured with a photodiode
was reduced to 9GHz by a high contact resistance. These two problems were solved in a
second fabrication run. There, a small velocity mismatch limited the modulator bandwidth
extracted fromS-parameter measurement to 34GHz, enough for 40Gb/s operation.

A number of multiwavelength lasers was developed separately in various configurations
of three main components: passive waveguides, semiconductor amplifiers (SOA)s and one or
moreAWGs. We realized a multiwavelength 4-λ laser using the basic configuration of anSOA-
array and a singleAWG in a linear Fabry-Pérot cavity. If no simultaneous operation is required,
AWG-based lasers can also be applied as discretely tunable lasers. Then, the properties of the
AWG can be exploited to increase the number of generated wavelengths over the number of
integrated amplifiers.

Using twoAWGs and eightSOAs, we realized two linear 16-λ digitally tunable lasers with a
channel spacing of 100GHz. One of these lasers was measured to have an side-mode suppres-
sion ratio of over 40dB and an output power of∼ 1mW at 100mA bias current. This power
level was substantially higher than that of earlier publishedAWG-based digitally tunable lasers
with an increased number of wavelengths. This was accomplished by coupling two cavities
with a multimode interference coupler into one output waveguide.

As an alternative forAWG-based multiwavelength lasers in a linear cavity, we realized
severalWDM ring lasers, which were the first of their kind. Two 4-λ AWG-based ring lasers,
a 7-λ and a 9-λ ring laser were all fabricated in the same technology. One of these ring lasers
hold the smallest device size of anAWG-based laser to date (1×1.8mm2). As integrated ring
lasers had not been used earlier for multiwavelength operation, we made an extensive study
of the stability and the mode-competition mechanism in such lasers. From our investigations
it can been concluded that the stability properties of these lasers can be good, but that it is
difficult to tap sufficient power out of the ring.

AWG-based multiwavelength lasers can be applied as an integrated continuous-wave source
for a wavelength converter or a modulator. Integrated modulators are a relevant option since
direct laser modulation is limited due to the long laser cavity. We designed and fabricated a
4-λ multiwavelength laser integrated with a high-speed Mach-Zehnder modulator. For a device
consisting of a 4-λ multiwavelength laser with four integrated modulators, we applied a novel
concept using a singleAWG (de)multiplexer. The realization of these integrated components
has been accomplished and we came close to operating devices.

Jan Hendrik den Besten



Samenvatting

Integratie van meerkleurenlasers met snelle optische schakelaars

Fotonisch geïntegreerde circuits (PICs) zijn van groot belang inWavelength Division Mul-
tiplexing (WDM) netwerken dankzij hun geringe afmetingen en packaging kosten. Het on-
derzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, is gericht op de integratie vanWDM-lasers
en modulatoren op Radio-Frequentie (RF). De WDM-lasers zijn gebaseerd op een rij van
halfgeleider optische versterkers en een golfgeleidertralie. Deze lasers kunnen worden ingezet
als meerkleurenlasers voor het gelijktijdig genereren van meerdere golflengtes, of als verstem-
bare lasers in welk geval hun digitale aansturing een voordeel is ten opzichte van de precieze
analoge aansturing van bijvoorbeeldsampled-grating distributed Bragg reflectorlasers. De
RF modulatoren zijn gebaseerd op een lopende-golf Mach-Zehnder structuur. De integratie
van beide componenten op één chip vereist ontwerptechnische afwegingen voor wat betreft de
optimalisatie van microgolf-, elektrische, optische en fabricage-aspecten.

Belangrijk in de fabricage vanPICs is de keuze van een geschikt technologieplatform om
verschillende golfgeleidertypen te realiseren voor actieve (b.v. een versterker) en passieve (b.v.
een golfgeleidertralie) elementen. Hoogwaardige InP epitaxiale wafers met geïntegreerde ac-
tieve en passieve gebieden werden ontwikkeld door JDS Uniphase Eindhoven en hetCOBRA

onderzoekscentrum in een driestaps hergroei met behulp vanmetal-organic vapor-phase epi-
taxy. OnzePICs zijn gebaseerd op dijkgolfgeleiders waarvoor eenreactive ion etchproces
werd ontwikkeld in deCOBRA cleanroom.

Als eerste stap tot het integreren van lasers en modulatoren hebben we ons gericht op
de fabricage van losse componenten in structuren die later samen te voegen zijn. De Mach-
Zehnder modulator is gerealiseerd in twee versies. De eerste versie maakt gebruik van 4µm
brede fasedraaiers. Deze golfgeleiderbreedte maakte een tolerant fabricageproces mogelijk
maar beperkte de modulatorbandbreedte in sterke mate door een hoge microgolfdemping en
een snelheidsverschil. Een gelijke snelheid van de modulerende microgolf en de optische
draaggolf is belangrijk voor een efficiënte onderlinge interactie. Ook de modulatorimpedantie
(21Ω) was niet goed aangepast aan die van de aansturing (50Ω). Een extra impedantieverschil
zorgde voor een staande golf die de 3-dBe bandbreedte van de modulator beperkte tot 5GHz.

In een tweede ontwerp hebben we ons gericht op het verhogen van de modulatorimpedantie
en het verlagen van de microgolfdemping en -index om een gelijke snelheid te bewerkstelli-
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gen. Alle drie aspecten konden worden bereikt door vooral één ontwerpparameter bij te stellen:
de golfgeleiderbreedte. De optimale breedte van 1µm dwong ons tot het ontwikkelen van
nieuwe fabricagestappen zodat we 2µm brede metaalbaantjes op zulke smalle golfgeleiders
konden maken. Het resultaat was een modulator die zowel op snelheid als ook impedantie
was aangepast. De schakelspanning voor deze modulator was 5V en de statische uitdoving
was meer dan 20dB. De ontworpen 3-dBe bandbreedte voor een device met 2 mm lange fase-
draaiers was meer dan 50GHz. De bandbreedte afgeleid uit elektrische metingen werd door
een slechte goudkwaliteit beperkt tot 34GHz. De bandbreedte zoals gemeten met behulp van
een photodiode werd door een hoge contactweerstand beperkt tot 9GHz. Deze twee problemen
werden opgelost in een tweede fabricagerun van dit ontwerp. Daarvan werd de modulatorband-
breedte zoals afgeleid uitS-parameter metingen, beperkt door een klein snelheidsverschil tot
34GHz, wat toch nog genoeg is voor 40Gb/s operatie.

Een aantal meerkleurenlasers hebben we afzonderlijk ontwikkeld in verschillende configu-
raties van drie hoofdcomponenten: passieve golfgeleiders, versterkers en één of meer tralies.
Een 4-kleuren laser werd gerealiseerd in een basisconfiguratie van een rij versterkers met een
enkel golfgeleidertralie in een lineaire trilholte. Als de verschillende golflengtes niet simultaan
hoeven te worden gegenereerd, kunnen deze lasers ook worden ingezet als discreet verstem-
bare lasers. In dat geval kunnen de eigenschappen van het tralie zo worden aangewend dat het
aantal te genereren golflengtes groter wordt dan het aantal aanwezige versterkers.

Met twee golfgeleidertralies en acht versterkers werden twee lineaire 16-kleuren lasers
gerealiseerd met een kanaalafstand van 100GHz. Eén van deze lasers had een zijmode-
onderdrukking van meer dan 40dB en een uitgangsvermogen van∼ 1mW bij 100mA stroom-
doorvoer. Dit vermogensniveau was substantieel hoger dan dat van eerdere tralielasers die
meerdere kleuren per versterker konden genereren. Dit kon door het koppelen van twee tril-
holtes met behulp van een multimodale interferentiekoppelaar in één uitgangsgolfgeleider.

Als alternatief voor lineaire tralielasers hebben we enkele geïntegreerdeWDM ringlasers
gemaakt die de eerste waren in hun soort. Twee 4-kleuren-, een 7-kleuren- en een 9-kleuren-
ringlaser werden alle gerealiseerd in dezelfde fabricagetechnologie. Eén van deze lasers is de
kleinste tralielaser tot nu toe (1×1.8mm2). Omdat geïntegreerde ringlasers nog niet eerder
waren gebruikt als meerkleurenlaser, hebben we uitgebreid onderzoek verricht naar hun sta-
biliteit en modeselectiemechanisme. Hieruit kan worden geconcludeerd dat de stabiliteit van
deze lasers goed kan zijn maar dat het moeilijk is om voldoende vermogen uit de ring te kop-
pelen.

Tralielasers kunnen worden ingezet als een geïntegreerde continue bron voor een golflengte-
omzetter of een modulator. Geïntegreerde modulatoren zijn relevant omdat directe modulatie
van deze lasers beperkt is door de lange trilholte. We hebben een 4-kleurenlaser ontworpen
en gefabriceerd met een snelle, geïntegreerde Mach-Zehnder modulator. Voor het ontwerp van
een 4-kleuren lasers met vier geïntegreerde modulatoren hebben we gebruik gemaakt van een
geheel nieuw concept met slechts één golfgeleidertralie. De realisatie van deze geïntegreerde
componenten is voltooid en we kwamen dicht bij werkende devices.

Jan Hendrik den Besten
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Promoveren doe je niet in je eentje. Zeker niet in een vakgebied als het onze waar resultaten
alleen in teamverband worden behaald. Er is daarom een flink aantal personen dat ik van harte
wil bedanken voor de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. Het begon ruim vijf jaar geleden
toen ik een postertje zag hangen over een voorlichtingsdag in Delft. De mooie foto erop (van
één van Chrétien Herbens cross-connects naar later bleek) deed me bellen en de volgende dag
zat ik in de trein. Veel begreep ik nog niet van wat er allemaal werd verteld maar het was
me duidelijk dat er een actieve groep mensen voor me stond die enthousiast over haar werk
vertelde. Dat moest daarom wel interessant zijn. Toen Peter Harmsma tenslotte vol vuur zijn
lasers demonstreerde, wist ik mijn beslissing: dat wilde ik ook.

De meeste dank voor het initiëren, ondersteunen en bijdragen aan dit proefschrift gaat uit
naar mijn promotor, Meint Smit. Meint, hartelijk dank voor vijf fijne jaren. Ik ben nog altijd
erg blij dat je me destijds de kans hebt gegeven me te ontwikkelen op allerlei terreinen en ik
verheug me op de komende twee jaar. De goede herinneringen zijn talrijk. Bijvoorbeeld die
aan deOBANET aftrapvergadering. Zoals later gebruikelijk bleek, was het overleg in een goede
middag gepiept. De volgende dag samen door een zonnig Valencia struinen met zo nu en dan
een kop koffie of wat hartigs: ik vond het heerlijk.

Xaveer Leijtens was mijn dagelijks begeleider en copromotor. Xaveer, ook bij jou kun je
gemakkelijk de kamer binnenlopen en dat heb ik dan ook veelvuldig gedaan. Voor een kop thee
of koffie, of omdat ik je mening wilde horen over het een of ander. Het was prettig discussiëren
over vakinhoudelijke zaken of de gebeurtenissen van de dag. Dat blijven we doen!

Erwin Bente werd sinds zijn komst mijn tweede copromotor. Erwin, hartelijk dank voor
de grote bijdrage aan het analyseren van de lasers. En ook voor de ondersteuning tijdens de
presentatie in Dwingeloo. Dat was een mooi één-tweetje. Net als Meint en Xaveer stelde je
feilloos de juiste vragen bij het lezen van het concept.

De chips in dit proefschrift waren niet ontstaan zonder JDS Uniphase in Eindhoven. Met
name Hans Binsma was van grote waarde. Hans, bedankt voor de grote e-mail correspondentie,
voor het corrigeerwerk van mijn proefschrift en ik wens je veel succes in Japan toe. Teus
van Dongen, bedankt voor de coördinatie van de vele epitaxiale wafers. Mark van Geemert,
bedankt voor de fabricage van vier laserkwartjes. Jammer dat we elkaar nooit hebben ontmoet.

Ook met TNO-FEL was de samenwerking intensief. Met Frank van Vliet en vooral met
Raymond van Dijk. Raymond, bedankt voor de grote bijdrage aan het ontwerp van de modu-
lator, de hulp bij het meten en voor het corrigeren van het modulatorhoofdstuk. Ook Wilfrid
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Pascher van de Fernuniversität in Hagen was betrokken bij het modulatorontwerp. Wilfrid,
herzlichen Dank für die gute Zusammenarbeit. Die hat uns viel gebracht. Ich hoffe auf weitere
Begegnungen in der Zukunft.

Mijn opdracht werd het integreren van lasers en schakelaars. Voor het samenvoegen van
losse componenten op een enkele chip is het zaak dat je je als jonge promovendus zo snel
mogelijk verdiept in het werk van je voorgangers, zodat je op hun kennis kunt voortbouwen
en geen onnodige fouten maakt. Dat bleek nogal een uitdaging en nog niet zo gemakkelijk.
Gelukkig zaten Peter Harmsma en ik samen op een kamer zodat een vraag snel gesteld was.
Peter, bedankt voor de eerste hulp op allerlei gebied. Ik herinner me je "ik kom wel ff" toen
ik een keer vanuit het Paviljoen belde en jij boven zat. Top! Ook Chrétien Herben liet zich de
oren van het hoofd vragen. Mooi dat jullie bedrijf de ergste stormen heeft doorstaan.

Wat ik me vooral ook herinner van de tijd in Delft is de goede sfeer. Op vrijdagmiddag
buiten in het gras voor de aula enkele glazen bier drinken, dat was een goede afsluiting van de
week en een goed begin van het weekend. Natuurlijk ook daarbij aanwezig waren mijn min
of meer “generatiegenoten”: Heino Bukkems, Ronald Broeke en Francisco Soares. Heino,
mooi dat je binnenkort alsnog promoveert. Ronald, met jou heb ik het meest opgetrokken.
Ongetwijfeld omdat we veel op elkaar lijken. Francisco, we hebben samen flink wat pizza’s
verorberd, waarbij de stukken af en toe in het rond vlogen. Je houdt er nog één van me tegoed.

Mahmoud Nikoufard, . Johan Burger, ek het jou e-pos baie geniet. Dit
was aangenaam om so af en toe afrikaans te kon lees. Youcai Zhu en Fokke Groen, bedankt
voor de hulp bij hetCV-meten en voor de tips.

Zonder technici geen chips. Aad de Vreede en Koos van Uffelen wezen me de weg in het
Paviljoen. Koos, jammer voor mij dat je al snel van deVUT ging genieten. Ik heb nog even
gezocht maar je had je ervaring meegenomen! Aad, bij jou mocht ik meekijken toen je de
phasar maakte voor de meerkleuren laser van Dries van Thourhout. Daarna kon ik zelf aan de
slag met een passieve plak. Helaas begon onze oudeRIE toen al ouderdomskwalen te vertonen.
Handmatig de knoppen bedienen wegens een kapotte computer, dan merk je dat chips bakken
soms een kwestie is van uren in de keuken staan.

Eén van onze huidige topkoks is Tjibbe de Vries. De mosselen waren aan mij niet besteed,
maar de asperges en stoofperen zeer zeker wel. Bedankt voor het klankbord in de cleanroom.
Barry Smalbrugge, je bent altijd goed voor verrassende oplossingen. Hadden we maar tijd om
ze allemaal te proberen! Siang Oei en Fouad Karouta sturen het technologische onderzoek
aan. Siang, het was prettig samenwerken bij het afstellen van de nieuweRIE. Zelfs op zaterdag
kwam je daarvoor nog naar Den Haag om even de strategie te bepalen voor je op vakantie
ging naar het Verre Oosten. Niet lang daarna hadden we het voor elkaar. Fouad, jij had met
jouw team minstens zoveel werk met deICP. Daar komen binnenkort vast de eerste spotsize
converters uit. Ben van Roy en Erik-Jan Geluk, bedankt voor de vele opdampingen. Ook die
ene had ik aan jullie ervaring moeten overlaten. Kitty Sander, jouw expertise zal de vakgroep
ongetwijfeld nog verder vooruit helpen.

Zonder secretaresses geen chips en soms ook geen eten. Mia, Wendy, Mavis, Laura, Su-
san en Els, bedankt voor de ondersteuning bij allerhande zaken. Els, kom je onderweg naar
Enschede een keer een bakkie doen in Den Bosch? Anja Suurling-van Langen en Arnold van
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Run, bedankt voor de snelle service bij het masker schieten. Johan van Zantvoort, gezellig, die
vele praatjes tussendoor en buitenom. Wie had er wie nou het meest bij de neus? Martin Hill,
fijn dat je weer een chip bij ons komt maken. Met hopelijk evenveel resultaat! De frustraties
bij het cleanroomwerk zijn soms groot, weten we allebei. De emoties liepen ook hoog op in de
gesprekken met Jos van der Tol en Ben van Roy. En dat terwijl we het zo goed als altijd met
elkaar eens zijn! Ben, koop nou toch maar weer een seizoenskaart. Jos, we moeten nog even
geduld hebben: 1993-1999-2005! Mark Krämer, bel je me als ons weer gevraagd wordt een
tafel waterpas te zetten? Roger Hoskens, geweldig dat je lasers het doen! Thieu Kwaspen, de
boer is troef weten we allebei. Hans Moerman, hartelijk dank voor de hulp op allerlei gebied.

Aan veel van het werk in dit proefschrift is bijgedragen door studenten. Roman Pahuta,
Davide Caprioli, Marko Bertogna, Giacomo Guidi, Yohan Barbarin, Dario Vitali, thank you
all very much for the input in this thesis. Davide, ci siamo divertiti parecchio, fuori e dentro
l’ufficio. Ricordo che mi hai insegnato la forma dell’ India. Yohan, gezellig om je kamergenoot

te zijn en te blijven. Genia Patent,

. Luc Augustin, Uzma Khalique en Rabah Hanfoug, alle succes toegewenst bij het
converteren van hoog-technologische uitdagingen tot standaard recepten. Els Kok, leuk dat
we de komende twee jaar waarschijnlijk vaak samen zullen reizen. Martijn Heck, je zingt
fantastisch, zo op de late uurtjes. Dat wordt een mooi duet als we straks kamergenoten zijn.

Tekenend voor de goede verstandhoudingen binnen onze vakgroep zijn de vele activiteiten
die er onderling worden ondernomen: een optreden bezoeken van Big Mistake in Utrecht;
een Marokkaanse theatervoorstelling bijwonen in de Schilderswijk; Xaveer boven iedereen uit
zien swingen bij The Stranglers op Parkpop (zag ook kleine Michiel vol trots); contando le
sorprendendemente poche navi italiane a Düsseldorf; via Maarssen naar Winterswijk fietsen
en weer terug; trap-op-trap-af stuiven in Vancouver (auw); languit in het gras liggend schaaps-
hondenraces kijken op Vancouver Island en daarna barbecuen en kamperen op het strand van
de wel erg gastvrije Gordon Telfort; flaneren in Parijs; snookeren in Newport Beach; nostal-
gisch doen bij Doe Maar in Ahoy; een jaartje tribune juichen in de Kuip; ontelbare malen naar
de filmhuizen van Delft en Den Haag; zwervers ontmoeten in New York; zonnen in Tucson;
cruisen over Route 66; discodansen in Valencia, Groningen, Dortmund (topvloertje daar boven
het station), Rotterdam, Madrid, Budapest en vooral ergens achteraf in oostelijk Berlijn.

Rest mij de personen te bedanken die de puntjes op de i’s zetten. Emmely Hallema, voor de
mooie kaft. Jacques Sicking, voor het discussiëren over de stellingen. En mijn zussen, voor het
willen optreden als paranimfen. Papa en mama, van brandhout zagen of een kaartje leggen is
de laatste jaren niet veel gekomen. Ik beloof dat ik vaker gehoor zal geven aan deze gedachte:
“Tied um noar hoes te goan”.

Jan Hendrik
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Weergodin, zoenestralen?
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InGaAs,20
wet-etch,20

CPW,37, 46, 132

dielectric constant,45
DODL, 3
doping,39, 41, 44, 46, 47

electro-optical effect,35
electrode,41

CPW,18
lumped-element,4, 5
traveling-wave,5

electrode transfer function,44
epitaxy,16
evaporation,24

fabrication technology,15
Fabry-Pérot modes,85
Fernuniversität in Hagen,iv, 14
FWM, 75

H2O2, 22
H3PO4, 22, 23
HCl, 23
HF, 20
HFSS,45, 52

impedance,41, 43, 53
index

microwave,42
optical,42

integration
laser-modulator,18

JDS Uniphase,iv, 14, 16

KOH, 22, 24

laser
AWGL, 9
DBR, 7–9, 13, 65
DFB, 7–9, 13, 65
digitally tunable,75
GCSR,9
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multiwavelength,7, 11
outcoupling,72, 123
PAL, 13
reflection,131
SG-DBR,8
SSG-DBR,8
VCF, 9

linewidth,10, 105
loading effect,23
longitudional modes,83
loss tangent,46

Mej. S.,178
metalization

n-contact,19, 25
p-contact,17, 19, 25

Method of Lines,45, 52
MIS, 40
MMI-coupler,35

double-etched,50
mobility, 46
modefilter,92
modulator,4, 49

EAM, 4, 13
GaAs,6, 7
InP,6, 7
LiNbO3, 4–6
MMIC driver, 140
MZI, 5, 13
polymer,5, 6
TW-EAM, 4

MOVPE,15

O2-plasma,20, 26
OBANET, 3, 14
optical beamforming,2

receive mode,4
transmit mode,3

orientation,37, 52
oxalic acid,22

package,140, 141
PECVD,20
permeability,40

PHASAR,3, 68
Phased-array antenna,2
PHM, 49
PIC,15
pin-diode,41
planarization,24
plating

electroless plating,25
electroplating,25

polyimide,24, 55
dielectric constant,55

polymer,22
PWD,49

quasi-TEM,39

RBS,24
RC time constant,4
reflection coefficient,44
refractive index,45
resist

MaN-440,22, 130
resistance

lateral electrical,19
resistivity,45
RIE, 22
RIN, 4
RTP,25

semi-insulating,18, 40, 46
SF6, 26
SiNx, 20, 23
skin depth,25, 40, 46, 52, 133
slow-wave structure,52
small-signal,52, 58, 136
SMSR,10, 11
SOA,9, 45
sputtering,24

TEM, 39
temperature tuning,9
THALES, iv, 14, 140, 141
threshold current,10, 11
Ti, 22, 130
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TLS, 7
TNO-FEL, iv, 14, 140
traveling wave,41
true-time delay,2

VCSEL,8
velocity

group,39
phase,39

velocity match,42
VUT, 176

walk-off parameter,42, 44
WDM, 7
WGR,3

Y-filter, 83
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